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Abstract
Dynamically deforming 3D surfaces play a major role in computer graphics. However, producing
time-varying dynamic geometry at ever increasing detail is a time-consuming and costly process, and
so a recent trend is to capture geometry data directly from the real world. In the ﬁrst part of this
thesis, I propose novel approaches for this research area. These approaches capture dense dynamic
3D surfaces from multi-camera systems in a particularly robust and accurate way. This provides
highly realistic dynamic surface models for phenomena like moving garments and bulging muscles.
However, re-using, editing, or otherwise analyzing dynamic 3D surface data is not yet conveniently
possible. To close this gap, the second part of this dissertation develops novel data-driven modeling
and animation approaches. I ﬁrst show a supervised data-driven approach for modeling human muscle
deformations that scales to huge datasets and provides ﬁne-scale, anatomically realistic deformations
at high quality not attainable by previous methods. I then extend data-driven modeling to the
unsupervised case, providing editing tools for a wider set of input data ranging from facial performance
capture and full-body motion to muscle and cloth deformation. To this end, I introduce the concepts
of sparsity and locality within a mathematical optimization framework. I also explore these concepts
for constructing shape-aware functions that are useful for static geometry processing, registration,
and localized editing.
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Zusammenfassung
Dynamisch deformierbare 3D-Oberﬂächen spielen in der Computergraﬁk eine zentrale Rolle. Die Erstellung der für Computergraﬁk-Anwendungen benötigten, hochaufgelösten und zeitlich veränderlichen
Oberﬂächengeometrien ist allerdings äußerst arbeitsintensiv. Aus dieser Problematik heraus hat sich
der Trend entwickelt, Oberﬂächendaten direkt aus Aufnahmen der echten Welt zu erfassen. Dazu nötige
3D-Rekonstruktionsverfahren werden im ersten Teil der Arbeit entwickelt. Die vorgestellten, neuartigen Verfahren erlauben die Erfassung dynamischer 3D-Oberﬂächen aus Mehrkamera-Aufnahmen
bei hoher Verlässlichkeit und Präzision. Auf diese Weise können detaillierte Oberﬂächenmodelle von
Phänomenen wie in Bewegung beﬁndliche Kleidung oder sich anspannende Muskeln erfasst werden.
Aber auch die Wiederverwendung, Bearbeitung und Analyse derlei gewonnener 3D-Oberﬂächendaten
ist aktuell noch nicht auf eine einfache Art und Weise möglich. Um diese Lücke zu schließen beschäftigt
sich der zweite Teil der Arbeit mit der datengetriebenen Modellierung und Animation. Zunächst wird
ein Ansatz für das überwachte Lernen menschlicher Muskel-Deformationen vorgestellt. Dieses neuartige Verfahren ermöglicht eine datengetriebene Modellierung mit besonders umfangreichen Datensätzen
und liefert anatomisch-realistische Deformationseﬀekte. Es übertriﬀt damit die Genauigkeit früherer
Methoden. Im nächsten Teil beschäftigt sich die Dissertation mit dem unüberwachten Lernen aus
3D-Oberﬂächendaten. Es werden neuartige Werkzeuge vorgestellt, die eine weitreichende Menge an
Eingabedaten verarbeiten können, von aufgenommenen Gesichtsanimationen über Ganzkörperbewegungen bis hin zu Muskel- und Kleidungsdeformationen. Um diese Anwendungsbreite zu erreichen
stützt sich die Arbeit auf die allgemeinen Konzepte der Spärlichkeit und Lokalität und bettet diese
in einen mathematischen Optimierungsansatz ein. Abschließend zeigt die vorliegende Arbeit, wie
diese Konzepte auch für die Konstruktion von oberﬂächen-adaptiven Basisfunktionen übertragen
werden können. Dadurch können Anwendungen für die Verarbeitung, Registrierung und Bearbeitung
statischer Oberﬂächenmodelle erschlossen werden.
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Preface
This dissertation is largely based on publications that I have presented at and published in peerreviewed conferences and journals. My dissertation combines these publications under the common
theme of reconstructing and editing dynamically deforming 3D surfaces. The text includes ﬁgures,
plots, data, and text passages from my published work. It complements these with additional results,
more in-depth discussions of the limitations as well as more detailed derivations and explanations
of the involved math, theory, and algorithms. My advisors Marcus Magnor, Markus Wacker, and
Christian Theobalt co-authored all my publications, providing valuable advice and ideas along the
way. In the following, I clarify my individual contributions to each chapter of this thesis and relate
them to my corresponding publications.
Chapter 2: Reconstructing Dynamically Deforming 3D Surfaces

describes two diﬀerent

approaches for reconstructing dynamically deforming 3D surfaces. The garment capturing system
described in Section 2.2 was the basis for a complete multiview capture system that I developed
for adidas AG. It also is the foundation for a shoe last scanning system that I implemented with
Jens Friedrich for adidas AG. Furthermore, HTW Dresden actively uses the system for calibrating
their multi-camera lab. The system was predominantly developed by me. Jens Friedrich helped with
the implementation of the Auto-Detect Feature and assisted in GPU parallelization. Lorenz Rogge
programmed the initial version of the pattern generator.
A second 3D reconstruction method is described in Section 2.3. The main idea behind it was ﬁrst
presented as a Poster at SIGGRAPH [NWV+12] as:
T. Neumann, M. Wacker, K. Varanasi, C. Theobalt, and M. Magnor. „High Detail Marker
based 3D Reconstruction by Enforcing Multiview Constraints“. In: ACM SIGGRAPH
2012 Posters. 2012, p. 59.
The poster abstract [NWV+12] was co-written by Kiran Varanasi, Marcus Magnor, Christian Theobalt,
and Markus Wacker. The initial idea, implementation, and evaluation are my work. The method
is the basis for the 3D reconstruction part in my later publication [NVH+13], but the core of it
was never fully described nor fully evaluated in either of these publications since this was not their
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focus. After publication of both works, I was able to signiﬁcantly improve upon [NWV+12]. I plan
to publish these new results in the near future.
Chapter 3: Data-Driven Animation of Deforming Muscles

is based on the publication

T. Neumann, K. Varanasi, N. Hasler, M. Wacker, M. Magnor, and C. Theobalt. „Capture
and statistical modeling of arm-muscle deformations“. In: Computer Graphics Forum
(Proc. of Eurographics) 32.2 (2013), pp. 285–294.
Kiran Varanasi and Christian Theobalt both provided valuable insights, advice, and discussion over
the course of the project. Nils Hasler helped developing the theory behind the shape parameterization
in Section 3.2.3. Discussions with Stefan John helped me ﬁnd the correct method for non-rigid
registration. Kwang-In Kim provided valuable feedback and code review regarding the kernel
regression method described in Section 3.2.4. Kai Ruhl, Michael Stengel, and Maryam Mustafa helped
me with the editing and the voice-over of the submission video. The initial draft for parts of the
system was sketched during a visit at MPI with Kiran Varanasi, Nils Hasler, and Christian Theobalt;
it was further developed in discussions with Markus Wacker and Marcus Magnor. Implementation,
recording setup, experiment design, evaluation, and presentation are my work.
Chapter 4: Sparse Localized Deformation Components

is based on the publication

T. Neumann, K. Varanasi, S. Wenger, M. Wacker, M. Magnor, and C. Theobalt. „Sparse
Localized Deformation Components“. In: ACM Transactions on Graphics (Proc. SIGGRAPH Asia) 32.6 (2013), 179:1–179:10.
Kiran Varanasi and Christian Theobalt both supported me with valuable advice that shaped this
project. Stephan Wenger provided valuable insights into sparsity-inducing norms and proximal
optimisation methods. Maryam Mustafa helped with the voice-over for the videos. I was responsible
for the initial idea, the derivation of the algorithm, its implementation, evaluation, and presentation.
Chapter 5: Compressed Manifold Modes for Mesh Processing

is based on the publication

T. Neumann, K. Varanasi, C. Theobalt, M. Magnor, and M. Wacker. „Compressed Manifold Modes for Mesh Processing“. In: Computer Graphics Forum (Proc. of Symposium
on Geometry Processing SGP) 33.5 (2014), pp. 35–44.
The paper was written by me and Kiran Varanasi, with valuable feedback from Markus Wacker,
Marcus Magnor, and Christian Theobalt. Markus Wacker additionally provided insights into the
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theoretical background. The initial idea was conceived during a discussion with Kiran Varanasi. The
design, development, and implementation of the optimisation algorithm, as well as evaluation and
presentation, are my work.
Additional work.

In addition to these publications, I have co-authored several publications that

are loosely related to this dissertation. They may provide additional insight into certain aspects
of the presented work or a wider overview of its ﬁeld of application: An approach for obtaining
dense correspondences for high-resolution video data [LLN+10; LLN+12]; an approach for monocular
human pose reconstruction for an augmented reality clothing system [RNWM11]; an approach for
extending the muscle model presented in Chapter 3 based on Kinect recordings [RNVT13]; a system
for classifying soil samples for application in the geosciences [WNEG14]; and a new approach to
simultaneously measure muscle activity with EMG, force distribution using a pressure plate, and
muscle deformation with the system proposed in Chapter 2, which shall be used for assessment in
one-legged balancing tasks [PGF+16].
Supplementary Videos and Sourcecode.

The DVD attached to this dissertation contains

supplementary videos showing many of its results in motion. Furthermore, I open-sourced my
implementations of sparse localized deformation components I present in Chapter 41 . I also opensourced a reference implementation of the compressed modes algorithm presented in Chapter 5, as
well as all scripts to reproduce the results in this chapter2 . A copy of these source codes can also be
found on the supplementary DVD.

1
2

https://github.com/tneumann/splocs
https://github.com/tneumann/cmm
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Notation
The mathematical notation in this thesis follows conventions from the computer vision and computer
graphics literature. Bold upper-case letters are used to denote matrices, for example A, Ψ. Bold
lower-case letters denote column vectors, for example x, θ. Calligraphic typeface is used to denote
sets (e.g. I, S), and the cardinality of a set I is denoted as |I|. Functions returning a set are also

written as calligraphic letters: V(·). Unless stated otherwise, italic letters refer to scalars (e.g. x, λ)
or functions (e.g. φ(·), f (·)). Dimensions (size of vectors, sets, matrices) are written in upper-case
italic letters, e.g. K, N ; often used like in x ∈ RN (which states that x is an N -dimensional column

vector of real numbers).

Lower right indices denote entries in a matrix or in a vector: Ai,j or xi , respectively. Notice that
vector and matrix values are bold-faced even when they are indexed, even though Ai,j and xi would
both denote a scalar. Sometimes, a complete row or column has to be extracted from a matrix; this is
denoted as Ak,∗ or simply Ak to extract the kth row of A, and A∗,k to extract the kth column. x⊤ ,
A⊤ denotes transposition of a vector or a matrix, respectively. vec(A) vectorizes an N × M matrix
A, introducing a renumbering of the entries from a two-dimensional matrix to a one-dimensional
column vector of size N · M , implemented by stacking its columns on top of one another. The trace

of a matrix is denoted as Tr(·); diag(A) yields a column vector with the entries in the diagonal of A.
I(N ) denotes the identity matrix of size N × N ; often written shortly as I unless the size N cannot be

inferred from the context. A vector of ones is written as a bold upright one: 1; a vector of zeros as 0.

The signum function sgn(x) = x/ |x| returns the sign of x. The vector operations max(·) and min(·)
extract the maximum and minimum element of a vector, respectively. To return the larger value from

two given scalars a and b, the function max(a, b) can be used, and min(a, b) to return the smaller of
the two values. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, operations like ln, exp, sgn, etc. can take a vector
or matrix as the parameter, which denotes the application of the operation to all elements, returning
a new vector or matrix of the same dimensions as the input parameter.
1/p
|xi |p
. The Frobenius
i=1
M
N
2
|Ai,j | . A common trick is to
j=1
i=1
operation: kAk2F = Tr(A⊤ A).

The ℓp -norm of an N -dimensional vector x is denoted as kxkp =

norm of an N × M matrix A is denoted kAkF =

qP

formulate the squared Frobenius norm using the trace

P

PN
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Notation

SO(3) denotes the group of rotations in 3-dimensional Euclidean space, so if R is a rotation matrix

(R⊤ R = I and det(R) = 1), then R ∈ SO(3). The Lie algebra of SO(3) is denoted as so(3). The set
of positive real numbers is denoted as R+ , and Z+ the set of positive integer numbers.

It is sometimes necessary to introduce a second level of indexing, for example to specify a variation
of a variable or when collecting an array of vectors or matrices. In this case, a superscript is used,
for example: x(1) , x(2) , or x(n) . Similarly, quantities that change during an iterative algorithm can
indicate the current iteration as x(k) or x(0) . The brackets prevent confusion with exponentiation.
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1. Introduction
The world around us is full of dynamically deforming 3D surfaces: From wrinkling cloth to bending
shoe soles, from leaves blowing in the wind to tree trunks bending in a storm, from heavily bulging
muscles to the slightest motions of a nostril. Deforming surfaces are spatiotemporal phenomena: Not
only do they constitute three-dimensional positions of every point on the surface at a speciﬁc point in
time, but also their possibly complex motion. The surface evolves, it deforms over time. Nowadays,
computer graphics techniques can believably re-create such phenomena based on simulations and
renderings. However, digitally (re-)creating deformable surfaces from scratch is a challenging, timeconsuming, and costly process, often involving tedious manual work by experienced artists or realistic
physical simulation using high-end computers. One possible solution to this problem is to directly
reconstruct deformable surfaces from the real world.
Today’s technology can digitize 3D surfaces at high spatial resolution, for example using laser-range
scanners or time-of-ﬂight cameras [GTKK13]. But just like a video recording only captures a sequence
of 2D photos, without any information of the motion of each pixel, 3D scanners can only output
uncorrelated 3D point clouds, providing no information about where each of the points moved between
two captured moments. Estimating the motion of the 2D pixels or 3D points is one major open
problem in the ﬁeld of computer vision [Sze10]. The dense estimation of correspondences between
pixels across time is commonly called optical ﬂow and enables computers to densely track features
in a single video stream over time [BSL+11]. Similarly, pixel correspondences between images
from diﬀerent known camera locations can be used to recover the 3D structure of a visible surface;
this is referred to as (multiview) stereo estimation [Sin14; SCD+06]. Combining both approaches
enables full spatiotemporal 3D reconstruction of deforming surfaces. Two principal strategies exist
for spatiotemporal 3D reconstruction: Marker-based approaches rely on uniquely identiﬁable markers
or speciﬁc patterns on the surface, while markerless approaches promise to work in completely
unrestrictive settings without any surface preparation. Recent computer vision research almost
exclusively concentrates on markerless solutions [MGSHT15]. Such approaches have to rely on the
presence of some natural surface texture. But even then, in the general setting, the problem of
estimating correspondences within this markerless regime is ill-posed. Thus, researchers have to resort
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to additional object-type speciﬁc priors and/or rely on regularization [TAS+10]. For example, many
so-called full-body performance capture methods rely on a speciﬁc template scan of the person who is
being captured [AST+08]. While this can produce plausible results, this approach limits applicability
and cannot guarantee the correctness of the measured surface. In contrast, marker-based systems
are highly accurate, can provide 3D data in real-time, and are robust since markers are designed
to be detected reliably [Kra07; Has14; SOS09]. Nowadays, marker-based systems are heavily used
in industrial applications. However, none of these techniques oﬀer the perfect solution for every
application use case. There is, and possibly always will be, a trade-oﬀ between robustness, ﬂexibility,
accuracy, and computation speed. This thesis concentrates on robustness and accuracy achieved by
marker-based systems. In Chapter 2, I develop new marker-based approaches which allow for the
reconstruction of even heavily deforming 3D surfaces such as stretching garments and fast, full-body
sports motions, while minimizing preparation times.
3D reconstruction techniques like the ones proposed in this thesis feature increasingly better
detail and resolution. Like a recorded video, these dynamic 3D reconstructions can be replayed and
re-rendered in their original form. However, analyzing and modifying such data cannot be easily
accomplished. Arguably, deformable surface analysis and editing are still in its infancy. The current
situation is like having a new ultra-resolution digital camera, but no Photoshop to postprocess the
images. Proper tools for analyzing and editing captured data are needed in diﬀerent application
ﬁelds. Tools that are specialized for captured 3D data could help discover the underlying factors
for observed 3D surface deformation, helping us to better understand the dynamics of deforming
surfaces. Computer graphics applications might use such tools to apply artistic modiﬁers to captured
data of deforming surfaces, for example to automatically change facial expressions to convey certain
emotions. Or the captured data might be used as a template for quickly instantiating completely
diﬀerent, realistically looking virtual characters.
With suﬃcient data, statistical analysis of the captured dynamic 3D surfaces becomes possible. This
powerful idea is known as data-driven modeling, sometimes also called statistical shape processing. A
data-driven method learns how the 3D surface behaves in the real world according to the captured
data. For example, a data-driven model can learn the variations in human body shape from laser
scans of many diﬀerent people [ASK+05; HSS+09]. Such models generate new virtual characters
with body shapes that are not in the input scans but that nevertheless look realistic. A user just
has to provide input parameters (labels) such as height, weight, gender, age. The expressiveness of
state-of-the-art data-driven models is limited both by the amount of training data recorded and by the
number of free input parameters. New capture methods like the one proposed in this thesis ameliorate
this situation since they provide ﬁne-scale geometric detail of moving skin surfaces. Compared to
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static laser scans that usually take a couple of seconds and provide a single pose per scan, the
new multiview-based capture systems provide at least 30 scans per second. In eﬀect, this allows
capturing much more samples of 3D surfaces, resulting in much larger datasets as compared to
static laser scanning. New challenges appear in this setting: The learning approach has to scale to
very large datasets, and the approach must be capable of modeling ﬁne-scale surface deformations,
phenomena that only become visible at high temporal resolution and which may be related to the
input parameters in a non-linear way. In Chapter 3, I tackle this problem in the speciﬁc setting
of data-driven modeling of human muscles. I present a muscle surface model that automatically
learns the complex inter-dependencies between muscle activity of real subjects and their physical
constitution, applied external forces, and body pose all from real, captured data. Such a learned
model can generate detailed surface deformations based on a sparse set of input parameters, such
as pose and external loads. The model is suitable for generating meaningful animations and does
not require cumbersome rigging and simulation. While this part of the thesis focuses on muscle
deformations and the shoulder-arm-complex, the underlying methodology can work as a general
blueprint and as a proof of concept, enabling the application of similar concepts to other body parts,
to the whole body, or for even larger datasets.
Statistical shape modeling usually requires capturing both the 3D surface as well as the set of input
parameters that generated this 3D surface. For example, the posture must be inferred from a rigged
skeleton, and the height of the person has to be recorded alongside the capture process [ASK+05;
HSS+09]. Otherwise, the model is not able to learn the relationship between the input parameters and
the surface deformation. In some cases, such input parameters cannot be measured conveniently. For
example, an artist might want to edit a facial expression by adding a "smile" component to a captured
facial performance of an actor. But, arguably, the "amount of smile" cannot be measured objectively.
Thus, instead of a supervised data-based modeling approach, we may like to have an unsupervised
approach that automatically discovers the latent input parameters. In Chapter 4, I present such an
unsupervised data-based modeling method. The core idea is to model surface deformations based
on a general and intuitive principle that is based on the observation that deformations usually have
a local eﬀect in an isolated region. For example, we humans know that it is possible to move only
one of our eyebrows (even if not everybody is able to do so). We also know that the motion of the
eyebrow can be performed independently of the motion of the lips (at least after some training). This
principle can be cast into an optimization framework based on the formal mathematical concepts of
sparsity and geodesic locality. Building upon these principles as well as the recently popular machine
learning method of Sparse PCA, I present sparse localized deformation components in Chapter 4 - a
powerful tool for artistic editing, data exploration, and statistical shape processing.

3

1. Introduction

During my work on the above-mentioned method, it came to my mind that the successful regime
of sparse and localized modeling can have a wider range of applications. I argue that the assumption
of sparsity and locality does not only hold for deforming, but also to static surfaces. For example,
we humans think of a hand as consisting of 5 ﬁngers and a palm. Thus, a shape processing
algorithm should respect this inherent part composition of most everyday objects. This is the idea of
compressed manifold modes that I explore in Chapter 5. Equivalently to decomposing deformations
(Chapter 4), here the surfaces themselves are decomposed with respect to sparse and localized 3D
surface basis functions. Compressed manifold modes provide unique capabilities that can be exploited
in geometry processing applications like shape approximation, feature detection, segmentation, and
in shape matching. In particular, the shape matching capabilities suggest a huge potential for future
applications in 3D reconstruction and registration systems such as the ones presented in Chapter 2
and Chapter 3.
I discuss many of these opportunities and challenges for future work in Chapter 6 and I conclude
with an overview of work published by other researchers who build on the results of this thesis.
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2. Reconstructing Dynamically Deforming 3D Surfaces
To reconstruct dynamically deforming surfaces from the real world, it is necessary to measure the 3D
positions and motion of suﬃciently many points on the surface. Active 3D scanning systems such as
laser scanners, Time-of-Flight sensors, or structured-light scanners directly measure 3D coordinates
of surface points, but not their motion and deformation. Motion has to be recovered from the raw
data by other means, for example using a tracking or non-rigid registration algorithm. Such tracking
is often not possible on measured 3D geometry alone. For example, textiles may stretch while their
extrinsic geometry stays completely constant. Such tangential deformations can only be inferred
when there is a speciﬁc texture, pattern, or some form of markers on the surface that can be reliably
tracked while the surface is deforming. These limitations are one of the reasons for the development
of passive camera-based systems. Passive systems consist of at least two cameras that simultaneously
image the dynamic scene. The cameras must ﬁrst be calibrated so that their position and ﬁeld-of-view
are known. Then, pixel correspondences enable dynamic 3D reconstruction: correspondences between
pixels from spatially separate cameras allow reconstruction of 3D coordinates, while correspondences
between pixels of successive video frames allow reconstruction of motion. Unfortunately, estimating
such correspondences correctly is a computationally challenging problem. In fact, without additional
prior information, or without a speciﬁc texture on the surface, accurate and robust correspondences
cannot be found.
The computer vision community tackles this problem with a multitude of approaches that I will
review in Section 2.1. All of them have their strengths and weaknesses as well as speciﬁc target
application scenarios. Most camera-based 3D reconstruction methods focus on completely markerless
setups. They track the natural texture that some surfaces exhibit. Consequently, if the surface does
not have such a structured texture, if the resolution of the cameras is too low to image it, if there
is fast motion, or if the surface is too smooth or too regular, then such methods often struggle to
jointly capture 3D geometry and deformation. Well-engineered priors and regularizers may be able to
recover a plausible reconstruction result in these cases, but that does not mean that the resulting
reconstruction is correct. For application use cases, such as data-driven animation or for engineering
applications, this is not acceptable. Precise and reliable measurements are required.
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This thesis focuses on the precise reconstruction of highly deforming and fast-moving surfaces,
such as textiles, garments, shoes, and skin. I argue that this use case can not rely on markerless
approaches, for the above-mentioned reasons. We should not condemn marker-based approaches, but
make them more robust, more ﬂexible, and simpler to use. The methods presented in this chapter
are a step in this direction.
I propose two methods for reconstructing dynamically deforming 3D surfaces. The ﬁrst approach,
Section 2.2, relies on the idea of jointly inferring the 3D positions and the parameterization of a
surface - instead of measuring only coordinates (x, y, z). It also measures the intrinsic position of those
coordinates on the parameterized domain, e.g. (u, v). This implicitly allows recovering motion and
deformation of the surface, even for arbitrarily large motion and strong deformation. The approach
is specialized for garment and textile surfaces and realized by printing a speciﬁc pattern inspired
by [SSK+05] onto the textiles. I propose fast and parallelizable image processing algorithms for
detecting the printed pattern, enabling robust reconstruction in practical scenarios. This method has
been actively applied in the industry by adidas AG.
The second approach focuses on measuring dense dynamic 3D geometry using completely random
dot patterns. Randomized patterns are applied very quickly onto surfaces such as textiles, shoes, and
even the human skin. However, estimating correspondences between images of diﬀerent cameras and
between successive scans becomes non-trivial since every dot looks exactly the same. In order to solve
for these ambiguities, the 3D reconstructions are constrained to be multiview-consistent. To this
end, I introduce and formalize the concept of multiview conﬂicts. These constraints are incorporated
into a graph matching framework that is extended to jointly solve for the optimal 3D reconstruction
across all stereo pairs of a multi-camera system. I also propose a new shape context based tracking
approach that is able to estimate correspondences across very large motion and deformation. This 3D
reconstruction method forms the basis for measuring and modeling human arm muscle deformations
in Chapter 3. Finally, I show how these dense 3D reconstruction approaches can be used for strain
analysis of textiles.

2.1. Related Work
Before introducing the 3D reconstruction algorithms, let me ﬁrst give a broad background on basic
techniques used in 3D reconstruction from multiple cameras. I will also review graph matching and
consistency-based matching - both are related to the approach presented in Section 2.3.
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Stereo Matching

considers multi-camera reconstruction setups involving only two cameras.

Scharstein and Szeliski [SS02] give a general overview of this case. The projective geometry of
stereo setups is well-known [HZ04, Part II: Two-View Geometry]. Still unsolved is the problem of
ﬁnding robust correspondences between multiple camera views. Correspondences are needed in order
to triangulate 3D positions (assuming calibrated cameras). To ﬁnd stereo matches, most approaches
integrate information from neighboring pixels. This can be done either locally, by matching image
patches [BRR11], by using anisotropic matching cost ﬁlters [RHB+11], or by adaptively matching
scaled windows [BBH08]. Yet another idea is to seek optimal correspondences so that the photoconsistency of the matches (data term), as well as smoothness of the reconstructed 3D geometry
(regularization term), is maximized. This global optimization can be solved jointly for all pixels (or
all feature points), for example using belief propagation [FH04; LLN+10] or Markov random ﬁelds
[KZ01]. These approaches optimize over a discrete label space, where each pixel can be assigned to
multiple candidate pixels in the other image, an idea that is related to the graph matching approach
presented in Section 2.3. Recent developments hint at a revival of local and semi-global approaches
like [Hir05] and focus on improving the data term, e.g. using convolutional neural networks [ŽL15] to
learn a robust measure of photo-consistency instead of using classical measures like sum-of-squared
diﬀerences. My proposed graph matching formulation is completely orthogonal to this development:
The proposed algorithm does not require a data term at all and is only equipped with a regularization
term. However, in order to break ambiguities, it incorporates information from more than two
cameras. Notice that stereo approaches typically operate only in narrow baseline setups (cameras
very close to each other), to enable matching based on appearance only. In contrast, the approaches
considered here are applicable to wide baseline setups as well.
Multiview stereo (MVS)

is a natural extension of the stereo scenario, aiming at 3D reconstruction

of arbitrary objects from more than two cameras [Sin14]. At the core, these methods still need to
solve the image correspondence problem, i.e., ﬁnding corresponding pixels, patches, or features across
multiple cameras. Seitz et al. [SCD+06] give a taxonomy and evaluation of classical methods for
static reconstruction. A straightforward approach to MVS is to fuse depth maps from separate stereo
pairs [BBH08; MAW+07], possibly by deciding from multiple depth hypotheses during depth map
fusion [CVHC08]. Another classical approach is to directly model the 3D surface to be reconstructed,
for example using voxels [KKSS00; SZB+07] or level sets [FK98]. Based on such representations,
sophisticated global optimization methods are employed to solve for the 3D reconstruction that
best ﬁts the image data [KKBC09; SZB+07; FK98; PKF07]. In recent years, simple point-based
representations and local optimization methods turned out to be extremely successful [FP08; SSS08;
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GS15], probably thanks to their scalability. Such point-based approaches match small planar 3D
patches across diﬀerent images. Recent work combines this with depth map fusion, e.g. in [GS15].
State-of-the-art MVS methods work best on tens to hundreds of very high-resolution photos, able to
faithfully reconstruct static objects. The advent of easy-to-use MVS software [Agi; Aut; Wu11] enables
non-experts to perform photo-realistic reconstruction of static scenes. A major problem of MVS
reconstructions is their aﬄiction with outliers and frequent missing regions. Jensen et al. [JDV+14]
recently observed that these problems do not necessarily occur where photo-consistency fails (e.g.
specular highlights). Instead, MVS most often fails in textureless or repetitive regions of the object,
where direct matching is completely ambiguous. Subsequent 3D surface interpolation [KH13] can
help ﬁll such regions smoothly, but 3D information is ultimately lost and not correctly reconstructed
in textureless areas. The multiview conﬂict method proposed in this chapter is speciﬁcally targeted at
solving ambiguities in situations where the texture is not unique. While my speciﬁc application will
be skin and garment capture in scenarios where there are random points on the surface, I nevertheless
believe the basic idea can inspire future MVS approaches, since the proposed multiview constraints
can be incorporated into optimization frameworks of more general MVS pipelines.
Spatiotemporal MVS.

Since even static MVS is very memory demanding, general spatiotemporal

MVS for dynamic scenes is not well researched. The level set method can be elegantly upgraded to
the spatiotemporal setting by jointly formulating tracking and reconstruction using partial diﬀerential
equations [GM04], but this requires a good initialization. Klose et al. [KLM10] extend the patch-based
method by Furukawa and Ponce [FP08] for video data ﬁlmed by multiple unsynchronized cameras.
Given a set of images, they not only optimize patch position but also their velocity through the
scene. Scene ﬂow aims to directly estimate 3D position and 3D motion for each pixel in all given
videos [VBC+99; VBZ+10]. Robust scene ﬂow estimation is the holy grail for solving dynamic 3D
reconstruction since it directly computes the motion and deformation ﬁeld for every surface point in
the scene that was observed by a camera. For general scenes, this is a truly challenging problem.
Right now, only narrow-stereo baselines with small motion between frames work decently [VRS14].
Manual corrections are required so often that tools have been developed so that users can perform
such corrections in a manual post-process [REH+15]. Due to the limitations of spatiotemporal MVS,
it is currently easier to reconstruct each frame independently. To estimate a spatiotemporally coherent
geometry from the individually reconstructed surfaces, non-rigid registration algorithms are applied
to estimate the motion of each surface point between successive frames. For example, robust feature
detectors are used by Varanasi et al. [VZBH08] for temporally consistent surface mesh registration.
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In Section 2.3.4, I present a robust feature descriptor for non-rigid matching which is adopted for
non-rigid mesh registration in Chapter 3.
Optical marker-based motion capture

is well-established, for example in the entertainment

industry for animating virtual characters, in biomedicine for assessing pathological conditions using
gait analysis, or in sports sciences for monitoring the motion of athletes. Motion capture records
only the approximate skeletal motion of (human) bodies [Has14]. Park and Hodgins [PH06] try to
overcome this limitation by using up to 350 markers to reconstruct human skin deformation. Their
setup requires sticking many small markers (3 mm in diameter) onto the skin, which requires a lot
of manual eﬀort. The commercial motion capture software from Vicon that was used by Park and
Hodgins [PH06] was not able to handle so many identical markers and failed to track them so that
their 3D reconstruction algorithm required a special semi-automatic correction scheme. However,
their results are very accurate. While current research concentrates on markerless motion capture
[SBB10; HRT+09; GSD+09; SHG+11; EAJ+15; RRR+16], I argue that there is still room for
improving optical marker-based surface capture: Instead of using spherical markers that have to be
glued to the surface, I propose a more ﬂexible setup that just needs a pattern of quads or random dots
which can be very easily applied to most surfaces. I also show a new way to solve the correspondence
problem in a robust way, allowing spatiotemporally consistent 3D reconstruction with thousands of
identical markers.
Performance Capture.

While motion capture only measures skeletal motion, performance capture

also reconstructs detailed spatiotemporal geometry and surface texture of a moving subject - without
any markers [TAS+10]. Some approaches use silhouettes [SMP03] and combine them with stereo
cues [SH07] for capturing the shape of the subject. In performance capture, one can assume that
a speciﬁc (human) subject is being captured, so one can resort to additional priors. For example,
many approaches use a template mesh for cross-parameterization of the 3D surfaces extracted at
diﬀerent time frames. A prominent example is the work by Aguiar et al. [AST+08] who use a
laser scan of the speciﬁc person to be captured as a prior mesh surface. This mesh surface is then
deformed according to silhouettes and feature points in the input videos. Surface deformation can be
modeled either using a coarse mesh [AST+08] or a rigged mesh with underlying kinematic skeleton
[VBMP08; GSD+09]. Fine-scale surface details can be added on top based on shape-from-shading
[PZB+09; WVL+11; WSVT13]. This gives believable folds and wrinkles but fails to correctly capture
tangential surface shifting. The coarse initial reconstructions can also be reﬁned by optimizing
for multiview photo-consistency [SH07; AST+08; RDHT14]. However, this only works correctly
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in areas with suﬃcient surface texture. The present work lifts the requirement of markerless-ness
and trades the ﬂexibility of markerless approaches against higher robustness, focusing on obtaining
very precise reconstruction quality under large motion and deformation. Even if this requires a
special pattern on the surface, the two approaches are reasonably ﬂexible and the patterns are
very easily applicable. Most importantly, the approaches presented here obtain true tangential
surface deformations. Furthermore, they robustly deliver spatiotemporally consistent matches across
large motion. The idea of cross-parameterization will be used for capturing and registering muscle
deformations in Chapter 3.
Garment Capturing

methods reconstruct the dynamic geometry of moving and deforming cloth

from (multiview) video. Early approaches captured a single sheet of cloth by tracking SIFT features
[PH03], by estimating the motion of the cloth using optic ﬂow [SM04], or using physically based
analysis-by-synthesis [HAR+06]. This required textiles with highly detailed texture. Guskov et al.
[GKB03] printed a special pattern onto the textile: small colored quads that are easily detected and
identiﬁed. Scholz et al. [SSK+05] adopted M-Array patterns [MOC+98]. An M-array consists of
color-coded dots whose 3 × 3 neighborhood allows unique identiﬁcation across time and across diﬀerent
camera views. This enables both reconstruction and tracking, allowing Scholz et al. [SSK+05] to
capture a complete garment for the ﬁrst time. White et al. [WCF07] analyze diﬀerent printed pattern
designs and propose to use triangular markers as well as more colors as Scholz et al. [SSK+05].
Both approaches require calibration of the pattern colors to enable correct color classiﬁcation of
the markers. In my experience, this color classiﬁcation fails far too often in practical situations.
Section 2.2.2 describes a more robust color classiﬁcation approach which does not require a calibration
step. While the proposed method builds upon the work by Scholz et al. [SSK+05], it still allows the
same high resolution as the follow-up work by White et al. [WCF07]: markers are approximately 7 × 7
pixels in size. Markers are extracted quickly with a novel parallelized detection method presented

in Section 2.2.1. Section 2.3 then introduces a method that allows capturing garments (and other
surfaces) but with a completely randomized pattern instead of a color-coded one.
But the printed pattern is not always required. Bradley et al. [BPS+08] demonstrated the ﬁrst
system for capturing full garments without any markers. The system performs multiview stereo
reconstruction [BBH08] at each time step, followed by template registration on the basis of a crossparameterization algorithm. However, the garment itself does not provide suﬃcient visual cues for
accurate tracking. Therefore Bradley et al. have to rely both on purely geometric features and on
strong regularizers, which disallows stretching of the garment. The results seem to contain slight drift
and, suspiciously, do not feature any fast or complex motions. A very diﬀerent approach employs
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photometric stereo for detailed reconstruction of garments, up to the yarn level [BHV+11]. But this
capture setup requires accurately placed light sources, hinders 360◦ reconstruction, and suﬀers from
the same tracking problems as other markerless approaches. As noted by Miguel et al. [MBT+12], if
precise measurements of garment deformation are needed it is ultimately necessary to apply a pattern
onto the cloth.
Photogrammetry

comprises methods of measurement and analysis of 3D coordinates from image

or laser scanners [Kra07]. The focus of photogrammetry is on high precision in 3D reconstruction.
For measuring dense geometry, some photogrammetry methods rely on regular or random patterns of
(projected or printed) markers [Kra07]. A classic algorithm to 3D-reconstruct geometry from such
patterns is the method of intersection of epipolar lines by Maas [Maa92]. Maas reduces the number
of matching candidates by checking multiview consistency within three camera views. Without
further heuristics, only non-ambiguous multiview-consistent matches can be 3D-reconstructed with
this method. Therefore, this strategy misses all ambiguous points, requires all points to be visible in
all cameras, and is very sensitive both to false detections and to slightly imprecise calibration. An
extension approximates the algorithm for more then three views using a voting procedure [Maa97], but
is still restricted to multiview consistency alone. In contrast, the algorithm presented in Section 2.3
does not suﬀer from these limitations: It reduces the matching ambiguities by incorporating both the
neighborhood structure (via spatial regularization) and multiview consistency in a joint optimization
framework.
Another related technique in photogrammetry is particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) for reconstructing ﬂuid and gas ﬂows. PTV extracts 2D or 3D velocity ﬁelds from images showing individual
seed particles (that have been immersed in ﬂuid or gas and can be easily detected in images). Such
methods can resolve outliers and ambiguous triangulations in the temporal domain, since the ﬂow
ﬁeld can be assumed to have low divergence [RGPS05; JWZ13], similar to variational optical ﬂow
algorithms [BSL+11]. However, the temporal smoothness assumption is invalid for the dynamically
deforming 3D surfaces considered in this chapter, which is why PTV methods cannot be employed.
Digital Image Correlation

is a technique developed in material sciences for deformation analysis

in mechanical testing. This technique is usually based on relatively simple stereo reconstruction
techniques such as sub-pixel block matching and sum-of-squared-diﬀerences cross-correlation. Engineers using the technique are required to spray 3D surfaces with a speckle (noise-like) pattern. This
pattern allows for very reliable and extremely accurate estimation of correspondences between stereo
cameras. The book by Schreier et al. [SOS09] provides a comprehensive literature survey as well as
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an introduction to the mathematical foundations of the involved stereo reconstruction algorithms.
Nowadays, digital image correlation systems are commercially available, for example the ARAMIS
system made by GOM mbH. These deformation analysis systems are used in lab setups where the
capture volume can be controlled and the motion of the 3D surface is minimal. State-of-the-art
industrial systems are limited to stereo-setups. The calibration of multiple stereo setups into a
common coordinate system is possible but then individual stereo reconstructions have to be combined
and blended to obtain a faithful 360◦ reconstruction. In contrast, the 3D reconstruction methods
presented in this chapter allow for large motion, large baseline between cameras, are ﬂexible in their
camera setups and do not require compositing separate stereo reconstructions since they exploit all
cameras jointly for reconstruction.
Graph Matching

aims to ﬁnd correspondences between the nodes of two graphs, such that nodes

of the ﬁrst graph can be mapped to one node in the second graph. In ﬁnding such a mapping, graph
matching algorithms respect node-to-node similarities as well as the edge relationships of both graphs.
Applications range from pattern recognition to machine learning [CFSV04; FPV14]. In computer
vision, graph matching can be used to match feature points between images. The feature points
become graph nodes, the spatial relationships between features become edges. Graph matching
optimizes for the best feature correspondences such that feature point similarities (unary terms) as
well as geometric relationships (pairwise terms) are preserved. Graph matching can be seen as an
optimization problem, more precisely as an integer quadratic program (IQP). Unfortunately, it is NPhard in general [BCPP98]. Many methods circumvent this problem by relaxing the constraints of the
IQP, which lifts some of the combinatoric complexity of this problem. A myriad of relaxation methods
exist, using spectral techniques [LH05] or gradient-descent-like algorithms [GR96; WW04], employing
probabilistic interpretations [ZS08] or adopting the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [LHS09; VCL+15], dual
decomposition [TKR13], semideﬁnite programming [HG13; KKBL15], and random walks [CLL10]. I
will formulate graph matching for stereo matching in Section 2.3.1. The formulation diﬀers from the
feature matching setting: The calibrated multiview setting allows for directly respecting epipolar
stereo constraints. Section 2.3.2 then introduces a novel multiview extension of graph matching. It
optimizes jointly over all pairwise stereo matches and incorporates multiview constraints that enforce
consistent matching across multiple cameras. For optimization of the matching objective, I adopt the
classical Graduated Assignment (GA) method of Gold and Rangarajan [GR96]. I propose a novel
derivation of GA which provides a clear theoretical foundation of the classical GA. It also enables the
inclusion of the novel multiview constraints into the optimization task.
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Consistent Feature Matching

estimates correspondences between more than two images jointly.

The idea is to identify correspondences between features (points, edges, or individual pixels) such
that these correspondences are cyclically consistent: starting from a feature and following the
correspondences should eventually lead back to the starting feature. In other words, correspondences
should respect loop constraints. Researchers recognized quickly that respecting such constraints can
be very beneﬁcial for robust MVS [BTZ96; STG03; ZKP10]. For example, Ferrari et al. [FTG03]
establish feature correspondences in pairwise views, integrate pairwise matches to feature tracks, and
then ﬁlter inconsistent feature tracks. In a similar framework, Yao and Cham [YC07] iteratively
add reliable matches by looking at triplets of images. These works do not express loop consistency
within a global optimization framework, e.g. estimating correspondences and checking consistency are
performed independently. Sellent et al. [SRM12] enforce loop-consistency both for feature matching
and for optic ﬂow computation, but only across three images. To obtain three-view consistent
feature matches they solve the classical three-matching procedure (basically an extension of bipartite
matching). Spatial regularization is only included in their global optic ﬂow formulation, which
in turn does not model consistency directly as an optimization constraint. Yan et al. [YWZ+15]
match multiview features in an uncalibrated scenario, determining calibration parameters (e.g.
pairwise transformation or fundamental matrix) and the unknown correspondences jointly, but
without using spatial regularization as used in graph matching. A recent line of works directly
optimizes for consistent feature matching across multiple images. These approaches are initialized by
matching all image combinations pairwise and independently, for example using nearest neighbor
or graph matching, which gives a permutation matrix for each image pair. From this, Yan et al.
[YLL+14] continuously optimize for loop consistency, gradually improving the consistency and graph
matching score by optimally selecting permutations over three images at a time. Huang and Guibas
[HG13] stack all the given initial permutation matrices into a large map collection matrix. They
show that a matching is cycle-consistent when this matrix is low-rank and positive semideﬁnite.
Optimizing for such a low-rank matrix given an initial, inconsistent matching can be done exactly
using semideﬁnite programming [HG13; CGH14] or approximately either using eigendecomposition
[PKS13] or nuclear norm minimization [ZZD15]. None of these approaches simultaneously optimize
for spatial regularization and consistency over all image pairs at the same time. I suppose the reason
is that expressing cycle-consistency directly requires a huge set of constraints - one would need
to enumerate all possible loops through the images. Section 2.3 will demonstrate that when we
concentrate on multiview conflicts instead of loop constraints, it is indeed possible to express this
consistency globally within a joint graph matching framework. The proposed method thus diﬀers
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1.: (a) The color coded circle pattern used for garment reconstruction by Scholz et al.
[SSK+05]. The inset shows the template that is printed onto the textile. Image reproduced
from [SSK+05]. (b) Proposed quad pattern as printed on a sheet of fabric. In contrast
to the circle pattern, the quad pattern allows more markers per surface area and lends
itself to faster image processing algorithms. (c) Each 3 × 3 neighborhood forms a unique
M-Array code: Each color has a predeﬁned index, for example red = 0 and blue = 4,
visualized here as numbers on top of the quads. In this example the M-Array code ID
of the central red quad is "410 203 451", assuming the color codes are read out in a
row-major order. The pattern is generated such that this ID is unique across the whole
garment.
from the related work since it optimizes spatial regularization and multiview consistency jointly, thus
enabling robust matching of thousands of marker dots.

2.2. Robust Garment Capturing with a Color-coded Quad Pattern
This section presents a garment capture system capable of reconstructing moving cloth surfaces
from multi-camera recordings. The system can be seen as a further development of the approach
presented by Scholz et al. [SSK+05]. To enable 3D reconstruction, the textile is printed with a
pattern speciﬁcally constructed to facilitate dense capturing of highly deforming garments. Just like
[SSK+05], the pattern is based on M-Array color codes [MOC+98]. Such a scheme directly encodes
the parameterization of surface points by the colors of the 3 × 3 neighboring points. In other words,
every point can be uniquely assigned to a (u, v) position on the texture printed onto the garment, as
visualized in Figure 2.1(c).
In contrast to [SSK+05], instead of circles, I recommend quads as main primitives, Figure 2.1.
This helps in better segmenting the quads, lends itself to fast image processing algorithms, provides
more color information in the same area, and allows for printing slightly smaller markers at the same
camera resolution, thus increasing the possible capture resolution. As observed by [SSK+05], the
size of the textile is limited by the number of colors used, because only a limited amount of unique
3 × 3 codes is available. The proposed system adopts the pattern generation algorithm from Morano
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et al. [MOC+98]. In addition to the rotational and shear symmetry checks suggested by Scholz et al.
[SSK+05], we can further improve results by preventing the generation of neighboring quads that
have the same color. This helps in later segmentation steps. The pattern generator is able to build a
pattern of 333 × 249 quads from 6 colors.1 The typical size of one quad on a textile produced for
the lower limbs (e.g. for capturing trousers or tights) is 4 mm × 4 mm with separating lines of 2 mm

thickness.2 A 333 × 249 quad pattern can ﬁll a 2 m × 1.5 m sheet of textile. The sheet can be used to
manufacture any garment, for example trousers, jerseys, T-shirts, and even shoes.

To reconstruct a textile with the quad pattern based on multi-camera recordings, the following
pipeline steps are performed for robust detection. First, the locations of every quad in each image are
detected. Compared to previous work [Neu09; SSK+05] the pipeline works also for very small quads,
is able to obtain high-resolution reconstructions and lends itself to parallel implementation on GPUs.
Next, each located quad is classiﬁed, converting the RGB color as observed in the image to a known
color of the pattern (for example to red, green, etc.). The next step matches the color-classiﬁed quads
to the known M-Array quad pattern. I propose a novel color-classiﬁcation routine that increases the
number of matched quads as compared to [SSK+05]. The M-Array matching gives each quad in
each image a unique identiﬁcation. Matching the identiﬁcation across diﬀerent cameras then allows
3D-reconstruction of the quad locations by triangulating corresponding quads that have been detected
in at least two cameras. The unique identiﬁcation of the quads also allows tracking them across large
distances, without constraints on the amount of motion and with perfect recovery after temporary
occlusion of a quad - the quad is simply re-detected and uniquely re-identiﬁed whenever and wherever
it becomes visible.

2.2.1. Robust Quad Center Detection
The ﬁrst step of the pipeline detects the center locations of each quad, as summarized in Figure 2.2.
The quad center lies inside the uni-colored quad area, separated by lines. Finding the lines enables
segmentation of the quad centers. But line-like structures occur everywhere in the image, from small
textile strings to larger structures like the arm of a person. Thus, it is essential to detect only line-like
structures with a speciﬁc size in the image, in other words, perform detection at a speciﬁc scale. This
1

In theory, even larger patterns are possible with 6 colors, but the theoretical maximum cannot be easily derived.
The pattern generator works in an iterative and random fashion and is therefore not able to generate a fully
conforming pattern at every run, requiring a restart.
2
So we can reconstruct a 3D point every 6 mm. In comparison, Scholz et al. [SSK+05] use 20 mm distance between
circles. However, this comparison is ambiguous as 3D resolution depends on image resolution and distance of
cameras from the garment. A better way is to compare the size of the imaged markers in the images. The
proposed quad pattern pipeline allows quads down to 7 × 7 pixels across. From visual inspection of [SSK+05, Fig.
7], circles seem to be about 12 × 12 pixels wide. This means the proposed quad pattern pipeline offers higher 3D
resolution given the same multi-camera setup.
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Figure 2.2.: Image ﬁltering pipeline to obtain quad centers. (a) input image; (b) ridgeness image
given by computing Eq. (2.3) at each pixel, here at scale t = 0.8. This ampliﬁes line-like
structures. A sliding-window maximum ﬁlter gives the locally-normalized brightness of
each pixel, shown in (c), which is used to get rid of artifacts in the white background in
(d). Binary thresholding is performed, (e), followed by connected component analysis,
which gives the quad center locations in the image, shown in (f) overlaid on top of the
input image.
scale depends on the size of the printed lines, the distance of the textile to the camera, and camera
resolution. Scale-agnostic detection can be performed within the framework of scale space theory
[Lin07; Lin14] as follows. Given a gray-scale image I(x, y) : R2 → R+ , its scale space representation

L(x, y, t) : R2 × R+ → R+ is constructed by means of convolution with a Gaussian kernel of variance
√
σ = t,

 2
Z Z
1
u + v2
L(x, y, t) =
I (x − u, y − v) du dv .
(2.1)
exp −
2πt
2t
u v

t is the so-called scale parameter. Speciﬁc image structures can be detected in scale space based on

spatial derivatives, commonly denoted in the literature as Lxa yb (x, y, t) =
giving the order of the derivative in each direction [Lin07].

δL(x,y,t)
,
δxa y b

with (a, b) ∈ N

To distinguish quad centers from surrounding lines, the scale-adapted Hessian [MS04] is computed
at each pixel,
H(x, y) = t ·
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where Lxx , Lyy , Lxy are the second-order spatial partial derivatives. The scale parameter t acts as a
normalization factor and ensures that values are comparable across scales. A larger t generally blurs
the image more, and this blurring decreases the average response of the spatial derivatives, thereby
reducing the range of values in Eq. (2.2). In our case, whenever the scale t is changed (e.g. tuned to
the speciﬁc width of the lines by the user), this would interfere with successive steps in the pipeline
(e.g. thresholding). Scale normalization prevents this.
To detect if a speciﬁc pixel is part of a line, we can look at the curvature around that pixel. The
curvature in scale space is computed by the largest eigenvalue of the Hessian
λ=

p
1
t Lxx + Lyy + (Lxx − Lyy )2 + 4L2xy
2




.

(2.3)

This measure successfully ampliﬁes dark ridges (lines), blobs, and crossing points. It is computed for
every pixel, Figure 2.2(b).
Local filter normalization (LN).

The ridgeness measure Eq. (2.3) unfortunately also responds

to bright image structures. This can be seen on the left-hand side in Figure 2.2(b), where lots of
structure is detected in the slightly noisy background. These structures are then detected as quad
centers, which in turn are passed down the pipeline to be matched to the M-Array pattern, only
to be detected as false positives. These unnecessary checks decrease runtime speed, so we need to
ﬁlter such too-bright image structures early on. This is done by computing the maximal brightness
of the neighborhood around every pixel, an operation that is implemented using a sliding-window
maximum ﬁlter across the image. Dividing the original image greyscale values by this ﬁlter response
gives the locally-normalized image with brightness Il (x, y) ∈ [0, 1], Figure 2.2(c). To attenuate bright
regions, the normalized brightness Il is combined with the ridgeness measure of Eq. (2.3) to obtain

R(x, y) = (1 − Il (x, y)) · λ(x, y, t). Figure 2.2(d) shows the resulting image: lines that were too bright
have been successfully ﬁltered. Finally, a binary image can be obtained by thresholding R with a

ﬁxed threshold, Figure 2.2(e). Then, connected components are labeled in the binary image using an
eﬃcient GPU implementation [HLP10]. The centers of these connected components are the desired
quad centers, Figure 2.2(f), which can next be matched to the textile pattern.

2.2.2. Robust Color Classification
In the previous step, quad centers were detected and located in images showing the textile pattern.
Next, the color code of each quad must be determined. This step converts the observed RGB color to
a known color class (for example to red, green, etc.). After this color classiﬁcation step, each quad
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Figure 2.3.: Robust color classiﬁcation pipeline. (a) Input image showing detected quad centers as
white dots. (b) The RGB color of each quad center is converted to RG-chromaticity
color space. Plotting the colors in this space reveals distinct color clusters, for example a
green and yellow cluster. (c) Each quad center color is initially classiﬁed based on the
proximity to the cluster centers. K-means ﬁnds these cluster locations (white squares).
The background here shows the classiﬁcation regions, corresponding to the Voronoi
regions of the cluster centers. (d) After color classiﬁcation reﬁnement, the classiﬁcation
regions are much more complex. This step also sorts out quad centers that are not part
of the M-array pattern (white crosses).
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is uniquely identiﬁed by matching the color codes of its 3 × 3 neighborhood to the known M-Array
pattern.

Unfortunately, the RGB colors in an image can be very dissimilar to the colors in the template
pattern. This color distortion has numerous reasons: color inaccuracies of the textile printer,
unpredictable color attenuation during printing on textile, inaccurate, and noisy image sensors. Even
within the same image, colors are heavily inﬂuenced by environment lighting, shadows, or even by
indirect lighting. These conditions considerably complicate automatic color classiﬁcation.
To mitigate some of these problems, a color space that is invariant to illumination changes is
used. The RG-Chromaticity turned out to work well [GGWG12]. Its two dimensions (cr , cg ) are
computed from an (r, g, b) tuple of the red, green, and blue component of the input pixel color by
simple normalization
cr =

r
r+g+b

,

cg =

g
r+g+b

.

Classiﬁcation inside this color space improves accuracy but still produces many falsely matched colors
in practice. The proposed algorithm can automatically adopt observed colors by a learning procedure.
The algorithm analyzes the distribution of colors. The color distribution constitutes distinct and
separate color clusters, an observation illustrated in Figure 2.3(b), where the colors of all detected
quad centers are plotted in RG-chromaticity color space. The clearly visible clusters can be discovered
automatically with K-means. The number of clusters K to detect is set to the known number of
colors of the pattern template.
Next, each of the K discovered cluster centers must be assigned exactly one known template color.
Given the cluster center colors a(i) ∈ R2 , i ∈ 1, . . . , K and the template colors b(j) ∈ R2 , j ∈ 1, . . . , K,
a(i) and b(j) being RG-chromaticity colors, we aim to ﬁnd an optimal assignment of cluster color to
template color by solving
minimize
X∈SK

K
K
X
X
i=1 j=1

Xi,j a(i) − b(j)

2

.

(2.4)

The optimal solution X∗ must be a unique one-to-one assignment and is thus constrained to the set
SK of K × K permutation matrices. The optimization problem of Eq. (2.4) can be interpreted as a

maximum-weight bipartite matching problem, which in turn can be solved eﬃciently [Gal86]. The
resulting optimal cluster assignment facilitates classiﬁcation of all quads in the image: every quad is
assigned the color of its nearest cluster center, Figure 2.3(c).
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(a) Input image

(b) QT off

(c) Generated quad tree

(d) QT on

Figure 2.4.: Robust color classiﬁcation result. (a) Input image showing bad white balance, very small
quad pattern and lots of background clutter. (b) Color classiﬁcation result, zoomed
in on marked area. The quad centers are well detected in the blurry image, but the
color classiﬁer is not able to adapt to the minute diﬀerences between green, yellow, and
grey quads. For example, all green quad centers are classiﬁed as yellow. The color
classiﬁer is disturbed by many quad center detections in the background. (c) From all
detected quad corner hypotheses (white points), a quad tree is built (red lines). The
color classiﬁcation and adaptation is then run in each leaf cell. (d) Color classiﬁcation
result with the proposed quad tree extension: The quad centers are classiﬁed correctly,
making it possible to match them to the M-Array pattern, as indicated by white lines.
Local color-classification in a quad tree (QT).

The above-described technique works aston-

ishingly well in practice but has limitations when dealing with images showing cluttered backgrounds
or bad lighting, Figure 2.4(a). In such cases, many putative quad centers are accidentally detected in
the background even though they are not actually on the textile. These false detections do not pose
a problem in principle since the chance of some background quads coincidentally forming a correct
M-array 3 × 3 color code is extremely unlikely. But the presence of many outliers distorts the color
distribution discussed previously. It breaks the K-Means clustering step described above and thus

deteriorates correct color classiﬁcation even in the foreground, Figure 2.4(b). The proposed algorithm
circumvents this by adding a step that partitions the image into small sub-regions using a quad-tree
data structure, Figure 2.4(c). The partitioning approximately separates background regions from
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foreground regions, thereby allowing correct color classiﬁcation in foreground regions, Figure 2.4(d).
After this step, each quad is equipped with a hypothetical color class (e.g. red or green). The next
step is to uniquely identify quad centers by matching them to the M-Array codes.

2.2.3. M-Array Matching
The quad centers are now matched to the M-Array codes by checking the classiﬁed color of their
(3 × 3) neighbors. For this step, an algorithm ﬁrst presented in [SSK+05] is used. For this algorithm to
succeed, quad centers are required to be correctly color-classiﬁed, otherwise they cannot be matched
to the M-Array. Yet, unmatched quads may have simply been falsely color-classiﬁed in the previous
step. For example, a yellow quad cannot be matched when it was mistakenly classiﬁed as green
because this misclassiﬁcation invalidates its 3 × 3 M-Array code.
Local color re-classification (LR).

I propose to re-label the color of such unmatched quads

by examining nearby matched quads. These matched quads are very likely to be color-classiﬁed
correctly, because their color was conﬁrmed by the M-Array and their 3 × 3 neighborhood. Matched

quads are treated as positive examples and unmatched quads are re-classiﬁed using nearest neighbor
classiﬁcation with the matched quads acting as training set. After this re-classiﬁcation, the M-Array

matching of [SSK+05] is repeated with the corrected color classiﬁcation. Matching and re-classiﬁcation
are iteratively repeated until no new quads can be added. This nearest-neighbor classiﬁcation strategy
allows adapting to complex non-linear, non-convex color class separation boundaries, Figure 2.3(d).
This improvement ultimately yields more correctly matched quads to be used for 3D reconstruction.
Auto-Detection of scale (AD).

The detection pipeline described so far requires tuning the scale

parameter t to the speciﬁc dataset. A simple technique can completely remove this tuning step: The
complete pipeline is run through diﬀerent values of t, in steps of 0.3 from 0.6 to 5.0. This gives, for
each scale t, a set of locations of the quads in the pattern. To merge the results of the same quad
located at diﬀerent scale t, the geometric median of their 2D locations is selected. In contrast to
the geometric mean, the geometric median is robust to spurious outliers. The auto-detection step
increases runtime but allows detecting more quads. Enabling this feature is always a tradeoﬀ between
runtime speed and accuracy.

2.2.4. Results
Table 2.1 summarizes results from the 3D reconstruction of three diﬀerent datasets. Each dataset
was processed in 5 separate runs. For each run, diﬀerent algorithm extensions were disabled to test
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run
0
1
2
3
4

Algorithm
QT LR
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Options
LN AD
X
X
X
X
X

Results
Num. Quads
22 649
245 794
267 090
267 637
286 756

Computation Time
per image
Full
168 ms
0m 37s
125 ms
0m 24s
1974 ms
5m 17s
252 ms
0m 44s
1187 ms
3m 12s

0
1
2
3
4

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

97 787
139 104
141 092
144 554
154 674

88
79
1191
145
812

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

0m 34s
0m 15s
3m 4s
0m 25s
2m 6s

0
1
2
3
4

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

59
2 278 158
2 449 422
2 456 458
2 516 449

403
108
1230
233
1135

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

6m 2s
5m 53s
13m 58s
6m 21s
11m 15s

Table 2.1.: Algorithm performance for diﬀerent datasets. To test the inﬂuence of individual contributions, diﬀerent runs through the same dataset were performed, with each run enabling
or disabling certain contributions presented in this thesis. Run 3 and 4 had all proposed
contributions enabled, achieving the highest number of 3D reconstructed quads. See text
for details.
if the described contributions yield better 3D reconstruction results. The following contributions
were tested. QT: use a quad tree (leaf size 50) to perform color classiﬁcation locally, as explained
in Section 2.2.2 and visualized in Figure 2.4(a); LR: local color re-classiﬁcation as described in
Section 2.2.3 and visualized in Figure 2.3(d); LN: local ﬁlter normalization using a maximum ﬁlter,
described in Section 2.2.1 and visualized in Figure 2.2(c); AD: auto-detection of scale parameter t.
The datasets show very diﬀerent deformed textiles: a loose tricot on an athlete performing a
typical handball motion ("jumpthrow"); a tight-ﬁt sleeve around the lower leg ("sock"); and a large
sheet of textile, wiggled to create dynamic folds and wrinkles ("torrero"). The datasets "jumpthrow"
and "sock" were captured with 16 cameras and 1600 × 1200 pixels resolution running at 30 Hz. The

"torrero" dataset was captured with 12 cameras and 1920 × 1080 pixels resolution running at 100 Hz.
Figure 2.5 visualizes the result for one frame of the "torrero" dataset.

In Table 2.1 we see that for run 0, without QT and without LR, the algorithm reconstructs
a very low number of quads. With QT turned on, in run 1, we achieve better results and even
faster computation3 . Results of run 2 and run 3 both have LR turned on, which yields even more
3D-reconstructed quads across all datasets. However, in run 2 we can see that turning oﬀ the LF
3

The speedup is in the K-Means routine which now works on many small sets of marker hypotheses (one for each
quad tree leaf node). This converges quicker than running the K-Means on the full set of detected quads.
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(a) Calibrated camera setup (12 cameras)

(b) One of the camera images (cropped)

(c) 3D reconstruction without local (d) 3D reconstruction with local (e) 3D reconstruction with local
color refine (run 1 in Table 2.1)
color refine and auto-detection
color refine (LR, run 3 in Table 2.1)
(LR + AD, run 4 in Table 2.1)

Figure 2.5.: Results visualized for one frame from the "torrero" dataset. Between (c) and (d) we
can see that many more quads are 3D-reconstructed correctly if the proposed local
re-classiﬁcation method is used. (e) shows additional improvement due to the proposed
auto-detection (AD). Run 0 in Table 2.1 without QT is not shown as it was not able to
reconstruct a single quad.
(local ﬁlter normalization) results in very long runtimes since more false positive quads are extracted,
Figure 2.2(c). Run 3 has all proposed features enabled, yielding solid results. Run 4 can improve
upon that using the auto-detection of the scale parameter (AD), albeit at longer computation times.
A note on runtime.

3D reconstruction was performed on an Intel Core i7-3770 with 16GB RAM

and NVIDIA GTX650 GPU running on Ubuntu 14.04. The implementation uses C++, OpenCV
and CUDA 6.0. At the time of publication of this thesis, this setup is already outdated. But the
implementation scales to an arbitrary number of CPU cores, each CPU thread working on a single
image. The GPU performs the image ﬁltering operations, Section 2.2.1. The quad detection algorithm
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can deal with an arbitrary number of GPUs. The "per image" times in Table 2.1 represent the average
time taken for the quad detection pipeline, for a single image, on a single CPU core with a single GPU
device. On the tested machine, the GPU operations typically took between 10 − 20 ms. If we want to

scale up operations, a guess would be to add one GPU per 10 additional cores. Additional ﬁne-tuning

and optimization of the kernel code can yield an additional speedup. This optimized pipeline can be
optimized for and deployed on a modern multi-CPU, multi-GPU system. With such a fast system
and a limited amount of 2 − 6 cameras running at 30 Hz I believe that the 3D reconstruction can be
done in realtime.

2.3. 3D Reconstruction using Random Dot Patterns and Multiview
Constraints
Printing a regular (quad-) pattern on surfaces is impractical for objects
like human skin or shoes. On the other hand, some of these surfaces have
an intrinsic texture that can be tracked, e.g. pores on a face [BHB+11].
However, texture-based tracking becomes impossible if surfaces lack such
a structured texture, if there is fast motion, or if the resolution of the
cameras is too low. These are practically relevant scenarios where these
kinds of methods fail. In those cases, preparing the surface with a speciﬁc
texture or pattern cannot be avoided. Therefore, such a preparation step
should be as simple and ﬂexible as possible. I propose a method that

Figure 2.6.: The random
dot pattern

requires only randomly placed dots on the surface, as shown in Figure 2.6.
Applying a pattern of random dots is easy, for example by sprinkling them onto the surface using a pen.
Reconstructing the 3D position of these dots requires that the dots can be identiﬁed across diﬀerent
camera images. However, all marker dots look almost identical in the images, making this matching
task highly ambiguous. An optimization method can break those ambiguities by ﬁnding a matching
that best respects the relation of the neighboring dots. This leads to graph matching approaches
that are, however, suited for matching between two cameras only [Tre13, Ch. 5: "Correspondence
Problems"]. The proposed method improves signiﬁcantly upon the state of the art by solving for
matches between all cameras simultaneously. This eﬀectively produces a 3D reconstruction of the
dots that is also maximally consistent.
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2.3.1. Prelude: Stereo Matching using Graph Matching
Graph Matching can be used to match marker dots between two cameras, c1 and c2 . I now formalize
this two-camera setting to set the stage for the multi-camera setting discussed later. Let S be the set
of cameras, S = {c1 , c2 }. The marker dots can be eﬃciently detected in the images as multi-scale

extrema in the image pyramid, for example using the determinant of the Hessian approach [Lin94;
MS02; MS04; BTV06]. Those locations are stereo-rectiﬁed [FTV00], a process that transforms epipolar
lines to lie parallel to the x-axis so that corresponding points will have approximately the same y(c1 )

coordinate. This greatly simpliﬁes the upcoming equations. Let P (c1 ) = {pi
(c2 )

and P (c2 ) = {pj

∈ R2 | i ∈ 1, . . . , P (c1 ) }

∈ R2 | j ∈ 1, . . . , P (c2 ) } be those stereo-rectiﬁed dot locations to be matched

between the ﬁrst and the second image, respectively, where P (c1 ) and P (c2 ) give the number of points

in each image. The usual graph matching formulation allows every point in P (c1 ) to match any other

point in P (c2 ) . But in stereo matching, only few matches respect the epipolar constraint4 , and we
(c ,c )



(c1 )

1 2
are only interested in those valid matches. Hence, mι(i,j)
= pi

point

(c )
pi 1

and

(c )
pj 2 .

(c2 )

, pj



denote a match between

The index mapping ι : (N, N) → N uniquely numbers each match, enabling us
(c ,c2 )

to write the set of all possible matches as M(c1 ,c2 ) = {mn 1

| n = ι(i, j) , n ∈ 1, . . . , M (c1 ,c2 ) }. The

actual implementation of ι does not aﬀect the algorithm, it just provides us with a one-dimensional
numbering of the matches.
(c1 )

To enable partial matching, dummy matches are included in M(c1 ,c2 ) : for every point pi



(c1 )

there is an empty match pi



∈ P (c1 )



(c2 )

, ∅ , and analogously for the points in the second camera, ∅, pj



.

This explicit handling of partial matching using dummy matches is unique to our method. In fact,
partial matching is frequently overlooked in state-of-the-art graph matching methods, most works
assume that at least one of the point sets can be completely matched [CLL10; LH05; LL11; GR96;
KKBL15; LHS09; ZS08]. Only Torresani et al. [TKR13] add an occlusion term but within a completely
diﬀerent optimization framework.
From here on, notation is shortened by denoting a variable related to the stereo pair (c1 , c2 ) with
(c ,c2 )

a bar, e.g. m̄n = mn 1
(c ,c )

and M̄ = M(c1 ,c2 ) . Every match m̄n corresponds to a reconstructed 3D
(c1 )

1 2
point r̄n = rι(i,j)
∈ R3 , obtained by triangulation from the given 2D points of the match, pi

(c )
pj 2 .

and

Notice that the set M̄ contains all potential matches so it contains all the ambiguities even if

epipolar constraints are properly respected.

The match ambiguities can be partly broken by introducing a regularization energy between related
matches. Consider two matches m̄ι(i,j) =
4



(c1 )

pi

(c2 )

, pj



and m̄ι(a,b) =



(c )

(c2 )

pa 1 , pb



, as shown in

We can simply check the reprojection error of every possible match. If the error is above a user-defined threshold,
we can omit the corresponding stereo match. The reprojection threshold is related to the quality of the calibration.
Better calibration allows for lower values of this threshold.
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(c )

1
d(i,a)

Figure 2.7.: Pairwise potentials between two
(c1 ,c2 )
(c1 ,c2 )
stereo matches mι(i,j)
and mι(a,b)
.
The two matches fulﬁl the epipo(c )
lar constraint: pj 2 lies on the (red

(c2 )

pb

(c )

pa 1 d(c1 ,c2 )
ι(a,b)

(c )

2
d(j,b)

(c1 ,c2 )
dι(i,j)

(c )

dashed) epipolar line of pi 1 . Both
matches are compatible if their ﬂow
(c1 ,c2 )
(c1 ,c2 )
vectors dι(i,j)
and dι(a,b)
are similar. This is expressed in Eq. (2.6).

(c2 )
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pj

pi

camera c1
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(c ,c )

(c2 )

1 2
Figure 2.7. Both matches constitute a ﬂow vector dι(i,j)
= pj

(c1 )

− pi

(c ,c )

(c2 )

1 2
and dι(a,b)
= pb

(c )

− pa 1 .

Since both cameras are stereo-rectiﬁed, the magnitude of this ﬂow vector is essentially the disparity
of the match. This value can be set in relation to the proximity of the points which can be computed
(c )

(c )

(c1 )

1
from the length of the vector d(i,a)
= pa 1 − pi

(c )

(c2 )

2
in camera c1 and d(j,b)
= pb

(c2 )

− pj

in camera

c2 . If both vectors are short, and hence if the involved dots are close to each other in both camera
images, then the ﬂow vectors (thus, their disparities) should be similar in most cases. This smoothness
assumption is common in stereo matching [SS02] and, roughly translated, it means that we expect the
reconstructed 3D surface to be smooth. To measure the degree of smoothness between two matches
we deﬁne an affinity measure between them



(c ,c2 )

dij 1

ᾱ(i, j, a, b) = exp − 
(c )
λ dia1

(c ,c2 )

− dab1

2
(c )

2

+ djb2

2





, with λ ∈ R+

(2.5)

.

Similar aﬃnity terms are used in related point matching approaches, e.g. [CLL10]. The user-deﬁned
parameter λ dictates the strength of the regularization. For common values of λ, the aﬃnity term
quickly goes to zero as the denominator becomes small, which is a desired eﬀect for matches far apart
from each other (we do not want matches to inﬂuence each other when they are in distant parts of
the image). We can prevent evaluating and storing the small aﬃnity values arising in such cases
by checking if the involved points are both inside each other’s closest neighborhood N in the same

camera image, similar to [TKR13]. This idea is respected when all aﬃnity values are collected into
an aﬃnity matrix:

Āι(i,j),ι(a,b) =
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ω̄(i, j)



0

if

i=a ∧ j=b

if

p

(c1 )

(c1 )

∈
/ N (pi

a




ᾱ(i, j, a, b) otherwise .

,
(c2 )

) ∨ pb

(c2 )

∈
/ N (pj

)

,

(2.6)
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The ﬁrst case covers compatibility between a match and itself (so-called unary potentials). This data
term can include a feature point similarity,


ωdummy if p(c1 ) = ∅ ∨ p(c1 ) = ∅ ,
i
j
ω̄(i, j) =
0
otherwise .

(2.7)

The tuning parameter ωdummy controls the strength of the data term for dummy matches. Increasing
this parameter will eﬀectively ﬁlter out bad matches, since dummy matches will seem like better
matches to the optimizer. For non-dummy matches, the data term is zero because all random dots
are equally similar. For these cases, there is no data term, only a smoothness term. Notice that
(c ,c )

1 2
the neighborhood check (second case in Eq. (2.7)) makes the aﬃnity matrix Aι(i,j),ι(a,b)
very sparse

(depending on the predeﬁned size of the neighborhood N ), a fact that the proposed optimization
method can make eﬀective use of.

Based on the aﬃnity, the proposed approach ﬁnds an optimal matching conﬁguration, expressed as
an assignment vector x(c1 ,c2 ) = x̄ ∈ {0, 1}M̄ , where x̄ι(i,j) = 1 when match m̄ι(i,j) is part of the valid

3D reconstruction, and x̄ι(i,j) = 0 if not. The best consistent assignment with respect to the aﬃnity
measure can be found by solving a constrained quadratic integer program
maximize x̄⊤ Āx̄

(2.8)

.

x̄∈Π̄

The constraint set Π̄ = Π(c1 ,c2 ) enforces a binary one-to-one matching so that one point from P (c1 )
can match at most one point in P (c2 ) , and vice versa. We deﬁne Π̄ using a constraint matrix
(c1 )
+P (c2 ) )×M̄
C(c1 ,c2 ) = C̄ ∈ [0, 1](P
such that
Π(c1 ,c2 ) =

o

n

x̄ ∈ {0, 1}M̄ | C̄x̄ = 1

Let us now deﬁne the constraint matrix C̄,

∅

ﬁrst by using an example, then for the gen-

∅
m̄4
1

eral case. The example is illustrated on the

1

m̄2
m̄3
m̄7

with respect to the epipolar constraint, including dummy matches (arrows to ∅ and ∅ ).

m̄8

m̄1

right where 2 points in c1 shall be matched to
3 points in c2 . The arrows denote valid matches

(2.9)

.

m̄5

2

m̄9

2

camera c1

m̄10

3

m̄6

camera c2

(c )

One can see that point p1 1 ( 1 ) is used in 4
of the possible matches, i.e. m̄1 =



(c )

(c )

p1 1 , p1 2



, m̄2 =



(c )

(c )

p1 1 , p2 2



, m̄3 =



(c )

(c )

p1 1 , p3 2



, and the
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dummy match m̄4 =





(c )

p1 1 , ∅ . All these matches are in one-to-one conﬂict - they cannot be

true simultaneously. So the assignment values of these matches are required to fulﬁl the condition
!

!

(c )

x̄1 + x̄2 + x̄3 + x̄4 = 1. Similarly, we have x̄5 + x̄6 + x̄7 = 1 for point p2 1 ( 2 ). This is expressed in
the ﬁrst two rows of the constraint matrix C̄:

(c1 )

matches from p1

(c1 )

(1)

matches from p2

1
0

1
0

m̄5

0
1

m̄6

m̄7

0
1

0
1











1
0

m̄4

matches irrelevant in c1










1
0

m̄3










row 1:
row 2:

m̄2





































m̄1

"

(2)

m̄8

0
0

m̄9

0
0

m̄10

0
0

(2.10)

#

.

The remaining rows of the constraint matrix express the one-to-one constraints of points in camera
!

(c )

c2 , e.g. for p3 2 ( 3 ) it is required that x̄3 + x̄6 + x̄10 = 1. The last three rows are thus
m̄1



1
row 3:

row 4:  0
0
row 5:

m̄2

m̄3

m̄4

m̄5

m̄6

m̄7

m̄8

m̄9

0
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

m̄10



0
(2.11)

0  .
1

In general, the constraint matrix C̄ is of size (P (c1 ) + P (c2 ) ) × M̄ . There is one row for each point

(from both cameras), and each column corresponds to one of the matches in M̄. In each row, the
entries are set to 1 for columns corresponding to matches coming from this rows’ point.

Interestingly, if the points are interpreted as graph nodes, and the matches as undirected edges,
then the constraint matrix equals the incidence matrix of the graph of matches, but without the
rows corresponding to dummy nodes. In the literature [GR96; LH05; LHS09; CLL10; LFF+14;
KKBL15], Eq. (2.9) is usually expressed by means of an assignment matrix X̄ ∈ {0, 1}P ×P instead of

an assignment vector5 . This constrains the assignment matrix to be a binary permutation matrix.
However, the representation of Eq. (2.9) is more ﬂexible and better promotes the inclusion of
interactions between many cameras, as I shall show next.

2.3.2. Multiview Constraints
Until now, we only considered 3D reconstruction with two cameras. How can we integrate multiple
camera views? A trivial solution would be: solve several stereo correspondence problems for all
available pairs of cameras; then merge the stereo reconstructions into a common world coordinate frame.
5

Usually, this requires introducing artificial slack variables to ensure P = P (c1 ) = P (c2 ) .
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Experimental results indicate that this obvious approach fails to provide convincing reconstructions in
practice, presumably because it does not take all available information from all cameras into account.
I therefore propose to unite the distinct stereo matching instances into one single optimization
procedure. This approach ﬁnds the optimal, complete 3D reconstruction from all cameras. To
this end, the distinct stereo matching instances are ﬁrst assembled together into an optimization
problem of the form of Eq. (2.8). Let S be the set of camera pairs. For example, a 3-camera

system generates the pairs S (c1 ,c2 ,c3 ) = {(c1 , c2 ), (c1 , c3 ), (c2 , c3 )}. Every pair has a separate aﬃnity

matrix A(cd ,ce ) , a separate constraint matrix C(cd ,ce ) and a separate assignment vector x(cd ,ce ) ,
with (cd , ce ) ∈ S. The assignment vectors x(cd ,ce ) are combined by stacking them on top of each

other, x⊤ = ((x(c1 ,c2 ) )⊤ , . . . , (x(cd ,ce ) )⊤ ). The aﬃnity matrices A(cd ,ce ) are ﬁlled as in Eq. (2.6) and
combined in blocks to form a global aﬃnity matrix



A(c1 ,c2 )



A=




0

0
..
.

0
0

0

0

A(cd ,ce )





(2.12)

.

The constraint matrices C(cd ,ce ) can be assembled analogously into a global C. The matches are
collected for all stereo pairs into the global set of matches
M=

[

(cd ,ce )∈S

M(cd ,ce )

(2.13)

,

of size M = |M|. Reindexing needs to be performed such that any match can be identiﬁed across all
stereo pairs, e.g. using a unique re-ordering mapping ζ : (N, N, N, N) → N so that mn = mζ(i,j,d,e) =
(c ,c )

d e
mι(i,j)
∈ M. When we assemble the matches and matrices from the separate camera pairs like

this, we still do not generate any interactions between those separate camera pairs. If we solve the
assembled graph matching problem it would still be equivalent to solving the distinct stereo problems
separately.
However, this global representation paves the way for introducing multiview conﬂicts, interactions
(c ,c )

(c1 )

1 2
between matches from diﬀerent camera pairs. Consider a stereo match mι(i,j)
= (pi

from camera c1 to c2 , and a match

(c1 ,c3 )
mι(i,k)

=

(c )
(c )
(pi 1 , pk 3 )

involving the same dot

(c2 )

, pj

(c )
pi 1 ,

) going

but going
(c ,c )

1 2
to another camera c3 . Both matches can be independently triangulated into two 3D points rι(i,j)

(c ,c )

1 3
and rι(i,k)
. For a consistent 3D reconstruction result, those 3D points should coincide (up to some

expected reconstruction error ǫ). Otherwise, the 3D points would be in multiview conflict, forming an
inconsistent 3D reconstruction. An example is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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r2
r1

r3

m2

m3

(c )

p1 3

m1

(c )

p1 2

(c )

p2 3
z

(c )

p1 1

x
y

Figure 2.8.: Three camera views with extracted
2D markers. Stereo matches m1 =
(c1 ,c3 )
(c1 ,c2 )
mι(1,2)
and m3 = mι(1,1)
correspond to almost overlapping reconstructed 3D points r1 and r3 . We
thus enforce the simultaneous assignment of both matches by strengthening their pairwise potential during
optimization. Additionally, while
matches m1 and m2 are already in
conﬂict from the one-to-one stereo
matching constraint, our method
now also sets m2 and m3 in conﬂict.

These multiview constraints are included into the optimization objective by incorporating additional
(c ,c )

d e
constraints on the assignment vector x. For each multiview conﬂict between two matches mι(i,j)
and

(c ,c )

d f
mι(i,k)
we want to force their assignments xζ(i,j,d,e) and xζ(i,k,d,f ) never to be active simultaneously

(i.e., have value 1). From this idea, we deﬁne the set of multiview-consistent assignments as
V=

n

x | xζ(i,j,d,e) + xζ(i,k,d,f ) ≤ 1 , ∀ i, j, d, e :



(c ,c )

(c ,c )

d f
d e
rι(i,j)
− rι(i,k)

>ǫ
2

o

.

(2.14)

The multiview constraint set can equivalently expressed with a constraint matrix V. This constraint
matrix is very sparse, containing one row with two non-zero entries per multiview constraint. It
allows writing the set of multiview-consistent assignments in the form V = {x | Vx ≤ 1}. Then, the
global matching problem becomes

maximize x⊤ Ax

(2.15)

Ψ = {x ∈ {0, 1}M | Cx = 1 , Vx ≤ 1}

(2.16)

x∈Ψ

with constraint set

We can additionally enforce consistent reconstructions by modifying the pairwise potentials in A.
If xζ(i,j,d,e) and xζ(i,k,d,f ) correspond to multiview consistent matches, and are thus not in conﬂict,
we set the corresponding entry in the aﬃnity matrix Aζ(i,j,d,e),ζ(i,k,d,f )) = 1. These values ﬁll the
empty blocks in the blocks of zeros in Eq. (2.12). This makes the graph matching objective Eq. (2.15)
genuinely span across all camera pairs involved in the 3D reconstruction. However, this is no longer a
classical graph matching problem, meaning we cannot directly use a graph matching solver.

2.3.3. Optimization with Multiview Constraints
Graph matching is a special case of the NP-hard quadratic assignment problem [BCPP98]. Numerous
attempts exist to solve these kinds of problems approximately [CFSV04; FPV14]. To cope with the
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highly combinatory nature of the problem, most graph matching methods in computer vision solve the
problem approximately by relaxing the constraints Eq. (2.9). The very successful spectral matching
!

method [LH05] ignores the constraints altogether and replaces it with the norm constraint kxk22 = 1.
Other methods respect the 1-to-1 constraint, but allow continuous solutions in the range x ∈ (0, 1)
instead of enforcing a binary solution. Then the constraint set Eq. (2.9) takes the form of the Birkhoﬀ

polytope [Zie95; BCPP98], a convex relaxation of the original constraint set, permitting much simpler
and faster solution strategies. The Graduated Assignment (GA) method stays within the Birkhoﬀ
polytope by repeatedly projecting the current solution onto it using Sinkhorn’s balancing algorithm
[GR96]. The ﬁxed point methods in [LHS09; VCL+15] directly respect the binary constraint Eq. (2.9).
They perform a combination of line search and projection onto this set using the Hungarian algorithm
[LHS09]. The Sinkhorn and Hungarian projections are theoretically and practically connected by the
theory of random walks [CLL10; LL11]. These projections originally work only for the two camera
case. None of these methods can directly cope with constraints spanning multiple graphs, such as the
proposed multiview constraints.
In this section, I present a generalized treatment of the Graduated Assignment (GA) method based
on entropic regularization and alternating projections. My derivation paves the way for respecting the
multiview constraints during optimization. First, the optimization problem is simpliﬁed by relaxing
the binary constraint in Ψ to
Ψ̂ = {x ≥ 0 | Cx = 1 , Vx ≤ 1}

.

(2.17)

Optimization is then done with respect to the simpler constraint set,
maximize

E(x) = x⊤ Ax

.

(2.18)

x∈Ψ̂

This turns the original optimization problem Eq. (2.15) into an inequality-constrained quadratic
program (QP). But the aﬃnity matrix A is not negative semi-deﬁnite. Thus, this QP is not concave
and cannot be uniquely solved in general; only local convergence can be achieved. While a strictly
convex formulation of graph matching exists, see e.g. [ABK14] for a characterization, practical and
theoretical results suggest that, surprisingly, the non-convex relaxation often yields superior results
[LFF+14]. Novel convex reformulations of the original QP problem provide tight relaxations even of
the original formulation [KKBL15], but don’t scale to big problems as in 3D reconstruction. This
motivates ﬁnding a local optimum of the non-concave relaxation.
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GA introduces a heuristic ampliﬁcation term β. As we will see, this heuristic approach emerges
naturally if an entropic regularizer is included into Eq. (2.18),
Ẽ(x) = x⊤ Ax −

maximize
x∈Ψ̂

1 ⊤
x (ln x − 1)
β

(2.19)

.

Here, I followed the convention that 0 ln(0) = 0. The entropy of the assignment, H(x) = −x⊤ (ln x − 1),
is used for regularization. This entropic regularizer is strictly concave. For small values of β, the
contribution of this regularizer to Ẽ equalizes ("smoothes") the assignment solution, while for β → ∞
the original problem is recovered. This suggests successively solving a sequence of problems with

more and more regularization (increasing β). Such an approach has similarities with so-called barrier
and smoothing methods [Ber99; CZ97; MN10]. Furthermore, entropic regularization was recently
applied to the computation of optimal transport plans [Cut13] where it was shown to signiﬁcantly
simplify computation, a fact that we can also make use of.
Optimizing Eq. (2.19) for a speciﬁc β follows a scheme similar to the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. The
objective function is ﬁrst linearized around a previous solution y,
Ẽ(x) ≈ y⊤ Ay + (x − y)⊤ Ay −

maximize
x∈Ψ̂

1 ⊤
x (ln x − 1)
β

.

(2.20)

To simplify, we ignore terms constant with respect to x, introduce an alias z = Ay, and write
Eq. (2.20) component-wise
maximize
x∈Ψ̂

M
X
i=1

xn zn −

1
xn (ln xn − 1)
β

(2.21)

.

As we will see shortly, this is a projection with respect to the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, a
distance measure between two vectors x ∈ RM and m ∈ RM deﬁned as
KL(x, m) =

M
X
i=1

xn ln



xn
mn



− xn

(2.22)

.

To see the relation to the KL projection, we rewrite Eq. (2.21) as
maximize −
x∈Ψ̂
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1X
−xn ln (exp (βzn )) + xn ln xn − xn
β
i=1

.

(2.23)
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Algorithm 1 Find a local minimum for the graph matching problem Eq. (2.18) by continuous
relaxation and successively decreasing entropic regularization
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Inputs:
A
⊲ Global aﬃnity matrix from Eq. (2.12)
C, V
⊲ Constraint matrices in Ψ̂, Eq. (2.17)
β0 = 1, βstep = 1.075, βmax = 30
⊲ Default parameters for regularization schedule
t = 0.9
⊲ Default binarization threshold
β ← β0
x←1
while β ≤ βmax do
repeat
z ← Ax
x ← arg minx∈Ψ̂ KL (x, exp (βz))
⊲ Solve Eq. (2.24) using Algorithm 2
until converged
β ← β · βstep
⊲ Decrease inﬂuence of entropic regularizer in Eq. (2.19)
end while

1, if xn ≥ t
xn ←
⊲ Binarize ﬁnal solution
0, otherwise
return x

Since ln x − ln(exp(βz)) = ln



x
exp(βz)



we see that this can be written in the form

minimize KL (x, exp (βz))

(2.24)

.

x∈Ψ̂

Thus, the linearization in Eq. (2.20) is, in fact, identical to a KL projection onto the constraint set Ψ̂.
The KL projection in Eq. (2.24) can be solved using the Alternating Generalized Projection
algorithm, originally proposed by Bregman [Bre67] and generalized to inequality constraints in [CL81].
Censor and Zenios [CZ97] provide a self-contained derivation of this method based on dual coordinate
ascent and give a convergence proof. Here, I just want to provide the necessary information to
adopt this algorithm to our case. I also show how the speciﬁc structure of Ψ̂ leads to convenient
simpliﬁcations.
The algorithm starts with the initial estimate, in our case x(0) = exp(βz). It then cyclically
iterates through the rows of the constraints in Ψ̂, with each iteration respecting a single row and each
iteration improving upon the current iterate x(k) . This leads to a generalized Bregman projection
1
which demands solving for ρ(k) and x(k+ 2 ) in
∇f x(k+ 2 )



1



= ∇f x(k) + ρ(k) c

c⊤ x(k+ 2 ) = 1
1

,



,

(2.25)
(2.26)
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Algorithm 2 Modiﬁed version of Bregman’s Alternating Generalized Projection algorithm for solving
Eq. (2.24)
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:

Inputs:
C ∈ {0, 1}P ×M , V ∈ {0, 1}|V|×M
⊲ Constraint matrices in Ψ̂, Eq. (2.17)
x ∈ RN
⊲ Assignment vector to project from
+
repeat
for r = 1 to P do
⊲ Loop through rows in 1-to-1 constraint matrix C
Let I(Cr ) be the set of non-zero indices in row r of matrix C.
ρ← P 1
i∈I(Cr )

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

xi

xi ← xi · ρ , ∀i ∈ I(Cr )
⊲ Solves Eqns. (2.25) and (2.26) by normalization
end for
for r = 1 to |V| do
⊲ Loop through rows in multiview constraint matrix V
Let I(Vr
) be the set of non-zero
indices in row r of matrix V.

ρ ← min ur , P

1

i∈I(CM
r )

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

xi ← xi · ρ , ∀i ∈
ur ← uρr
end for
until converged
return x

xi

I(CM
r )

⊲ Eq. (2.28)
⊲ Update dual variable

where f (x) = KL(x, exp(βz)), cf. Eq. (2.24). If c corresponds to an equality constraint (from matrix
1
C), the algorithm simply picks x(k+1) = x(k+ 2 ) as the next iterate. Multiview constraints represent
inequality constraints, Eq. (2.14). Those require dual variables u ∈ R|V| initialized to u(0) = 0, and

they require dual variable corrections. These corrections are quite essential as demonstrated by Kulis
et al. [KSD09]. Based on the generalized projection parameter ρ(k) obtained from solving Eqns. (2.25)
and (2.26), these updates including the dual variable corrections take the form
θ(k) = min(ur(k) , ρ(k) )
∇f (x(k+1) ) = ∇f (x(k) ) + θ(k) c
(k+1)
un


un(k) − θ(k) , i = r
=
u(k) ,
i 6= r .
n

(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)

The structure of our problem permits very eﬃcient closed-form solutions to these steps. The
constraint matrices C and V contain only ones or zeros, and so do the rows Eq. (2.26). The update
Eq. (2.26) can thus be written as

xi = 1, where I(c) is the set of non-zero indices in row c.
(k+ 1 )
(k)
Inserting the gradients in Eq. (2.25) and exponentiating yields xn 2 = xn exp(ρ(k) ) , ∀i ∈ I(c).
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0.5

point count

1.0

0.0

(a)
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Figure 2.9.: (a) Point cloud with attached shape context coordinate frame and histogram bin edges.
Each coordinate frame is given by a central point and two neighboring points that span
the x and y coordinate axis. (b) Close-up view of the same situation. (c) Histogram bins
of the shape context descriptor [BMP02] computed from the deformed spatial neighbors
(white dots). The x- and y-axis are in green and red, respectively. Soft counting is used
[LC04].

This equation can be inserted into Eq. (2.26), from which we obtain exp(−ρ(k) ) =
that
1)
(k+ 2

xi

=



P

(k)

xi

j∈I(c)


x(k)
i

(k)

xj

if i ∈ I(c)

P

j∈Ir

(k)

xj , so

(2.30)

if i ∈
/ I(c)

We can circumvent taking any exponents and logarithms by using exponentiated u(k) , λ(k) and θ(k) .
These leads to further simpliﬁcations which are summarized in Algorithm 2. In the outer loop, the
objective is linearized, performing a gradient ascent step at each iteration. Based on this linearized
estimate, the KL projection is performed. This is summarized in Algorithm 1. The algorithm returns
a set of active matches in x, each match corresponding to a reconstructed 3D point. Therefore, the
method returns an optimally consistent 3D reconstruction in form of a point cloud for each recorded
frame of multiview data.

2.3.4. Robust Registration across Large Motions
The deformation between two reconstructed 3D point clouds can only be revealed if correspondences
between the 3D-points at diﬀerent timepoints are available. This tracking is trivial with the quad
pattern, Section 2.2, since each point has a unique identiﬁcation, the 3×3 color M-array code. In order
to identify one of the randomly distributed dots, we look at its spatial relationships to its neighbors.
These relationships can be turned into a discriminative representation, a feature descriptor that
facilitates robust matching of points. The proposed method extends upon shape context [BMP02], a
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feature descriptor that sets up histogram bins in uniform log-polar space, then counts the number of
points that fall inside each bin.
However, shape context descriptors are not invariant under rotations and aﬃne deformations.
We thus enumerate every possible rotation and aﬃne deformation by constructing possible local
coordinate frames. Each coordinate frame is deﬁned by two neighboring 3D points. The coordinate
frame also provides a 3D normal so that a projective plane for the 2D shape context can be set up.
This is visualized in Figure 2.9. The matching distance between two points is then taken as the
minimum distance of all descriptors attached to these points.
An important beneﬁt of this approach is that it implicitly takes care of any deformations by
deforming the histogram axes accordingly. To further increase robustness, erroneous correspondences
are detected by non-maximal suppression as in [Low04] and by checking geometric consistency in
the local spatial neighborhoods of matches. Superﬁcially, this approach bears resemblance to Spin
Images [JH99], but the proposed descriptor explicitly constructs (aﬃnely deformed) angular bins
to increase distinguishability. From the works of Liu and Chen [LC04] and of Johnson and Hebert
[JH99], I adopt the idea of soft counting: Instead of hard-assigning points to a single histogram bin,
a point is weighted to the closest histogram bins according to the bilinear interpolation scheme. For
example, a point lying exactly on the border of two bins is assigned to both bins with weight 0.5. In
combination, this strategy yields a robust set of matches across even large deformations.

2.3.5. Results
The evaluation of the proposed method focuses on the integration of multiple cameras using the novel
multiview constraints. To test this contribution in isolation, comparison to a baseline algorithm is
performed. This method boils down to Graduated Assignment (GA) [GR96] on the distinct stereo
pairs, using the same parameters and aﬃnity score Eq. (2.6). Synthetic scenes with known 3D
geometry were used for quantitative evaluation. Moreover, real-world scenes involving more than
5.000 random dots are used to assess the robustness and the runtime behavior of the algorithm.
Synthetic Scenes
Synthetic images of scenes with known ground truth geometry were generated. Three virtual cameras
were placed around a given 3D mesh such that the viewing angle between each camera pair is of
a predeﬁned baseline angle b. The 3D mesh was equipped with artiﬁcial marker dots by randomly
poisson-distributing points on the 3D mesh surface. The dots are then rendered into each camera
using OpenGL. The resulting 2D points were discarded when they showed too much projective
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distortion (more than 60◦ viewing angle towards the camera), simulating the real-world eﬀect that
marker detection often fails at too high perspective distortion. To simulate the eﬀect of inexact
marker extraction, normally distributed noise of scale σ 2 was added to the 2D points. In each case,
the multiview extension was compared to Graduated Assignment [GR96].

correct matches ( %)
number of false matches

proposed MV
93.4 % ± 2.0 %
40.7 ± 10.6

GA
85.2 % ± 3.2 %
92.5 ± 15.5

GA-nodummy
73.2 % ± 4.1 %
233.2 ± 28.1

Table 2.2.: Results of 3D reconstruction of a virtual sphere with known ground truth geometry.

Sphere.

Table 2.2 gives results for a 3D sphere geometry with 1.000 random dots. The three virtual

cameras had a 40◦ baseline between their viewing directions. The experiment was repeated 50 times
with diﬀerent random dots, each time adding normally distributed noise with variance σ 2 = 0.75 pixels
to their 2D projections. The dummy point weight was set to ωdummy = 0.6, the regularization strength
λ to 1.0, the maximal reprojection error to reject non-epipolar matches to 4 pixels, and ǫ in Eq. (2.14)
was set to 3 % of the diameter of the sphere. This experiment additionally tested the proposed
explicit handling of dummy matches by comparing to Graduated Assignment without considering
dummy matches and instead adding dual (slack) variables during constraint projection (denoted
GA-nodummy). In eﬀect, this comes down to using the constraint C (c1 ,c2 ) x(c1 ,c2 ) ≤ 1 in Eq. (2.9).

Table 2.2 shows the average and the standard deviation of the percentage of correctly recovered

matches in x in relation to the ground truth assignment vector. The numbers are given in percent
since the number of dots (thus number of ground truth matches) diﬀers slightly for each experiment.
The table also gives the number of false matches. Each false match would generate an outlier in
the 3D reconstruction. Explicitly handling dummy points (GA) already greatly improves results
(compared to GA-nodummy). The multiview constraints (MV) help to discard more than twice as
many false matches compared to this baseline even for this extremely simple test case.
Human.

A 3D model of a human was used, obtained as the average of a statistical body model

based on laser scans [HSS+09]. Three virtual camera views were rendered at increasing baselines from
20◦ to 80◦ , shown for baseline b = 50◦ in Fig. 2.10(a). 5 000 randomly distributed dots on the 3D
geometry were projected into the virtual camera views, adding normally distributed noise of variance
σ 2 = 0.75 pixels to the 2D projections. To simulate detection errors, 10 % of randomly selected
2D points were removed in each camera view. The dummy point weight was set to ωdummy = 1.0,
the maximal reprojection error to reject non-epipolar matches to 4 pixels, and ǫ in Eq. (2.14) that
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Figure 2.10.: Reconstruction results for synthetic scenes with known ground-truth geometry, depending on the distance (baseline) between three virtual cameras. The number of correct
and false matches is compared between the algorithm with ("MV") and without ("GA")
the proposed multiview extension. The maximal possible number of correct matches
("GT" for ground truth) is also shown.
controls the detection of multiview conﬂicts corresponding to 10 mm on the surface. The number of
correctly and falsely recovered matches in x is given in Figures 2.10(b) to 2.10(d). With increasing
baseline, less and less matches are in the set of ground truth matches (black line in Figures 2.10(b)
to 2.10(d)) The reason is that less and less points are simultaneously visible between pairs of cameras.
Notice that the proposed multiview extension is closer to ﬁnding all correct matches. At moderate
to large baselines, MV clearly improves upon GA (even though dummy points were added to the
GA formulation; the original GA formulation performed even poorer). The results depend on the
tuning parameter λ in Eq. (2.6). This parameter controls the strength of the spatial regularization in
both algorithms. Increasing λ decreases regularization strength but does not change the diﬀerences
between the methods signiﬁcantly; both methods produce more false matches, Figure 2.10(d) shows
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Figure 2.11.: Camera setup used for full-body
3D reconstruction. The visualization shows the captured
images of the 16 cameras at
their calibrated locations. The
lines depict stereo camera pairs
between which correspondences
are estimated by the global correspondence estimation process.

λ = 1.0, but even in this case GA is not able to obtain the same number of correct matches as the
proposed MV algorithm.
Real-World Scenes
A qualitative evaluation was performed for two application scenarios: Capturing full human body
shape and capturing the deformation of a shoe. Both datasets were captured with 16 synchronized and
calibrated video cameras running at 30 Hz and capturing images with 1600 × 1200 pixels resolution.
Here, only greyscale images were used. The marker dots were detected in the images as multi-scale

extrema in the image pyramid. Markers were localized at sub-pixel accuracy via polynomial ﬁtting in
a 5 × 5 pixel neighborhood.
Full-Body 3D Reconstruction.

Figure 2.12 shows results for 3D reconstruction of a full-body

performance. For capturing, a morph suit was printed with randomly distributed marker dots. The
set of stereo cameras was constrained to pairs where the angle between the viewing directions of the
cameras was less than 70◦ , since a larger baseline would result in stereo pairs with insuﬃcient overlap.
Still, this baseline can be considered extremely large for multiview stereo matching applications
(usual baselines are around 30◦ [BPS+08; GS15]). The proposed method excels for such very sparse
multi-camera setups. Figure 2.11 depicts the camera setup used here. The reconstructions are very
robust, accurate, and temporally consistent even though no tracking was done at this stage. For
this real-world dataset, I observed a big qualitative improvement compared to the GA method for
regions on the body that are observed by three or even more cameras. I postulate that in such regions
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(a) Input images and close-up of the morph-suit pattern with automatically detected dots marked in red.

(b) No multiview constraints, λ = 0.5

(c) With proposed multiview constraints, λ = 0.5

(d) No multiview constraints, λ = 0.8

(e) With proposed multiview constraints, λ = 0.8

Figure 2.12.: Reconstruction results for capturing a full-body suit. The proposed multiview constraints
clearly improve results over Graduated Assignment (GA). See text for details.
multiview constraints can be very eﬀective because the additional constraint of multiview consistency
provides strong hints at how to optimally break matching ambiguities.
The supplementary video shows the entire sequence. In the sequel, I focus on results for the ﬁrst
frame, Figure 2.12. The input images are shown in Figure 2.12(a). The results, for λ = 0.5, are shown
in Figure 2.12(b) for Graduated Assignment without multiview constraints, and in Figure 2.12(c)
with multiview constraints. The raw point cloud, Figure 2.12(b) left, reveals severe outliers far away
from the true surface. There are also numerous outliers close to the true 3D surface which would be
hard to ﬁlter.
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iteration k

(b)

Figure 2.13.: Iterations of Algorithm 1 during optimization of a large graph matching problem
involving multiview constraints. (a) Value of the optimization objective Eq. (2.18) (blue,
without regularization) which increases and then converges as expected. The strength
of the regularization β1 in Eq. (2.19) is shown in red. The proposed algorithm decreases
the inﬂuence of this regularization during optimization to prevent early convergence
to poor local minima. (b) Histogram of assignment values in the solution x(k) during
iterative optimization. In later iterations, the solution is forced towards binary solutions
(many values are either 0 or 1). Note: a logarithmic color scale was used to amplify
small percentage values in the visualization.
It is interesting to estimate how many cameras are involved in the 3D reconstruction of each marker
because this provides a hint at how consistent the reconstruction is. A post-processing step counts the
number of cameras for each marker by ﬁnding marker tracks across multiple cameras and determining
the length of these match tracks, a step which is especially needed in the GA result where stereo
reconstructions happen separately. In Figure 2.12, the reconstructed points are colored according to
the match track length. From this visualization, we can see that the multiview constraints enable
a much more robust reconstruction, with each marker being reconstructed from as many camera
matches as possible.
To obtain an approximate estimate of the 3D surface from the point clouds, Ball-Pivoting [BMR+99]
with radius ρ = 30.0 mm (approximate maximal distance between markers in the textile print) followed
by one step of Taubin smoothing [Tau95] was performed in MeshLab [CCC+08]. The results using
the proposed multiview constraints, Figure 2.12(c), are much cleaner compared to GA, Figure 2.12(b).
But the multiview extension does more then ﬁlter outliers from the point cloud: the backside of the
person, which is not well covered by many cameras in this setup, has fewer reconstruction holes when
the multiview constraints are used. When we decrease the smoothness regularizer we obtain even
better results for the back, Figure 2.12(e), while GA simply produces more noise, Figure 2.12(d). In
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Figure 2.14.: 3D-reconstructed point clouds of a shoe while walking, 3 frames of the sequence shown
here. Input images of one of the 16 cameras shown on top. The rightmost point cloud
was meshed using Ball-Pivoting [BMR+99].
Chapter 3, we explore more elaborate techniques in order to obtain clean and hole-free 3D surfaces
from such point clouds.
The human body dataset was used to analyze the convergence behavior of the algorithm. The solution x at each (outer) iteration was observed while running Algorithm 1, with λ = 0.5. Figure 2.13(a)
indicates that the optimization objective Eq. (2.18) (without regularization) indeed increases during
the iterative optimization steps, and that it converges to a local optimum. A global optimum cannot
be guaranteed due to the problem’s non-concavity. Recall that the proposed method decreases the
strength of the regularization term in Eq. (2.19) during optimization, as visualized by the red line in
Figure 2.13(a). I hypothesized earlier that this enforces binary solutions at later iterations. To check
this, a histogram was computed at each iteration step k, showing the frequency of diﬀerent values in
the current assignment vector x(k) . In Figure 2.13(b), these histograms were stacked as columns to
form an image. Later iterations, towards the right in Figure 2.13(b), indeed show a higher frequency
of the values 0 and 1, conﬁrming the hypothesis.
Shoe in motion.

Figure 2.14 shows 3D reconstruction results obtained for a shoe in motion. The

shoe is a prototype developed at adidas AG. Dots were quickly applied to this shoe using a permanent
marker. The multiview-constrained graph matching algorithm outputs very clean and precise point
clouds for each recorded frame. In particular, the meshed point cloud on the right of Figure 2.14
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Dataset
dots
M
Arm, Figure 3.4
1 002 180 415
Leg, [PGF+16]
2 775 334 538
Shoe, Figure 2.14
621 255 686
Body suit, Figure 2.12(e) 2 023 715 443

ambiguity

|V|

15.1 1 814 615
14.9 2 722 152
42.7 7 624 050
35.1 17 438 546

Runtime
ﬁnd dots prepare optimize
44 s
1 m 13 s
29 s
32 s 2 m

21 s
47 s
51 s
23 s

51 s
1 m 46 s
2 m 37 s
7 m 16 s

Table 2.3.: Runtimes for 3D reconstruction of a single frame using the proposed multiview graph
matching method. From left to right, columns show data set name, average number of
dots extracted from each image, number of potential matches in x, average number of
candidate matches in any other view per extracted dot, number of multiview conﬂicts in
V. Runtimes are given for the extraction of dots in all the images (column "ﬁnd dots"),
the preparation procedure (e.g. collection of potential matches and multiview conﬂicts),
and the graph matching optimization step using Algorithm 1 (column "optimize").
shows the high ﬁdelity of the reconstruction. By temporal tracking, we are able to very accurately
measure the deformation of the shoe surface, Figure 2.17.
Runtime.

Table 2.3 shows computation times of the unoptimized Python implementation running

on a desktop computer with Intel Core i7-3770 processor and 16GB RAM, on a single core. The
runtimes correspond to 3D reconstruction from a single frame of multiview video. The computational
complexity does not primarily scale with the number of random dots but rather with the number
of multiview conﬂicts, since the Bregman projection inner loops in Algorithm 2 take most of the
computation time. The runtime is also related to the quality of calibration: Precise calibration allows
to lower the value of the expected reconstruction error ǫ, thereby reducing the number of match
candidates M and the number of multiview constraints.

Figure 2.15.: Frame-to-Frame correspondences of the 3D reconstructions of the shoe, visualized as lines.
Red lines are in the past and green lines in the future with respect to the current frame.
The mesh is just for visualization and not used for tracking. Left: Correspondences
around the touch-down phase of the walk cycle. Middle: Correspondences during plantar
ﬂexion. Right: All correspondences across the whole motion for reference. The proposed
method is able to give robust tracking performance without producing any immediately
visible outliers.
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Figure 2.16.: Long-range correspondences computed between the rest-shape of a
shoe and its deformed state. The
shoe undergoes signiﬁcant surface
deformations: the shoe textile is
stretched due to being put onto the
foot and it is bend due to plantar
ﬂexion. The proposed feature descriptor nevertheless succeeds in obtaining robust correspondences.

Tracking.

Figure 2.15 shows tracking results for the shoe dataset. Correspondences were computed

between successive frames of the sequence. In each frame, local coordinate frames were generated from
all combinations of 5 neighboring points. On average, this generated approximately 35 coordinate
frames for each of the ca. 1 200 points of each frame, each giving a shape context descriptor as
described in Section 2.3.4. Correspondences were ﬁltered using non-maximal suppression as in [Low04]
(with threshold 0.8) and by discarding locally non-rigid correspondences. Despite such heavy ﬁltering,
a large quantity of frame-to-frame correspondences were successfully established.
Figure 2.16 shows correspondences obtained between the rest pose (shoe not put on) and a deformed
state of the shoe during the complete walk cycle. The deformations between the two point clouds are
quite large. Nevertheless, lots of correspondences are found without producing any severe outliers.
This opens the possibility for performing deformation analysis on these kinds of heavily deforming
3D surfaces.

2.4. A first use case: Deformation and Strain Analysis
The methods presented in this chapter allow for calculating a full displacement ﬁeld of a deforming
3D surface. For deformation analysis applications, engineers are usually interested in the strain at
each surface point. I now show how to obtain such a full-ﬁeld strain distribution from captured 3D
data.

2.4.1. From 3D Reconstructions to Principal Deformations
Let r(i) ∈ R3 and d(i) ∈ R3 be 3D points in the reference and deformed conﬁguration, respectively. To

compute the strain of a point, we need to measure the change in distances and angles of neighboring
points. We choose the K nearest points to r(i) . Let those neighbors be RN (i) ∈ RK×3 and

DN (i) ∈ RK×3 (neighboring 3D points stacked on top of each other in a matrix). First, the rigid
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Figure 2.17.: Strain analysis of a shoe. Left: Major principal strain (in %) between the rest shape of
the shoe (not shown) and the deformed state after putting the shoe on a foot. Middle:
Major and Right: Minor principal strain between the leftmost shape and the shape
during plantar ﬂexion. Black lines visualize the principal strain direction.
motion must be subtracted. This can be done by translating each neighborhood N (i) such that

r(i) and d(i) are moved to the origin, then rotating the points such that their normal is [0, 0, 1]⊤ .
After this step, both point neighborhoods lie approximately in the 2D plane, so we can drop the
z components to obtain the 2D points R̂N (i) ∈ RK×2 and D̂N (i) ∈ RK×2 , essentially performing
orthogonal projection. For the sake of brevity, I now drop the subscript in R̂N (i) and D̂N (i) and use
R̂ and D̂ instead.
The in-plane deformations can be quantiﬁed using the deformation gradient. We assume the
deformation of the points in the neighborhood N (i) can be suﬃciently approximated by a continuous
linear function, so that d transforms according to: d = ϕ(r) ≈ Fr, which means that ∇ϕ ≈ F. This

assumption holds in most strain analysis scenarios as long as no cracks form on the surface, and as
long as the neighborhood N (i) stays small enough. The deformation gradient F can be obtained
from measured data by solving the least squares-problem
minimize
F

R̂F⊤ − D̂

2
F

,

(2.31)
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which is a similar approach as in [PAXG09]. The solution can be written in closed-form as
F⊤ = (R̂⊤ R̂)−1 R̂⊤ D̂ = A−1 B

(2.32)

with A ∈ R2×2 and B ∈ R2×2 given by
Ai,j =

K
X

R̂k,i R̂k,j

Bi,j =

,

K
X

R̂k,i D̂k,j

(2.33)

.

k=1

k=1

Thus, only a 2 × 2 matrix inversion and a 2 × 2 matrix-matrix product are needed to compute F.

The deformation gradient F maps directly to rotation-invariant strain measures like the Green

- St-Venant strain tensor E =

1
(F⊤ F
2

− I) and the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C = FF⊤

[BW08; BK00; Neu09]. These quantities are very important for computer simulation [Hau04], but
interpreting and visualizing them directly is not intuitive.
Engineers usually want to analyze how much and in which principal direction the material deforms.
To this end, residual 2D rotation is factored from the deformation gradient F using polar decomposition
[SHD92]. This factors F into a rotation part Q ∈ SO(3) and a symmetric in-plane deformation

component U, so that F = QU. Since U is symmetric, it has two real eigenvalues which directly
yield the principal strains
λ1,2

1
= Tr(U) ±
2

r

Tr(U)
− det(U)
4

(2.34)

.

The corresponding eigenvalues represent the principal strain directions

e1 =

"

λ1 − U1,1
U1,0

#

,

e2 =

"

λ2 − U1,1
U1,0

#

.

(2.35)

The major strain of the material is then given by λmajor = max(λ1 , λ2 ).
The deformation model may seem very crude. In place of orthogonal projection onto the 2D
plane, we could use a procedure respecting the curvature of the surface. We could replace the
simple deformation model in ϕ by a higher-order polynomial function. But this may introduce
additional noise into the strain ﬁelds. There is a tradeoﬀ between smoothness, precision, locality, and
computation speed. This tradeoﬀ is not only related to deformation model complexity; the size of the
neighborhood N (i) also plays an important role. Alternative approaches are discussed in [PAXG09;
SOS09] and can be implemented alternatively.
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Figure 2.18.: A gallery of visualizations of full 3D strain ﬁelds, showing the major deformation of
loose-ﬁt and tight-ﬁt garments during various sports motions. Recorded with a 16camera camera setup. The 3D strain ﬁelds are color-coded in percent (50 % means
the textile stretched by a factor of 1.5, e.g. from 10 mm to 15 mm). Some of the 3D
reconstructions are rendered from the point of view of one of the of the 16 cameras,
some from free viewpoints (those with white background). Note that the system can, to
a certain extent, handle wrinkles.
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Figure 2.19.: Visualizations of the full 3D strain ﬁeld, showing the major deformation of a tight-ﬁt
garment during various yoga motions. Experiments were performed at the adidas
innovation team laboratory. The 3D strain ﬁelds are color-coded in percent. The 3D
reconstruction is rendered from the point of view of one of the of the 12 cameras.
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2.4.2. Results
Figure 2.17 shows the full-ﬁeld strain distribution of the previously covered shoe dataset. The
visualization shows the strain between rest-state and rest-state with foot. It also shows the deformation
happening during plantar ﬂexion by visualizing the strain ﬁeld between rest-state with foot and
the frame in motion showing maximal plantar ﬂexion. These kinds of visualizations enable testing,
validating, and improving (textile) material designs.
The quad pattern also allows 3D deformation analysis. Since the print size of the quads is known,
absolute strains can be measured. The pattern was used in numerous setups, for example for
measuring loose-ﬁt as well as tight-ﬁt garments as shown in Figure 2.18. The company adidas AG
started using the quad pattern 3D reconstruction method along with the presented deformation
analysis system. Some results measured by adidas are shown in Figure 2.19
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Realistic virtual humans are becoming commonplace in movies and interactive computer graphics
applications. The lifelike appearance of virtual characters depends not only on accurate rendering and
motion but also on faithful modeling of subtle pose-dependent eﬀects, primarily deformations which
are due to muscles and soft tissue. Currently, creating such subtle eﬀects is a challenging process usually requiring tedious manual work by experienced animators as well as physics-based simulation
of deformation eﬀects [LGK+12]. Despite producing believable results, these approaches have several
drawbacks. Customization of muscle models to speciﬁc virtual subjects is not easy. Control and
simulation of these models may be computationally expensive and require tuning of many parameters.
Furthermore, since the underlying muscle model is still an approximation of anatomical reality, truly
ﬁne-scale muscle deformation may not be reproducible.
In this chapter, a data-driven approach for muscle modeling is presented. The approach employs 3D
reconstruction methods from Chapter 2 to obtain real-world muscle deformation data. This data shows
complex inter-dependencies between muscle activity of real subjects and their physical constitution,
external forces, and motion. These phenomena are learned automatically by the proposed muscle
model. While the muscle model focuses on the shoulder-arm-complex, the underlying methodology

Figure 3.1.: Multiview recordings of human subjects performing various muscle exercises (left) are
used to build a statistical model for synthesizing muscle deformations (middle) that can
be altered according to pose, body shape, and external forces. The model can simulate
ﬁne-scale bulges and dimples on the skin caused by various muscle strands (right).
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can work as a blueprint and as a proof of concept, enabling the application of similar concepts to
other body parts, to the whole body, or across other people.
The muscle model takes as input standard skeletal motion parameters to specify the motion to
be executed. It additionally incorporates the parameters that control the appearance of the subject
in terms of physique and training level: the subject’s body mass index (BMI), muscularity, height.
This allows one to smoothly transfer the muscle deformation between subjects of diverse physique,
training level and muscularity. Finally, the model takes as input an external force vector acting on the
hand. The proposed model reproduces realistic muscle shape as an interplay of the above factors and
generalizes well to other movements, people, and mechanical scenarios beyond the training dataset.
Building such a data-driven model poses new challenges in acquisition, model learning, and
parameterization. I extend the 3D acquisition methods from Chapter 2 so that one can obtain
highly detailed and spatiotemporally coherent geometry of deforming skin, capturing individual
muscle strands, fat tissue, as well as tangential stretching and shifting of skin. I propose a method
for registering such data to enable scalable and robust non-rigid registration of thousands of 3D
reconstructions with minimal user interaction. Finally, I introduce a new semi-parametric learning
approach to build a data-driven model from the 3D reconstructed input data. Thanks to a sparse
approximate formulation of non-linear kernel regression, the ﬁnal muscle model requires little memory,
can handle huge training datasets, and can be evaluated in real-time. At the same time, it can produce
non-linear muscle deformation eﬀects that cannot be achieved by previous data-driven methods. The
muscle model provides new animations of the shoulder-arm complex by controlling a small set of
intuitive parameters.

3.1. Related Work
Data-driven Muscle Modeling

was studied by Allen et al. [ACP02]. They acquire static range

scans of the torso and the arm of a single person in diﬀerent poses. Performing nearest-neighbor
interpolation allows them to generate deformations for new poses. Park and Hodgins [PH06] used a
VICON mocap system and a set of 350 reﬂective markers to capture skin deformation. In [PH08],
they describe a non-linear kernel regression method for obtaining a surface model at this resolution
(350 markers) from a smaller set of 40 − 50 skeletal markers. They later describe a method to generate

a better skeletal model for the shoulder with additional virtual joints, using a capture set-up of 200
markers [HPH10]. Drawing inspiration from these works, I build a model with a wider scope and
higher detail. Speciﬁcally, unlike these methods, I model statistical variations of muscle deformations
across multiple people. This allows additionally incorporating external forces and in turn enabling
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the modeling of isometric muscle contractions in static poses which is an eﬀect largely overlooked
previously.
Data-driven Face Capture and Modeling.

Modeling of human facial expressions is of speciﬁc

interest for character animation. Blanz and Vetter [BV99] build a linear deformation model (using
PCA) for static faces using a set of registered 3D laser scans. Vlasic et al. [VBPP05] present a
multi-linear face model that models personal identity, facial expression and visemes as discrete
variables. Attempts have also been made to capture the elastic properties of facial muscles: Bickel
et al. [BBO+09] propose a marker-based framework for capturing muscle strain in response to stress
induced by a force probe. I argue that such force-dependent deformations do not have to be modeled
by parameters of elasticity, but can be directly modeled using a purely data-driven model.
Statistical Body Modeling.

Allen et al. [ACP03] analyze shape variations of 3D scans of people

standing in the same pose. The SCAPE body model [ASK+05] generalizes this work by modeling
surface deformation as a function of both body shape and pose, assuming that both eﬀects are
independent (using 70 scans from one subject in multiple poses and 37 scans of multiple subjects in
one pose). Later, it was shown by Allen et al. [ACPH06] and Hasler et al. [HSS+09] that body pose
and shape can also be modeled simultaneously, which allows scanning several subjects in diﬀerent
poses to analyze a broader range of variations. Statistical body models like these have applications in
image and video recognition [HAR+10; BB08], animation and shape completion [ASK+05]. Unlike
these methods, which are based on laser scans, the proposed method captures and models minute
muscle deformation and tangential skin-shifting on multiple subjects. It constitutes a large training
database of more than 32 000 meshes and contributes to this area by modeling the eﬀect of external
forces on muscle deformation and stretching of skin.
Anatomical and Physics-based Modeling.

Anatomically accurate modeling of human muscle

tissue and bone deformation has applications in sports medicine and kinesiology, alongside computer
graphics. In the recent past, Teran et al. [TSB+05] have shown impressive results by simultaneously
modeling muscles, bones, and tendon properties using the Visible Human dataset and simulating them
using a Finite Element method. A similar approach is also used for building an anatomically based
face muscle model [SNF05] and for realistic hand animation [SKP08]. Lee et al. [LST09] describe a
comprehensive system for the biomechanical modeling of the upper human body. An extensive review
of physiologically based modeling is given in the survey of Lee et al. [LGK+12]. Such physiologically
based simulation methods are complementary to the proposed approach. Although they are more
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accurate and yield elaborate shape and elastic deformation priors, tuning these parameters and
applying them to diﬀerent subjects is not straightforward. Simulating these complex mechanical
systems is also computationally demanding. This chapter describes a data-driven approach that is
easy-to-use, computationally eﬃcient and that adapts quickly to additional people.
Example-based Deformation.

Learning general surface deformations from examples [SRC01]

given by artists has conceptual similarities to data-driven modeling. Lewis et al. [LCF00] have
presented one of the ﬁrst approaches to smoothly blend deformations deﬁned at speciﬁc training
poses. Wang et al. [WPP07] introduced a fast example-based skinning method based on predicting
deformation gradients [SP04] from example meshes. Context-aware skeletal shape deformation
[WSLG07] takes a similar path by learning polar-decomposed deformation gradients as residuals on
top of a skeleton that is rigged by an artist. These methods provide deformation control using a
limited number of training poses modeled by the artist, while my approach provides deformation
control by intuitive parameters and learns from a large dataset of 3D reconstructions of real people.
Shape Parameterization.

It is interesting to note how all these related approaches parametrize

3D shape. Park and Hodgins [PH08] model surface vertex displacements as oﬀsets from the bone
skeleton. Anguelov et al. [ASK+05] model surface triangle deformations using deformation gradients
[SP04]. Hasler et al. [HSS+09] use the relative rotations between triangles as a rotation-invariant
encoding, which is, however, hard to use alongside positional constraints on vertices. The presented
work employs a deformation gradient encoding that is based on this prior work but combines it with
a skinning prior as in [WSLG07] to make it usable alongside an artist-controllable skeleton. With
ideas from [HAR+10], the encoding is compressed even further, providing a deformation gradient
decomposition scheme that gives a minimal representation of the shape deformations. This compressed
encoding reduces the burden on the learning method, especially for large training datasets.

3.2. Method
When a person moves, a complex biological control system of muscles, bones, and tendons is activated.
In the shoulder-arm complex alone, more than 20 muscles contribute to the motion - not taking
into account multiple pennate branches in muscles such as the deltoid, Figure 3.2. The largest arm
muscles are the biceps brachii and the triceps brachii in the upper arm which show large pose- and
force-dependent deformations. On the one hand, muscles are intentionally or subconsciously activated
through neural signals. On the other hand, muscles react to external inﬂuences, i.e. forces or torques
acting on joints. As a result, the body moves, the muscles bulge, and the soft tissue and skin deform,
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Figure 3.2.: Left: Anatomy of the
shoulder-arm complex
(Gray’s Anatomy - Henry
Gray, 1858) , depicting
a
few
participating
muscles. Right: Surface
mesh of the same area as
obtained by the muscle
reconstruction method.
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a process whose biological mechanisms are well-studied in anatomy and kinesiology [Eno08]. However,
muscle shape and deformation also depend on a person’s physical constitution, training level, tissue,
and ﬁbre composition, and many more factors. It is no wonder that the design of biologically accurate
physics-based forward simulation models that account for all parameters inﬂuencing the muscle and
skin deformation is challenging, if not impossible, even today [TSB+05; DAA+07].
It is a reasonable abstraction of the true biomechanical process to assume that the main external
inﬂuence on muscle bulges are forces acting on the rigid skeletal parts that the muscles are connected
to. Such forces also create secondary eﬀects such as the intake of air into the lungs, the deformation
of the spine to stabilize the body, and slight translations of bones. The proposed muscle model
focuses on the shoulder-arm-complex, as by its motion range and anatomical complexity it can be
considered a downscaled version of the full-body [ACP02]. Slow to medium-fast motions (which can
be interpreted as quasi-static according to biomechanics literature [Eno08, “When is a movement fast
?"]) are considered. Non-static motion would require capturing dynamics of soft tissues, referred to
as wobbling of body masses in physiology. However, the quasi-static assumption is fulﬁlled in the
acquired training set of 3D skin surface measurements since the subjects perform the muscle exercises
slowly and naturally.
The muscle model can be seen as a mapping Ψ from a few intuitive, yet biologically motivated,
input parameters (body pose θ, body shape β, external forces γ) to a body surface M that exhibits
plausible muscle bulges and skin deformation, hence
M = Ψ(θ, β, γ)

.

(3.1)
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Body Pose.

The muscle model embeds a simpliﬁed bone skeleton with a shoulder and an elbow

joint. Each joint is parametrized as a 3-degree of freedom ball and socket joint, i.e. in total six
parameters θ determine the skeleton pose.
Body Shape

includes the body mass index (BMI), muscle proportion (as a percentage of body

mass), and the height of the person as relevant physiological parameters β that inﬂuence muscle
bulges.
External Forces

are parametrized as force magnitudes and direction vectors. The external force

acts on the hand, but to express this force locally to the body parts the force direction is rotated into
the coordinate frame of the lower and upper arm (in total, 2 · 3 + 1 scalars). The kind of deformations

that are induced by external force are visually analyzed in Figure 3.8 on page 60, which shows two
reconstructions acquired using the method presented in the next section.

3.2.1. Experiment Setup
In order to model muscle deformations in a data-driven way, they must be captured from the real
world from real subjects. This requires a strict experiment protocol. 10 male subjects were recruited
(between 20 to 34 years of age, of diﬀerent body shapes). Five of the subjects practice body building
regularly, the remaining subjects exercise less and cover a wide variety of body shapes, from corpulent
to thin. The following physiological parameters are recorded for each subject: weight, height, bone
mass, body fat ratio, and muscle proportion (using a body fat scale).
Each subject performed the same 11 predeﬁned arm motions. An exact description of the movements
is provided in Appendix A. In some movements, the shoulder-arm joints were articulated separately.
In others, articulations were combined. Five of these movements were repeated with a barbell in
the hand, to simulate external forces. 8 barbells were used, weighing between 0.5 kg and 17.5 kg1 .
Additionally, some free motions like boxing, dancing, or ﬂexing were performed by the subjects,
which are used for cross validation. Per subject, around 30 − 40 motions were captured at 30 Hz,
each consisting of approximately 100 frames. The range of exercises in the dataset is designed to

suﬃciently sample the pose, body shape and force parameter dimensions serving as input to our
model.
I argue that the force parameter is suﬃciently sampled even though only a barbell is used. The
(gravitational) force from the barbell always points in the same direction: downwards; but if torso,
1

Some subjects were not able, maybe also not confident enough to lift that much weight. The exercises were then
performed up to the maximum weight they could lift.
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Figure 3.3.: Directions of captured external forces in the relative coordinate frame of the lower arm,
rendered as lines in 3 orthogonal projections in the x-, y-, and z-plane; and on the right in
context of the arm template mesh. The diﬀerent viewpoints help assessing the density of
the force direction vectors in 3D space. As one can see, the force directions are sampled
densely in many practically important directions.
upper, and lower arm are rotated, the force direction changes relative to those body parts, thus it
changes relative to the lines of action of the participating muscles. A body-builder uses this fact to
train his or her muscles with barbells only, even if those muscles induce force in diﬀerent, sometimes
opposing directions (e.g. agonist and antagonist). Just like the body-builder, one can carefully select
the body-building movements and body postures which eﬀectively allows sampling many diﬀerent
relative force directions. Figure 3.3 validates this for the dataset at hand: the sampled force directions
are visualized after being rotated into the local coordinate system of the lower arm in 3D. This
sampling is very dense in many practically important directions. Some of those directions of external
force were only captured with small magnitude. This is easily explained by the diﬀerence in strength
of the diﬀerent muscles in the arm. For example, shoulder abduction is much harder to perform
under load compared to a ﬂexion of the lower arm.
To capture the muscles in action, a multi-camera acquisition setup was used consisting of 16
synchronized and calibrated FireWire video cameras, each recording at a resolution of 1600 × 1200
pixels and a frame rate of 30 Hz, Figure 3.4(a). The cameras were arranged in a convergent setup

around the shoulder-arm region. To facilitate space-time reconstruction, a pattern of dense colored
dots was applied to the arm, the shoulder and the torso (random peppering of black, dark green and
blue dots) using ﬁlm make-up, Figure 3.4(b). Depending on the shape of the subject, around 800 to
1200 markers were applied with a maximum inter-marker distance of about 5mm. Application of
make-up took around 30 − 45 minutes per person. While most markers were randomly placed on

the subject, 11 markers were placed at anatomically equivalent locations with a red pen, inspired by
marker placements for motion capture, for example, at the elbow, extremities at ulna and radius near
the hand, tip of scapula and humerus (red points are well visible in Figure 3.4(d) and Figure 3.5(a)).

These anatomical markers are used in a template initialization step and enable template matching
across captured subjects.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4.: Capturing muscle deformations: (a) Subjects are recorded by 16 synchronized video
cameras. (b) The random-dot pattern applied to the skin. (c) Automatic detections of
dots. (d) Reconstructed 3D point cloud.

3.2.2. Multiview 3D Reconstruction and Registration
The 3D reconstruction pipeline consists of four steps: 3D marker reconstruction, template initialization,
template registration across frames, and articulated motion estimation. These steps are described in
the following.
3D Marker Reconstruction.

In each frame of the multi-camera video, Figure 3.4(a), markers

are detected with sub-pixel precision using Gaussian blob templates, Figure 3.4(c). To match markers
across views, the approach presented in Section 2.3 is used. The result is a dense point cloud of
3D markers for each time step, Figure 3.4(d). However, these point clouds are not yet in temporal
correspondence across frames.
Template Initialization.

All point clouds are brought into correspondence by registering them to

a common template mesh. This approach is advantageous: it not only puts into correspondence all
the movements from one subject, it also automatically brings diﬀerent subjects into correspondence.
The template mesh M(0) used here has N = 5 152 vertices and has been extracted from the arm
section of the average mesh of human body scans provided by [HSS+09]. The template initialization
step needs to be performed only once for each subject, in a body pose where the arm is straight and
the shoulder abducted by 90◦ . This initialization pose features the least occlusions.
To ﬁt the template mesh to the reconstructed point cloud of the above-mentioned initialization pose,
the 11 anatomical markers are manually marked as shown in Figure 3.5(a). The rest of the ﬁtting
procedure is fully-automatic and consists of a rough pose alignment to these landmarks, followed by a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5.: Template initialization step, performed once per subject. (a) The landmarks (red) are
selected in the 3D-reconstructed point cloud (green). Landmarks correspond to predeﬁned
landmark vertices in the template mesh (grey). (b) The template mesh (transparent
blue) is warped to ﬁt the landmarks (red), yielding an approximated surface estimate
(grey). Notice that this works well even though the template mesh and initialization
point cloud show slight diﬀerences in pose. (c) The estimate is reﬁned using non-rigid
registration to ﬁt the template to the true geometry of the arm. (d) The zoomed-in view
shows that the registered mesh closely ﬁts the reconstructed 3D points.
non-rigid ﬁne registration. The approximate alignment warps the template towards the 11 landmarks
by means of Laplacian deformation with rotation correction to compensate for the rotation-variance
of diﬀerential coordinates [SKR+06]. Such a rotation correction scheme allows the template mesh and
the selected initialization pose to deviate, as is the case in Figure 3.5, which is beneﬁcial since subjects
rarely manage to exactly reproduce a requested initialization pose. The mesh-based deformation
method also tends to work better than skeleton-based Inverse Kinematics (IK), since it can easily
deal with diﬀering bone lengths across subjects, gives a precise ﬁt to the anatomical landmarks, and
avoids skinning artifacts in the training data. To reproduce the ﬁne-scale detail of the subjects’ arm
geometry, a subsequent step performs non-rigid registration. Matches are established between 3D
points of the point cloud and vertices on the template mesh, the latter given by the barycentric
coordinates relative to the enclosing triangles. In this process, points are matched conservatively:
matches further apart than a preset threshold are discarded, which eﬀectively ignores outliers in the
3D reconstruction. The mesh is then displaced towards these closest points with as-rigid-as-possible
surface deformation [SA07] utilized as regularization. This amounts to solving a sparse linear system
containing the mesh Laplacian and the positional constraints, followed by re-computation of the
Laplacian coordinates and search for new correspondences, iteratively. Usually, 10 iterations are
suﬃcient until the mesh tightly ﬁts the 3D-reconstructed point cloud, as conﬁrmed by Figure 3.5(c)
and the close-up view in Figure 3.5(d).
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Figure 3.6.: Dense correspondences (lines) between marker point clouds automatically align the initialization template
to all other ca. 3 000 poses of each
subject. Correspondence lines are
colored to make individual matches
better distinguishable. Occluded areas (dark grey) are interpolated.

Marker Matching and Template Registration Across Motions.

Once the template is ini-

tialized, it has to be aligned to all other captured poses of a subject. Instead of relying on template
tracking and thereby suﬀering from drift, 3D markers are robustly matched across huge pose diﬀerences using the shape context matching method described in Section 2.3.4. This gives point-to-point
correspondences between the template-initialized pose and any other pose of the same subject, as
visualized by the lines in Figure 3.6. Similar to the template initialization step, the mesh is then
deformed to globally fulﬁl the shape context correspondences while interpolating occluded areas.
Interpolation is done using Laplacian deformation with rotation correction [SKR+06]. In fact, the
template mesh oﬀers a strong prior for extending marker correspondences. After the template is
deformed using the set of shape context matches, new correspondences are found by searching within
the local neighborhood of the deformed template and matching closest predicted marker locations for
each unmatched marker. This process of marker matching, template deformation and correspondence
update is iterated until no new correspondences can be added, which usually takes around 5 − 10

iterations. Note that since this template alignment procedure is applied to the data of each individual,
alignment of the entire database comes for free. User intervention is needed only for the template
initialization step, once for each subject in the database. Since all poses are independently matched
to the initialization pose, this registration pipeline step can be parallelized trivially (parallelization
was implemented using GNU Parallel [Tan11]). Figure 3.8 demonstrates that 3D reconstructions
obtained using this approach are able to measure muscle deformations at high detail.
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Articulated Motion Estimation.

All reconstructed poses

are now registered based on a template mesh, but training the
muscle model additionally requires the joint angles for these
poses. The template mesh was thus prepared with a skinned
and rigged skeleton, deﬁning the rotations of the 4 main parts
of the shoulder-arm complex: Torso, upper arm, lower arm, and
hand, as shown in Figure 3.7. A rigid body rotation R(p,b) and
translation t(p,b) are found that best map the rest-pose vertices
v(0) of each body part b ∈ B to the vertices v(p) in the observed
pose p by minimizing the distance
R(p,b) , t(p,b) =

arg min
R∈SO(3),t∈R3

X

w(b) (Rv(0) + t − v(p) )

for each body part separately. We deﬁne w

2
2

Figure 3.7.: Visualization of skinning weights w

(3.2)
(b)

N

∈ (0, 1)

to correspond to the given skinning weights

for each body part b ∈ B. An initial rotation is found by solving the orthogonal Procrustes problem

using SVD [Ume91]. From this starting point, a more accurate rigid transformation is estimated by
iterative minimization using a Newton-Raphson method and the twist representation of the rotation,
similar to [BM98] but without the need for a kinematic chain. These segment transformations are
aligned between diﬀerent subjects by expressing them relative to a skeleton rigged inside the template
mesh. Similar to conventional motion-capture, rotation angles are extracted from {R(p,b) | b ∈ B},
resulting in rotation angles θ(p) for all body parts.

3.2.3. Shape Parameterization
Surface deformation is often generated from joint angles θ only, through skeleton skinning, a widely
used practice in animation [JDKL14; KCZO08; MTLT88; VBG+13]. However, the proposed muscle
model is supposed to generate muscle surface deformation as a function of body pose (θ), shape
(β) and external forces representing triggers for muscle activation (γ). To include the additional
input dimensions, force γ and body shape β, the proposed model adopts a two layered representation.
The ﬁrst layer is provided by triangle-based quaternion blend skinning [WSLG07]. The second layer
accommodates for residual deformations between the skinned mesh and the actual detailed skin and
muscle deformation. These residuals are learned by the mathematical model Ψ from the training
data.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8.: Muscle deformations due to external load in elbow ﬂexing motion, as captured for one
subject in the dataset. (a) Flexing with no external load (b) Flexing with 17.75 kg of
barbell weight in one hand (c) Cross-sectional cut along the horizontal plane at the
bottom of the upper arm. Subtle bulges can be seen on triceps and biceps muscles, which
work as an agonist-antagonist pair to keep the arm in equilibrium against the external
load. (d) Vertex displacements from (a) to (b) visualized on the mesh. Bulges are shown
in blue, and dimples are shown in red (an animated view is shown in the supplementary
video).
To this end, it is necessary to encode the shape, converting the mere vertex coordinates V(p) ∈ RN ×3

of the mesh M(p) in pose p into a representation from which we can easily learn shape changes. If 3D
positions V(p) are used directly, rotations cannot be modeled easily because rotations are non-linear
within that representation. Even if deformations were encoded in pose space [LCF00; SRC01], this
representation would still cause artifacts because arm lengths and shapes vary between subjects. I
therefore build upon and extend ideas on deformation gradient encoding [SP04] to learn rotation and
stretch transformation per template triangle from the training data.
(p)

(p)

(p)

In order to introduce this idea, let us consider a single triangle in pose p with vertices v1 , v2 , v3
3

R . Following [SP04], we represent its deformation gradient from a rest pose s as
D(p) = T(p) · (T(s) )−1

∈

(3.3)

where the local transformation of the triangle is given by stacking two edge vectors and the triangle
normal as follows:
T(p) =

h 

(p)

(p)

v2 − v1





(p)

(p)

v3 − v1
(p)

(p)



n(p)

kn(p) k2
(p)

i

∈ R3×3

,

(3.4)

(p)

and for T(s) correspondingly. Here, n(p) = (v2 − v1 ) × (v3 − v1 ) is the triangle face normal.
Notice that the deformation gradient in Eq. (3.3) is an adaptation of the 2D deformation gradient in
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Eq. (2.32) to 3D triangle meshes. The formulation can be simpliﬁed by setting (T(s) )−1 = T(s) = I,
i.e. by constraining the rest-pose triangle to lie in the xy-plane with edge lengths 1, with the beneﬁt
of achieving a compact deformation representation.
Let us now adopt the above-described concept for the whole mesh M (not necessarily in a pose p
from the training set). For each of the M triangles, we have a deformation gradient D(j) ∈ R3×3 , j ∈

1, . . . , M . This deformation gradient encoding is translation invariant. To decode the deformation
gradients and recover the absolute vertex positions V̂ ∈ RN ×3 , we need at least one anchor point
{p(a) ∈ R3 | a ∈ A} that breaks the translational invariance, where A ⊆ {1, . . . , N }, A =
6 ∅ is the set
of vertex indices corresponding to the anchors. The anchor positions p(a) are predeﬁned, for example

located at a vertex on the torso that shall be ﬁxed in space. Note that Eq. (3.3) is a linear operator,
implicating that the decoding process is equivalent to a Poisson partial diﬀerential equation with
Dirichlet boundary conditions at the anchors [SP04; BSPG06]. A common practice is to express both
Eq. (3.3) and the boundary conditions in a least squares sense. Then, for the special case of T(s) = I
considered here, reconstruction takes a particularly simple form:

V̂ = arg min
V∈RN ×3
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(3.5)

,

2

where V(j) gives the vertex indices for the jth triangle and ω is the predeﬁned anchor strength, which
is safely set to 100. Eq. (3.5) can be expressed compactly with a linear operator G ∈ R2M ×N having
only two non-zero entries (−1 and 1) in each row:
V̂ = arg min
V

GV − D̂

2
F

+ω

X

a∈A

kpa − va k22

.

(3.6)

D̂ ∈ R2M ×3 is given by stacking the deformation gradients D(j) but ignoring the third columns

from D(j) . This third column contains the triangle normal and is not needed for the solution of
Eqns. (3.5) and (3.6), as proven by Botsch et al. [BSPG06]. However, the triangle normal is still
necessary for computing D(j) from the training examples, Eq. (3.3). Furthermore, it is essential for
the decomposition step described in the following.
Decomposition into residual transformations.

Dropping the subscript j for now, we separate

the rotation and stretch components of the deformation gradient D = RS by polar decomposition
[SHD92]. The rotation R ∈ SO(3) can be represented in axis-angle representation r ∈ so(3) using the
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Figure 3.9.: Visualization of the decomposition scheme of Eq. (3.8). The deformation gradient D
describes a transformation between a canonical xy-plane triangle (leftmost) and a triangle
as measured in the captured data. D is decomposed into shear/stretch transformations
in the 2D plane, followed by 3D rotations. While some deformations are given by the
template or computed from skinning, S⋆ and R⋆ (red) describe shape changes and muscle
bulges. These residuals are learned by the muscle model Ψ.
log and exponential maps to perform conversions to and from this representation: R = exp(r) ↔ r =

log(R). Rodrigues’ formula provides a closed-form solution for this step [MLS94]2 . This turns the
redundant representation in SO(3) with 9 parameters per triangle into one that has only 3 parameters

per triangle, with the added beneﬁt of representing rotation around an axis linearly. Since it was
assumed earlier that T(s) = I, the remaining stretch deformation S completely happens in the 2D
plane, and thus is compressible as well: S has only 3 non-zero components for representing xy-plane
scaling, S1,1 S2,2 , and shear S1,2 . These can be assembled into a vector s = [S1,1 S2,2 S1,2 ]⊤ . In
summary, there are 3 scalars in r and 3 scalars in s for each of the M triangles. Thus, the deformation
gradient encoding maps from vertex coordinates in RN ×3 to RM ×6 (for the speciﬁc template mesh
used here N = 5 152 and M = 10 164).
The deformation gradient D of a triangle is decomposed further to yield a shape encoding better
suited for learning. Let R(θ) be the pose-dependent rotation for the triangle given by articulated
segment rotations from body part rotation angles θ. The deformation of the triangle with respect to
this simple pose-dependent transformation is given as
D(θ) = R(θ) D(0) = R(θ) (R(0) S(0) )

2

(3.7)

The log map can be tricky to implement due to numerical instabilities, a fact that is not well covered in the
literature. Instabilities can be fixed by converting first to quaternions, then to rotation vectors; or by following
the tips in https://rip94550.wordpress.com/2008/09/28/angle-and-axis-of-rotation-2-the-two-correct-answers/
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where D(0) = R(0) S(0) is the deformation gradient from the unit triangle in the xy-plane to the
triangle in the template pose. However, the reconstructed shapes show residual deformations that
appear both as the rotation (R⋆ ) and stretch/shear (S⋆ ) components
D = R(θ) (R⋆ R(0) )(S⋆ S(0) )

(3.8)

.

Figure 3.9 visualizes the decomposition process.
As discussed before, residual deformations can be represented in a compact manner using
only 6 scalars per triangle: 3 for representing the rotation in axis-angle representation, and
3 for the stretch matrix.
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Together, these parameters compose a residual deformation gradi-
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) ) that maps the skinned mesh to the observed mesh, such that

. The ﬁnal shape representation vector y ∈ R6M that represents the residual

transformations (Rj⋆ , S⋆j ) for all the triangles is given by
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The body part rotations R(θ) are either given by the

Details of the Skinning Approach.

articulated motion estimation in the training phase, Eq. (3.2), or from input data such as user
(θ)

input or motion capture in the testing phase. To obtain the per-triangle rotation Rj , rotations are
combined according to the blending weights from two nearby body parts (e.g. upper and lower arm).
Let the nearby body parts for triangle j be b1 and b2 , then the corresponding blending weights are
(b1 )

αj

=

P



(b2 )

wib1 /3,
i∈V(j)

αj

=



P

wib2 /3, averaged from the weights w of the vertices
i∈V(j)

V(j) of triangle j. The rigid rotations from the two body parts R(b1 ) , R(b2 ) are blended within their
axis-angle representations using the exponential map to obtain faithful blending [WSLG07]:
(θ)

Rj



(b2 )

= R(b1 ) exp αj

log (R(b1 ) )⊤ R(b2 )



.

(3.10)

We can assume that αjb1 + αjb2 = 1 by construction, since the template mesh has no areas where
more then two body parts are close to each other. Most importantly, notice that the blend skinning
completely acts in deformation gradient space, on the per-triangle rotations Rj , instead of acting on
the vertex positions directly. This skinning method prevents the infamous candy wrapper artifacts
[JDKL14] and, since it works on a per-triangle basis, matches well with the proposed per-triangle
shape encoding.
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3.2.4. Deformation Learning
The aim is now to learn a model that can generate the arm-shoulder shape from given input
parameters such as pose, body shape, and external load, in such a way that the generated shape
realistically shows the deformations as seen in the recorded data. All P captured meshes are encoded
via Eq. (3.9) to a collection of shape vectors y(p) , p ∈ 1, . . . , P , that are in turn assembled in a

training matrix Y ∈ RP ×6M ; and equivalently with the corresponding L-dimensional input parameters

⊤

x(p) = (θ(p) )⊤ , (β(p) )⊤ , (γ(p) )⊤ , 1



∈ RL to form X ∈ RP ×L . The constant 1 is added to include a

bias term [Bis06]. The learning task is to estimate a function Ψ : RL → R6M that is able to generate
a shape vector from a novel, previously unseen x.

An obvious choice for function Ψ is a linear regression model which can be trained by minimizing
the sum of squared diﬀerences between the training examples and the model predictions, and therefore
results in the following linear least squares problem
minimize kXW − Yk2F

W∈RL×6M

(3.11)

.

The evaluation phase is then a simple matrix multiplication, Ψlinear (x) = W⊤ x. This linear model
usually is less prone to overﬁtting (due to the large size of the dataset) and generalizes well along
dimensions where limited training data is available, e.g. the body shape of the person. However, for
the pose-speciﬁc parameters (the Lθ < L joint angles θ ∈ RLθ ), the linear model fails to produce
details such as ﬁne concavities for certain elbow poses.

Therefore, additional non-linearities have to be learned for a more accurate non-linear model. Since
the captured dataset suﬃciently covers the space of Lθ pose parameters, it is possible to build such a
model without overﬁtting. Non-parametric methods such as kernel ridge regression (KRR) are well
suited in this situation [Bis06]. The main idea is to replace the Lθ -dimensional input parameters by
a much higher (potentially inﬁnite) dimensional feature vector, φ(θ) : RLθ → RH , where H is the
dimensionality of the higher-dimensional space. Gathering all feature vectors into Φ ∈ RP ×H gives

the new high-dimensional representation of the whole dataset, with rows Φp = φ(θ(p) ). To avoid
overﬁtting with this huge number of features, regularization (with strength λ ∈ R+ ) is needed. The
coeﬃcients of a linear model learned in higher-dimensional space are then given by
V̂ = arg min kΦV − Yk2F +
V∈RH×6M
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.

(3.12)

3.2. Method

One can apply the well-known Kernel Trick [Wel; Bis06] by using [PP12, p. 18, Eq. 155] to rewrite
the solution of Eq. (3.12) as
V̂ = Φ⊤ Φ + λIH

−1

Φ⊤ Y = Φ⊤ ΦΦ⊤ + λIP

−1

Y = Φ⊤ (K + λIP )−1 Y

.

(3.13)

The last step introduces the Gram matrix K = ΦΦ⊤ . The kernel trick circumvents the deﬁnition of
the high-dimensional Φ altogether. Instead, the Gram matrix can be speciﬁed directly from a kernel
function Kp,q = κ(θ(p) , θ(q) ), precomputed over all pairs of training samples p, q ∈ 1, . . . , P . Here,
the Gaussian kernel was chosen, relating to the non-linear map φ as follows
φ(θ(p) )⊤ φ(θ(q) ) = κ(θ(p) , θ(q) ) = exp

−

2

θ(p) − θ(q)

2

σ

!

,

(3.14)

where σ > 0 is a hyper-parameter corresponding to the scale of the Gaussian kernel. During evaluation,
the kernel ridge regression (KRR) synthesizes pose-dependent shapes by





κ(θ, θ(1) )


..

ΨKRR (θ) = V̂⊤ φ(θ) = C⊤ Φφ(θ) = C⊤ 
.


(P )

κ(θ, θ

)

(3.15)

(P ×1)

where the auxiliary coeﬃcients C ∈ RP ×6M were introduced by substituting V̂ = Φ⊤ C. If the same
substitution is done in the least squares problem Eq. (3.12), its dual formulation is recovered:
minimize kKC − Yk2F +

C∈RP ×6M


λ
Tr C⊤ KC .
2

(3.16)

Since the Gram matrix K is symmetric (even positive semi-deﬁnite), the gradient of this objective
function takes the form K (KC − Y) + λKC. Setting this gradient to zero gives the optimal weights
C = (K + λI)−1 Y

.

(3.17)

Therefore, it is not necessary to actually work with the high-dimensional feature space of Φ, which is
an important result in machine learning [Bis06]. I shall note that this result can alternatively be
derived using the reproducing kernel Hilbert space and the representer theorem [DD04; Wel] or from
a full Bayesian treatment in the context of Gaussian Processes [KC05].
Training the kernel ridge regression, Eq. (3.17), requires solving a linear system of size P × P for

6M right hand sides - recall that Y in Eq. (3.17) is a P × 6M matrix. This is prohibitively expensive

for the captured dataset of P ≈ 32, 000 meshes. On top of this, such a model would need to compute
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Figure 3.10.: Illustration of the basis approximation in pose space: Each small black
dot is one sample in the dataset of
F ≈ 32 000 meshes, plotted according to elbow ﬂexion and shoulder
abduction angles. These are the
most important pose parameters
in the model, and the plot clearly
shows how densely these parameters are sampled. The blue curve
shows a typical shoulder abduction
motion, the green curve shows a biceps curl. The muscle model ﬁnds
B basis vectors B in pose space,
shown in red. These basis vectors
approximate the full non-linear kernel regression in Eq. (3.20).
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the kernel function P times at test time, which would prevent interactive use of the muscle model.
Kim and Kwon [KK10; KK08] face a similar problem in the scope of image super-resolution. They
provide a solution I take inspiration from: a sparse approximation of the kernel ridge regression.
The approach is based on ﬁnding a set of B(≪ P ) basis points B ∈ RB×Lθ from the pose input
parameters. Then, the solution is estimated only with respect to those few basis points,
minimize

C(B) ∈RB×6M

K(B) C(B) − Y

2
F

+

λ
Tr
2



C(B)

⊤

K0 C(B)



,

(3.18)

(B)

where Kb,p = κ((Bb )⊤ , θ(p) ), b ∈ 1, . . . , B contains the kernel distance from all data points to all
(0)

basis points, and the basis Gram matrix Kb,c = Φ(0) (Φ(0) )⊤ = κ((Bb )⊤ , (Bc )⊤ ) has the distances

of all basis points to each other, with b, c ∈ 1, . . . , B. The solution of the minimization is then
C(B) =



K(B)

⊤

K(B) + λK(0)

−1

K(B) Y. In this case is is impossible to further simplify to the

form of Eq. (3.17), since the regularization in Eq. (3.18) measures distances over the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space of the basis B [DD04; Wel; KK10]. Nevertheless, this scheme is faster during
training time. During test time, the kernel needs to be evaluated only with the few B basis vectors:



κ θ, (B1 )⊤


⊤
..
ΨSKRR (θ) = C(B) 
.


 


⊤

κ θ, (BB )
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(B×1)

.

(3.19)

3.2. Method

The basis B is obtained by running K-means clustering on the pose parameters of the training set,
utilizing the cluster center locations as the basis points. Essentially, this clusters the pose space, as
demonstrated in Figure 3.10.
In the ﬁnal model, linear regression as in Eq. (3.11) is combined with the sparse kernel regression
from Eq. (3.18); to learn such a model one needs to minimize the following expression:

minimize

C(B) ∈RB×6M
W∈RL×6M

h

K(B)

X

i

"

C(B)
W

#

2

+

−Y

λ
Tr
2

F



C(B)

⊤

K0 C(B)



.

(3.20)

.

(3.21)

Training the muscle model is implemented by solving for the optimal coeﬃcients:

"
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#
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K(B) K(B)
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X⊤ K(B)

X⊤ X
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λK(0)
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0

0
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Regularization on the kernel-transformed pose parameters is induced by matrix K(0) , and not by
the identity as in Eq. (3.17). This is absolutely essential as it controls model complexity inside the
non-linearity of the kernel. In Eq. (3.21), we can see that training the model requires inverting (or
prefactorizing) a matrix of dimension (B + L) × (B + L), solving for 6M right-hand sides. The trained

model can then synthesize new meshes by mapping new input parameters x (with the subset xI(θ)
denoting the pose parameters θ), to the corresponding deformation as follows:

Ψ(x) =

"

C(B)
W



κ xI(θ) , (B1 )⊤
#⊤ 
..

.


 






 κ x , (B )⊤  
B
I(θ)


x

.

(3.22)

(B+L×1)

The rationale behind combining linear and non-linear regression is that this combination better
generalizes to novel poses and allows meaningful extrapolation. Compared to linear regression,
non-linear regression often performs worse at extrapolation since it relies on distances between data
points. A new data point might be in a previously unseen area, far away from the training data
points. Most non-linear regression methods then tend to output zero. In this worst case, the muscle
model would set the deformation gradients to zero and reproduce the template mesh as its best guess.
This is not the case for linear regression, as it maps an entire input domain to the output domain. By
combining linear and non-linear regression, we can capture subtle non-linearities in deformations given
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ours

linear

[HSS+09]

curl low weight

5.57

9.29

24.23

curl high weight

5.94

8.86

24.87

shoulder spin

14.66

14.19

28.04

arm rotate

9.33

11.30

29.72

boxing

14.28

15.58

49.52

freestyle

9.00

10.20

30.80

Table 3.1.: Average errors in vertex
displacement (in mm) for
our method, a linear model
trained with the proposed
shape encoding, and a
linear regression trained
with the encoding from
[HSS+09]. Evaluation was
performed on movements
not used for training.

that we have enough training data. The results indicate both visual and measurable improvement
over pure linear modeling.

3.3. Results
As described in Section 3.2.1, 10 male subjects were captured, each performing 30 to 40 movements.
Each motion sequence is approximately 80 to 100 frames long, resulting in a dataset of approximately 32 000 meshes. The muscle model was trained on a set of 16 input parameters: 3 angles of
rotation each at the shoulder and elbow joints 3 , 3 body shape parameters given by height, BMI, and
muscularity, and 7 force parameters given by the 3-dimensional force vector of the barbell weight in
the local coordinate frames of the lower and upper arm and their magnitude.
Quantitative Evaluation.

Table 3.1 reports the accuracy of the muscle model. The accuracy was

evaluated quantitatively by cross validation, comparing the synthesized meshes with the ground-truth
meshes on 6 movements, each of a diﬀerent subject and each not part of the training set. The
accuracy was measured in the R3 Euclidean space of vertex coordinates. Since the shape encoding
is translation-invariant, the meshes need to be aligned rigidly before comparison. Occluded and
self-overlapping regions are ignored in all reported experiments since no reliable and noise-free ground
truth mesh can be reconstructed in these areas. For comparison purposes, a purely linear model
was trained given by Eq. (3.11). Table 3.1 reveals that the proposed non-linear model is superior
to a purely linear model. To test the inﬂuence of the proposed shape encoding, the linear model
was additionally trained on a state-of-the-art second-order deformation encoding [HSS+09]. The
shape encoding of Hasler et al. [HSS+09] fails to provide comparative quantitative results since their
encoding does not contain the base layer of a skinned skeleton which results in misaligned body parts.
3

Modeling lower arm surface deformations requires at least two degrees of freedom at the elbow: While the
anatomical elbow joint can be sufficiently approximated by one degree of freedom, rotation of radius and ulna
in the axis of the lower arm using joints in the hand actually results in rotational deformations in the lower
arm. Hence, ulna and radius are unified in the simple animation skeleton (this is usual practice in computer
animation). Simply using the full three degrees of freedom at the elbow also simplifies computation, as no true
inverse kinematics are required.
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(a) Linear model

(b) Proposed non-linear model

Figure 3.11.: Synthesized meshes for one pose of a shoulder lift motion, colored by diﬀerence to groundtruth. The measurement was not part of the training set. The proposed non-linear
model shows signiﬁcantly lower error.

(a) Muscularity 43%, BMI 25

(b) Muscularity 55%, BMI 20

(c) Muscularity 40%, BMI 40

(d) Muscularity 40%, BMI 15

Figure 3.12.: BMI and muscularity are changed to produce new body shape variations with the
statistical muscle model.
The proposed kernel-learning method has three hyper-parameters: kernel scale σ in Eq. (3.14),
regularization strength λ, and number of basis points B. I observed that the learning method is
robust to diﬀerent hyper-parameter settings. The best results according to cross-validation were
achieved for σ = 0.1 and λ = 10.0. Diﬀerent basis sizes B were tested: More basis points yield slightly
better accuracy but take longer to evaluate. The value B = 512 was found to be a good compromise.
Figure 3.11 visualizes the error of the proposed non-linear muscle model against the linear model.
Visual Results.

The muscle model can be interactively used by an artist to synthesize complex

muscle eﬀects by changing pose, shape, or external forces, and to smoothly vary parameter values.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.13.: Artist-driven muscle deformations to poses and large external forces not captured in
our dataset. (a) Deformation around the scapula bone that counteracts some of the
force; (b) the deltoid and biceps muscles get sharply deﬁned by force; (c) triceps lateral
head and biceps long head get pronounced with force; (d) opposing activations of biceps
and triceps as the force vector reverses direction.
Figure 3.12 shows plausible variations in body shape while changing BMI and muscularity parameters.
Figure 3.13 demonstrates the muscle models’ major feature: to simultaneously model external forces
along with the other parameters. The pose and external force parameters speciﬁed to produce these
eﬀects are beyond the capture range in the training dataset. One can see physiological eﬀects such
as the sharp pronouncement of muscle strands in reaction to external forces (the deltoid and biceps
muscles in Figure 3.13(b), the biceps and triceps muscles in Figure 3.13(c)), complex skin deformation
around joint capsules (scapula joint at the back of the shoulder in Figure 3.13(a)), and the marked
diﬀerence in skin deformation with respect to the direction of the force vector (loose skin around the
elbow joint in Figure 3.13(d)). These eﬀects are achieved on the ﬂy using our prototype tool through
editing the skeletal pose, body shape and the force vector.
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KRR

decode

fps

size

B = 256

5 ms

22 ms

37

54 MB

B = 512

10 ms

22 ms

31

105 MB

B = 1 024

18 ms

22 ms

25

207 MB

Runtime Performance.

Table 3.2.: Performance metrics for varying number of basis vectors B (ﬁrst column)
for the muscle model. Column "KRR"
corresponds to the model prediction
runtime, Eq. (3.22). The decoding
runtimes (column "decode") consist of
several steps including skinning with
Eq. (3.10), reversing the decomposition in Eq. (3.8), and solving for the
vertex coordinates from the deformation gradients, Eq. (3.6). All models
achieve realtime performance while
keeping a low memory footprint.

At runtime, the trained muscle model is extremely fast, requiring only

simple matrix operations. Interactive feedback is already possible with an unoptimized Python
implementation of the muscle model. Furthermore, the model has a low memory footprint owing
to the strategy of sparse-kernel learning and the requirement to store just a few basis vectors: for
512 basis points 105 MB are needed, making the muscle model suitable for deployment in resource
constrained applications such as character animation in game consoles. Evaluation times and model
sizes for other conﬁgurations are given in Table 3.2. The runtimes were measured on a Linux system
with Intel i7 3.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM. To obtain the training dataset, 3D reconstruction of
32 000 meshes has to be performed, which takes several hours even on multiple machines. However,
the training phase takes no longer than 25 minutes to perform shape encoding, K-means and kernel
regression over the full dataset of approximately 32 000 meshes.

3.4. Discussion
The proposed muscle model generalizes well beyond the range of inputs captured in the training set
but starts to fail when these parameters are far oﬀ (e.g, external force that is twice the maximum of
the captured barbell weight fails in many poses). A model with fewer parameters, such as the linear
regression model, might generalize slightly better than the more accurate non-linear model for such
extreme input parameter extrapolation - a tradeoﬀ between model accuracy and model simplicity
well known in machine learning [Bis06]. In this sense, the shoulder spin motion in Table 3.1 can
be seen as a concrete failure case where the linear model slightly outperforms the non-linear model.
Capturing more people and training on a larger dataset would ameliorate the results. Capturing
the eﬀects of time-dependent dynamics, such as the wobbling of body fat and soft tissue, is another
important are that can beneﬁt from the contributions in 3D data acquisition.
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The muscle model embeds a simplistic skeleton structure, akin to those used in animations for
computer games. While I view this as the most important limitation of the model, the simplistic
skeleton nevertheless demonstrates natural and detailed animation results. In future work, physiologically correct skeletons and physics-based muscle models can further improve the accuracy of the
model. A complex skeleton will also enable modeling of subtle secondary movements. This includes
motion of the clavicle and scapula which cannot be explained by the current control skeleton. Clavicle
deformations are therefore only moderately visible when animating arm pose and external force, even
though they are present in the captured data.
It is obvious that capture resolution of the dataset is superior to previous methods, but using the
same method with even higher-resolution cameras is necessary for explaining subtler deformations
in the future (e.g. vertebral notches, more detail on the clavicle bone). In the future, data-driven
models like the proposed one may help to better individualize physiological muscle models to
match diﬀerent people. Similarly, captured surface deformation can be combined with physiological
information, recorded from EMG sensors or gathered from biophysical simulation. This potential for
cross-fertilization needs to be explored in future work.
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Nowadays, time-varying dynamic geometry with very ﬁne shape detail can be generated and rendered
at very high visual ﬁdelity. When creating such content, artists usually rely on a low-dimensional
control parameterization, for example a kinematic skeleton rig to control surface motion via joint
angles, a muscle system simulating facial motion and tissue deformation, or a physics-based simulation
model generating realistically deforming cloth or other materials. Despite increasing expressive power
of such parameterizations and simulations, producing such realistic animations from scratch is a
labor-intensive process, in particular since it is highly non-trivial to design or customize a speciﬁc
parameterization to a new object to be animated. Performance capture techniques were thus developed
that measure detailed, time-varying surface models of the real world [TAS+10]. Two such methods
were presented in Chapter 2 for capturing skin and cloth as highly detailed and temporally coherent
surface mesh sequences. However, the applicability of performance capture in animation production
has been limited so far because a low-dimensional control parameterization for the captured data was
missing. Convenient re-use, editing, or analysis of the captured input data was therefore not possible.
To overcome this problem, some recent work suggested to ﬁt speciﬁc parametric models to such
input data: simple linear regression models [ASK+05; HSS+09], skeletons or bone transformations
[ATTS08; KSO10; LD12], or even pre-modeled facial blendshapes [LWP10]. These methods require
additional prior knowledge about the underlying physical process of the animation (e.g. a template
shape or a parametric physics model), or additional data needs to be recorded alongside the capture
process. For example, the muscle model from Chapter 3 requires a rigged skeleton which in turn
provides kinematic input parameters (bone angles estimated via inverse kinematics), as well as
measured body shape parameters like the BMI of the person that was captured. The muscle model
is then built around these speciﬁc input parameters. Such supervised approaches are inherently
object-type speciﬁc and not adoptable to general data.
Dimensionality reduction techniques for animation parameterization rely less on speciﬁc prior
information and are thus applicable to a broader range of captured data. Many of them are, in
essence, matrix decomposition techniques that explain observed deformations as a linear combination
of certain factors, or deformation components. Previously used dimensionality reduction techniques,
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like Principal Component Analysis (PCA), faithfully reproduce input data and maintain certain
compression guarantees, but the individual computed dimensions usually lack interpretable meaning
and are of global support, i.e. their modiﬁcation acts on the whole mesh. In contrast, in order to
generate professional animation, artists require crisp controls on plausible local eﬀects which can be
edited in an intuitive manner [Hav06].
In this chapter, I introduce a new eﬃcient, easy-to-implement, and versatile data-driven approach
to decompose a mesh sequence into intuitively meaningful sparse deformation components, without
the need to model the underlying physical process that generated the input data. The method takes
inspiration from matrix decomposition methods such as Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF),
Robust PCA, and Sparse PCA that have recently become very popular in machine learning, image
processing and computer vision. At its core, the new method relies on a sparsity-inducing regularizer
that is designed for the input modality of (captured) mesh sequences. It further includes a mechanism
to automatically ﬁnd components that are not only sparse but also localized on the mesh. I coin
these sparse localized deformation components, in short SPLOCS. The approach allows incorporating
user-provided input in order to guide the sparse decomposition. Additionally, I contribute a novel,
eﬃcient optimization and initialization scheme to compute the decomposition.
In addition to the publication in [NVW+13], this chapter provides a more detailed derivation
of the optimization method. The chapter also discusses limitations and convergence behavior of
SPLOCS more critically and more comprehensively, with supplementary results demonstrating those
limitations. I open-sourced a reference implementation of the algorithm1 .

4.1. Related Work
Skeletal Rigging.

Artists typically resort to parametric models for synthesizing mesh animations.

The de-facto standard parameterization for producing articulated motion is linear blend skinning
(and its extensions), often combined with hierarchical kinematic skeletons [JDKL14]. The diﬃculty
of ﬁtting such a parametrized skeletal model to example meshes given by an artist is evaluated
in [MG03; WSLG07]. State-of-the-art methods can ﬁt simple hierarchical skeletons to articulated
mesh sequences [ATTS08] and can automatically construct rigs that explain body shape variations
[HTRS10]. However, such skinned skeletons often miss ﬁne-scale surface deformations. The missing
details can be re-introduced in pose space using the Eigenskin method [KJP00], which essentially
comes down to clustered PCA (with overlapping regions) and linear regression in pose space, and
only works given suﬃcient training data. More general skinning decomposition methods ﬁt unordered
1

http://github.com/tneumann/splocs
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non-hierarchical collections of arbitrary [KSO10] or rigid [LD12] bone transformations and blend
weights to mesh sequences. While being useful for quick rendering purposes using GPUs, these are
not so useful for editing: The bones oﬀer many degrees of freedom that quickly produce deformations
far beyond the input range, leading to unintuitive editing, implausible deformations, or even artifacts.
Above cited approaches diﬀer from SPLOCS in the deformation representation (linear blend skinning
vs. vertex displacements). They prescribe a ﬁxed sparsity (e.g. exactly 4 joint inﬂuences per vertex)
while the proposed method ﬁnds the suitable sparsity for every single vertex. However, the sparse
decomposition method can beneﬁt from skinning decomposition methods as a preprocessing step in
order to subtract approximate articulations. More advanced deformations, such as detailed folds or
smaller pose changes, can then be explained and modeled better using the new sparse decomposition
method.
Facial Animation and Editing.

Blendshapes are widely used for facial animation and are another

highly important animation parameterization. Customizing blendshapes to a target face is a laborintensive process. Adopting a given facial blendshape template model to a set of examples was
demonstrated by Li et al. [LWP10]. To enable more local modiﬁcations, Tena et al. [TDM11]
cluster the human face into regions and learn a clustered PCA model from marker-based motion
capture data. Such direct and local manipulation is also possible with SPLOCS. Additionally, direct
manipulation [LA10; SILN11] is possible without the explicit blending step required by Tena et al.
[TDM11]. An elaborate facial editing system with many interesting user interaction concepts (that
are compatible to sparse localized deformation components) was published by Lau et al. [LCXS09].
It relies on a facial prior based on a huge expression database. In contrast, SPLOCS automatically
correspond to an intuitive-to-control parameterization of arbitrary mesh sequences, without being
limited to faces.
Simulating Deformations.

Physical simulation is often used to parametrize complex deformations

based on material parameters and collisions. Simulation can also be constrained to lie in an artistdesigned subspace [STC+12]. Fitting physical simulation models to captured mesh data is a very
challenging task [SNF05; SGA+10; MBT+12]. Estimating the model parameters is often complex,
requiring a suitable material model. Learned models are entirely object-type speciﬁc and do not
expose the learned lower-dimensional space, which SPLOCS is all about. Pure data-driven simulation
methods such as [GRH+12; KGBS11; ASTH09] circumvent the need for physical simulation (almost)
completely by learning from real-world data. As recently shown by Kim et al. [KKN+13], successfully
learning complex deformations from data is possible but requires a dauntingly huge amount of
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well-structured training data, which is particularly rare for captured data. A decomposition method
that is able to build a latent deformation space that generalizes beyond the training data and allows
for user input, as oﬀered by sparse localized deformation components, can help to overcome this
limitation.
Mesh Deformation.

Apart from parameterization based deformation techniques, direct mesh

animation methods have emerged with ideas similar to static mesh deformation and with the goal to
overcome some of the limitations of parametric models [SSP07; KG08; FB11]. These are powerful
methods for editing but solve a diﬀerent problem (direct manipulation of animations). In contrast,
the present chapter studies the exploration of an underlying lower-dimensional deformation space
(that can then be used for manipulation but also for other tasks).
Low Dimensional Deformation Spaces.

A more general problem consists of the discovery

and navigation of a latent space that is able to explain deformations given by (captured) data.
The motivation comes from recent success in capturing performances directly from the real world,
performances of human body movements, [TAS+10] and Chapter 2, or of detailed facial expressions
[BHB+11]. Captured performances show great surface detail such as dimples, skin folds and cloth
wrinkles. Editing captured geometry at each surface point or at each frame in a sequence is highly
impractical. Graphics researchers proposed editing methods that transfer ideas from machine
learning to identify a lower-dimensional space of deformations based on linear (PCA) or non-linear
dimensionality reduction techniques [LWH+12; CH12; TR12]. Feng et al. [FKY08] deform a mesh
and reproduce ﬁne-scale details from given input data and control points by using kernel canonical
correlational analysis [MRB03] on top of low-dimensional skeletal deformation. Some methods resort
to Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [HKO01], for example for motion editing [CSFP07].
Shape and pose variations of human bodies can also be learned and modiﬁed using linear regression
models [ASK+05; HSS+09], e.g. by modifying height, weight, gender; a principle that I extended
with non-linear modeling in Chapter 3. Multi-linear models can be used to represent variation in
human facial expressions and identity [VBPP05]. A key problem with these approaches is that the
extracted components show global correlation of deformation, whereas artists often require speciﬁc
deformation control, e.g. of speciﬁc muscle groups which are directly discovered by the sparse localized
deformation decomposition. Meyer and Anderson [MA07] use the Varimax rotation [Har76, Chapter
13] of the PCA components as a basis that is localized, not directly for editing but for boosting
computation speed. Experimentally, I found that Varimax yields unsatisfactory components that
show global artifacts in the presence of noise and limited (captured) data, Section 4.3.3.
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Sparse Decompositions.

A major shortcoming of PCA is its tendency to produce components

which involve all original variables - in the context of mesh deformations, this means every vertex
deforms in each component. This is not suitable for animation decomposition. Several alternatives have
been explored over the recent decades, such as non-negative matrix factorization [LS99] which ﬁnds
positive components and Sparse PCA [CJ01; ZHT06; JTU03], which introduces a sparsity-inducing
norm such as ℓ1 , often dropping the orthogonality constraint. The fact that such decomposition
methods happen to retrieve a localized set of variables, such as face or brain regions in (fMRI)
images [VGP+11], made them popular in computer vision, signal processing and medical imaging.
But they have not yet been explored in an animation processing context. Jenatton [Jen11] mentions
two diﬀerent formulations of sparse PCA: deﬂation methods [Mac09] consider a single component at
each iteration step that estimates a subspace one dimension at a time, a strategy I use for initialization.
The second formulation, matrix factorization methods [MBPS09], consist of a non-convex formulation
to simultaneously optimize for all the principal components, an idea I adopt for global optimization of
deformation components. Sparse decomposition methods are also related to independent component
analysis (ICA) [HKO01]; it is known that both methods solve the same problem in a limited scenario
- when there is no noise and the input and output dimensionality are the same - see Olshausen and
Field [OF97]. In the real world, these conditions are not satisﬁed. The new sparse decomposition
method outperforms the previously used ICA decomposition in terms of localized control.
Thanks to the success of compressed sensing and sparse linear models, minimization of sparsityinducing norms can be achieved eﬃciently [BPC+11; BT09]. An excellent introduction and a
comprehensive overview are given by Bach et al. [BJMO11] and Parikh and Boyd [PB14]. In computer
graphics, such methods can help to ﬁnd correspondences between meshes [PBB+12], can improve the
robustness against outliers within the classical Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm that is used
in rigid registration [BTP13], or even allow the modeling of 3D astronomical nebulae from a single
image [WLM13]. Deng et al. [DBD+13] showed that sparsity-inducing norms are very suitable to
obtain local modiﬁcations of 3D surfaces, but they only showed this capability on constrained static
meshes which are popular in architecture. While Deng et al. [DBD+13] achieved local editing of
static meshes, the approach presented here provides local editing based on a latent deformation space
that is automatically extracted from any captured mesh sequence.

4.2. Method
My method aims to decompose captured or animated mesh sequences into sparse, localized, and
intuitive-to-control deformation components. The input data to the algorithm consists of a mesh
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sequence with F frames. Let f ∈ 1, . . . , F denote the index of the current frame. Each frame consists
(f )

of N vertex positions vi , i ∈ 1, . . . , N . The mesh topology is equal for all frames, and the vertices

are in temporal correspondence. All vertices are assembled in a single animation matrix X ∈ RF ×3N .
Each row of this matrix contains all vertex positions in that f :



(1)
(v1 )⊤




(2)
 (v1 )⊤
X=

..

.


(F )

(v1 )⊤

(1)
(v2 )⊤

···

(1)
(vN )⊤

(2)
(v2 )⊤

...

(2)
(vN )⊤

..
.

..

..
.

(F )

...

(v2 )⊤

.

(F )

(vN )⊤












(4.1)

For convenience, let us assume the vertex coordinates in the animation matrix are expressed as
residual displacements to a “mean shape” x̂ of the mesh (e.g. the ﬁrst frame or the average of all
frames).2 Before assembling the animation matrix, rigid alignment must be performed in order to
subtract global translation and rotation.

4.2.1. Sparse PCA for mesh sequence decomposition
We are looking for an appropriate matrix factorization of X into K ∈ Z+ deformation components in
matrix C ∈ RK×3N with weights W ∈ RF ×K , hence

X = WC

.

(4.2)

The above model is comparable to the widely used blendshape parameterization technique [Osi03],
where the weights W are usually key-framed by an animator and the components C (blendshapes
minus mean shape) are prepared by a modeler.
The space of solutions to Eq. (4.2) has to be regularized by additional constraints on W and C.
For example, PCA (Principal Component Analysis) constrains the components to be orthogonal,
!

forcing C⊤ C = I. However, the principal components exert global inﬂuence on the whole mesh and
are therefore unintuitive for artistically meaningful localized editing [LA10], Figure 4.4(a).
Sparse components can be discovered by imposing sparsity on the solution of Eq. (4.2). To this
end, a sparsity-inducing norm such as the ℓ1 norm is introduced as a regularizer Ω(C) acting on

2

Therefore, the algorithm expects that this rest shape was subtracted from the vertex coordinates in a pre-processing
(f )
(f )
step, in the form Xf ← Xf − x̂ and accordingly vi ← vi − v̂i . It is also necessary to normalize X by its
standard variation (across frames and vertices) after subtracting the mean to make the algorithm invariant to the
amount of deformation of different datasets. This arbitrary scaling can be reversed for editing or display.
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the components. This yields Sparse PCA [ZHT06; Jen11]. Following their framework, the matrix
factorization can be formulated as a joint regularized minimization problem,
minimize
W,C

1
kX − WCk2F + Ω(C)
2

,
(4.3)

subject to W∗,k ∈ Vq (W∗,k ) , ∀k ∈ 1, . . . , K , q ∈ 1, 2

.

The constraint set Vq constrains the control weights of the decomposition, which is not only important
for the optimization but also allows for speciﬁc animation-based priors. The ﬁrst choice,
V1 (w) = w ∈ RF | max (|w|) = 1



(4.4)

,

forces the maximum weight of component k across the whole animation (across the corresponding
column W∗,k ) to be either 1 or −1. This allows negative weights which work well for modeling

body shape variations. For facial animations, where the weights should be constrained to match the
well-established blendshape model, we can use the second constraint set
V2 (w) = w ∈ RF | max (w) = 1 ∧ w ≥ 0



.

(4.5)

Furthermore, the constraints on the weights W are essential for optimizing the objective in Eq. (4.3).
They prevent the weights from getting too large. Optimization without weight constraints would
drive the components completely to zero and the weights would increase towards ∞. This will become
apparent when discussing the nature of the regularizer Ω.

To ﬁnd an appropriate regularizer for (captured) mesh sequences or animations, let us observe that
the rows of C are aligned akin to the 3D vertex position layout in Eq. (4.1). Triplets in the rows of
(i)

C thus form three-dimensional vectors, formally Ck,I(i) = [x, y, z]k with I(i) = {3i, 3i + 1, 3i + 2}

(remember that i ∈ 1, . . . , N denote vertex indices). Every triplet Ck,I(i) thus corresponds to the x,
y, and z displacements of vertex i in component k. While regularizing C with the element-wise ℓ1
norm would induce sparsity, it would ignore this inherent group structure: it would treat all entries of
the displacement vectors separately. The regularizer should only take into account wether a vertex i
is displaced by component k at all, irrespective of the displacement direction. A good choice towards
this goal is to regularize the (unsquared) lengths of the displacement vectors,
Ω(C) =

K X
N
X

(k)

λi

Ck,I(i)

2

,

(4.6)

k=1 i=1
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with λ(k) ∈ RN
+ . This norm, called the ℓ1 /ℓ2 norm, induces a form of group sparsity [WNF09;
BJMO11]. The spatially-varying regularization parameters λ(k) (for each component Ck ) are called

support maps - an important innovation that is exploited to provide local support in the deformation
components.

4.2.2. Local Support
To derive a deformation basis where the displacements are spatially conﬁned, I stipulate that each
deformation component Ck , k ∈ 1, . . . , K should be centered around the set of vertices vj ∈ J (k) ⊂

{v1 , . . . , vN } that show the largest displacements for that component. Centered around these vertices,
a fuzzy support region is deﬁned as follows. For every component k, let d(k) ∈ RN be the geodesic
distance of each vertex in the rest-pose mesh to the vertices of J (k). The range [dmin , dmax ] is deﬁned

to allow the control of the size of the support regions. Geodesic distances are mapped from this
range to [0, 1] (with clipping when out of this range), relating geodesic distances to the regularization
strength as follows

(k)

λi

=λ·




0



1

(k)

< dmin

,

(k)

> dmax

,

if di
if d

i
 (k)




di −dmin

 d −d
otherwise ,
max
min

(4.7)

with λ ∈ R+ being a user-deﬁned tuning parameter. This simply maps the geodesic distance linearly

to regularization strength. It therefore changes the regularization strength of each component locally
for each vertex.
The support regions λ(k) , and thus the regularization in Eq. (4.6), are iteratively updated during the
optimization of Eq. (4.3) by re-computing distances d(k) at every iteration and for each component.

The heat method presented by Crane et al. [CWW13] performs the geodesic distance computation
very quickly on the (constant rest shape) mesh by simply solving two pre-factored sparse linear
systems per component.
In practice, the set J (k) is constructed greedily by picking the vertex showing maximal activations

for each component k, J (k) = {vj }, with j = arg maxi Ck,I(i)

2

and only a single point in J (k).

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the eﬀect of automatic local support. Alternatively, the set of vertices in the
center of each support region J (k) can also be obtained through user-input.
User Constraints.

Experiments show that, in most cases, the automatically found components

already correspond to intuitively meaningful dimensions. Sometimes, however, artists prefer a diﬀerent
deformation space to the one found automatically, or they choose to have stricter control on the
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deformation region. SPLOCS therefore provides a simple user interface, that allows an artist to paint
the center of a region for which a deformation component shall be found. This feature ﬁts perfectly
into the support region concept explained above, where the mask of vertices stroked by the artist can
be conveniently fed into the optimization as the center vertices J (k). Due to diﬀusion by geodesic
distances, this stroke mask does not need to be very precise.

4.2.3. Optimization Algorithm
Due to the non-convexity of Eq. (4.3) and the added objective of local support, the problem is diﬃcult
to optimize directly. However, when keeping either W or C constant the problem can be solved for
the other variable. The whole optimization is thus performed with an iterative block coordinate
descent method that alternates between the two optimization tasks [MBPS09]. This process requires
initial values for the components and weights. An established practice is to initialize with PCA
components, which works well for general Sparse PCA, but that strategy conﬂicts with the extension
for local support and does not reach a good solution in practice. A novel initialization strategy is
required.
Initialization.

(0)

To iteratively ﬁnd the initial components Ck

(0)

and corresponding weights W∗,k , a

greedy deﬂation algorithm is used. Beginning without any components, each step of the algorithm
adds one component, iterating from k = 1 to k = K. Before computing the ﬁrst component, the
residual R(0) is initialized to the animation matrix X. The kth component is approximately optimized
such that it maximally explains the variance in the residual from the previous step, R(k−1) . Then, this
new component is subtracted from the data, leaving a residual R(k) ∈ RF ×3N . Let us now formalize
(0)

how the component Ck

at step k ∈ 1, . . . , N is estimated from the previous residual R(k−1) . First,

a local support region has to be constructed. The algorithm selects the single vertex J (k) = {vj }

with the largest displacement in the previous residual R(k−1) .3 Around this vertex, a support region
(0)

Λk

(0)

is built according to Eq. (4.7). The next step is to approximate an initial component Ck

the corresponding initial weights

(0)
W∗,k .

Note that the vertices in the support region

factorized into the product of our requested component

and weight vector

and

undergo

(k−1)

and can be

(0)
W∗,k .

In order to

motion across all frames of the animation, motion that is recorded in the residual R
(0)
Ck

(0)
Λk

force the initial component to have only local inﬂuence, we want to perform such a factorization only
(0)

with respect to the motion inside the support region (according to the values in Λk ). To formalize
this, let Λ̂(k) ∈ R3N ×3N be a diagonal matrix version of the initial support map, broadcasted for
3

Note that even though only single vertices are collected in J (k) here, the set notation needs to be kept in order to
conform to any arbitrary user input masks. In this case J (k) may contain multiple vertices. The initialization
procedure also works in this case.
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(k)

(k)

every x, y, z tuple of each vertex, such that Λ̂a,b = λ(a\3) δa,b for a, b ∈ 1, . . . , 3N (with \ denoting

integer division and δa,b denoting the Kronecker delta). For initialization, the factorization objective
for estimating the kth initial component and its weights are
(0)

(0)

(Ck )⊤ , W∗,k =

arg min
c∈R3N ,w∈RF


1
R(k−1) 1 − Λ̂(k) − wc⊤
2

2

.

F

(4.8)

In essence, this heuristic looks for a rank-1 approximation of the previous residual R(k−1) , weighted
by the current support map λ(k) . The closed-form solution goes back to the celebrated theorem by
Eckart and Young [EY36], but it requires an SVD of an F × 3N matrix, which is still quite expensive

to compute for large meshes. Therefore, we solve it only for the vertices in J (k) to obtain the initial
(0)

weights W∗,k across the whole animation (recall that the weights on the vertices J (k) are highest
in the support map, making this a suitable approximation). Solving Eq. (4.8) only with respect to

vertices J (k) gives us the component at those vertices only. Yet, the factorization provides initial
(0)

weights W∗,k , which allow solving Eq. (4.8) with the weight variable w ﬁxed to these initial weights
(0)

W∗,k . This leads to a closed-form solution of Eq. (4.8):

(0)



Ck = 



(0)

W∗,k

⊤

R(k−1) 1 − Λ̂(k)
(0)

W∗,k

2
2

 ⊤



(4.9)

.

The initialization process adds one component at a time until it reaches the required number of K
components (that is preset by the user). Clearly, such a heuristic solution is not optimal with respect
to Eq. (4.3), but it gives a good initialization that is already spatially localized and was found to
work well in practice.
Optimization of weights.

Given the components C, optimization of Eq. (4.3) with respect to

the weights W is a constrained linear least squares optimization problem. It is separable, as the
constraints act on the weight vector W∗,k of each component separately. One can thus use the
block-coordinate descent algorithm, [Ber99, Section 2.7], which optimizes weights for each component
k successively, similar to [MBPS09]. In practice, the weights from the previous iteration W(t−1) can
be re-used (“warm restart”). The objective Eq. (4.3) can be written with respect to one component
k, allowing minimization just for the weights of that kth component and leaving all other weights
constant:
(t)
W∗,k
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1
← arg min
X−
w∈Vq 2

K
X

l=1,l6=k

(t−1)
W∗,l Cl

!

2

− w Ck

.
F

(4.10)
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The closed-form solution takes the form



(t)
W∗,k ← ProjVq 

(t−1)



X − W(t−1) C + W∗,k Ck (Ck )⊤
kCk k22




(4.11)

.

The operation ProjVq (w) = arg minu∈Vq kw − uk22 performs a projection of the weights onto the
constraint set Vq , depending on the chosen q. Projection onto the constraints V1 and V2 has an

analytic solution. The constraint set V1 , Eq. (4.4), corresponds to the ℓ∞ norm unit sphere4 ; the

projection is evaluated via



ProjV1 (w)

f


sgn (wf ) if |wf | > 1 ∨ f = arg max
g∈1,··· ,F |wg |
=
w
otherwise .

,

(4.12)

f

The blendshape-like constraint set V2 , Eq. (4.5), corresponds to the intersection of the positive orthant
and the ℓ∞ norm unit sphere, so the projection operator becomes
ProjV2 (w) = ProjV1 (max (0, w))

.

(4.13)

It is suﬃcient to perform a single iteration (for each k, so t ∈ 1, . . . , K) of weight optimization before
optimizing the sparse components in the next step.

Some mesh datasets are densely sampled and feature tens of thousands of vertices, resulting in a
considerable amount of computation time to compute Eq. (4.11). It is possible to optimize this step
by updating a running residual R(t) = X − W(t) C at each weight update iteration. Nevertheless, the

involved matrix multiplications still involve notably big matrices. To accelerate weight optimization,
weight updates can be performed on a random subset of vertices only, in a similar fashion as stochastic
gradient descent. Since the components likely involve many vertices for big meshes, the weights tend
to be over-determined - even by a subset of vertices.
Optimization of sparse components.

The optimization of C given ﬁxed W can be tackled using

convex optimization. Many algorithms exist that are able to optimize objectives regularized by the
ℓ1 /ℓ2 norm. In the setting considered here, the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
[BPC+11] was observed to quickly converge5 . The basics of ADMM are covered extensively in
[BPC+11]. In the following, I will provide the details necessary to apply ADMM to the optimization
4

Notice that the sparse optimization literature, e.g. [PB14, Section 6.5], almost exclusively mentions projections
onto ℓp -balls and not ℓp -unit spheres as required here. That is why the projection operators given here are
slightly different.
5
Results of experiments with the alternative FISTA method [BT09] are reported in Section 4.3
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of sparse components. First, Eq. (4.3) needs to be modiﬁed by introducing an auxiliary variable
Z ∈ RK×3N . With its help, the optimization objective, Eq. (4.3) with ﬁxed W is rewritten in a form
that decouples the regularizer from the data term:
minimize
C,Z

1
kX − WCk2F + Ω(Z)
2

subject to C − Z = 0

(4.14)

.

To solve this substitute minimization problem, ADMM initializes a Lagrange multiplier U ∈ RK×3N
to zero6 and then iterates the following steps

ρ
1
kX − WCk2F + kC − Z + Uk2F
2
2


ρ
Z ← arg min Ω(Z) + kC − Z + Uk2F
,
2
Z

C ← arg min

(4.15)

,

C

U←U+C−Z

(4.16)
(4.17)

.

The ﬁrst step, updating C in Eq. (4.15), is a linear least squares problem that can be solved analytically
via
C ← W⊤ W + ρI

−1

W⊤ X + ρ (Z − U)



(4.18)

.

As long as the penalty parameter ρ is constant, W⊤ W + ρI can be prefactorized using Cholesky



factorization to quickly re-solve Eq. (4.18) at each iteration step of ADMM.
The second step, updating the dual variable Z in Eq. (4.16), corresponds to the ℓ1 /ℓ2 -norm’s
proximal operator. A closed-form solution is [BJMO11, Chapter 3.3]
Zk,I(i) ← Prox 1 Ω (p(k,i) ) = max
ρ



(k)

0, 1 −

λi
ρ kp(k,i) k2



p(k,i)

,

(4.19)

with (p(k,i) = Zk,I(i) + Uk,I(i) ) ∈ R3 . A ﬁxed penalty parameter of ρ = 10 works well for all

datasets considered7 . Running 10 iterations of ADMM suﬃces to optimize the components for each
iteration step of the decomposition algorithm. The Lagrange multipliers U are stored during the

whole procedure.

6

The rationale behind this is well explained in [BPC+11]. Essentially, ADMM solves the decoupled substitute
minimization problem using dual ascent on the augmented Lagrangian. This represents an immense benefit: Since
the two terms in the optimization objective completely decouple (here, data term and regularizer), each iteration
involves optimization of just one of the terms (plus a quadratic penalty), often solvable in closed-form.
7
Strategies to adjust ρ are discussed in [BPC+11] and are, for example, used in Chapter 5
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In summary, the whole optimization procedure interleaves the following steps: re-computation of
support maps based on geodesic distances, optimization of weights using block-coordinate descent
and optimization of components using ADMM.
Convergence.

Finding a stopping criterion to detect convergence of the objective function Eq. (4.3)

is tricky due to its non-convexity and the added spatially varying regularization. A commonly used
stopping criterion is when the change of the objective function falls below a threshold. But the
SPLOCS objective function cannot be guaranteed to decrease for each iteration step because the
support maps λ(k) are changing during optimization. Therefore, the proposed algorithm monitors
the average change of the objective function across the last 5 iterations. If this averaged change falls
below a threshold ǫ, the algorithm stops.
Tunable Parameters.

In summary, the sparse localized deformation decomposition method takes

the following user-speciﬁed parameters: the number K of desired deformation components, the
minimal and maximal geodesic distance for the support maps dmin and dmax , as well as λ in Eq. (4.7)
that sets the importance of the local support term. Moreover, users have to choose whether the
weights are allowed to be negative (use V1 , Eq. (4.4)) or not (V2 , Eq. (4.5)) and if they want to use a
speciﬁc frame (e.g. the ﬁrst one) or the average of all frames as the rest shape.

4.3. Results
The versatility of the method is demonstrated using a variety of captured data sets, with multiple
potential applications being explored: intuitive editing and shape analysis of faces (Section 4.3.3),
full-body models (Section 4.3.6), muscle motion (Section 4.3.4) and cloth motion (Section 4.3.5).
Table 4.1 lists the processed datasets, method parameters, computation times and reconstruction
accuracy. The supplementary demonstration video illustrates many of these results in motion.
Extensive cross validation experiments were performed in order to asses how well the decomposition
method generalizes for data that was not used during training. In addition to those results, which
were published in [NVW+13], this section investigates the convergence behavior of the method and
yields insights into the choice of the ℓ1 /ℓ2 optimizer.

4.3.1. Evaluation of Optimization Algorithm
Recall that updating the sparse components C involves optimizing a sum of a smooth, continuously
diﬀerentiable data term plus the non-smooth convex regularizer Ω based on the ℓ1 /ℓ2 norm. ADMM is
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Dataset
Source

Algorithm Parameters
N

F

Results

K

x̂

q of Vq

λ

dmin dmax

iters

time

ERMS

Face [BHB+11]

40 000 322

80

ﬁrst

2

2

0.1

0.6

49

6m57s

0.39

Face [ZSCS04]

23 725 384

50

ﬁrst

2

1

0.1

0.7

82

3m58s

0.76

Face [VWB+12]

44 153 566

50

ﬁrst

2

2

0.1

0.7

113

14m09s

0.67

6 449 111

100 avg.

1

1

0.1

1.0

34

33s

0.76

Cloth folds [WVL+11] 10 684 459

200 avg.

1

25 0.01 0.3

18

4m39s

0.29

Muscles, Chapter 3

80

1

5

77

1m36s

1.08

Body-scans [HSS+09]

3 467 242

avg.

0.1

0.4

Table 4.1.: Overview of processed datasets. From left to right, columns show source of data set,
number of vertices N , number of frames F . The columns grouped under “Algorithm
Parameters” show: number of components K, reference frame used as rest shape (ﬁrst
frame or average), type of constraint for weights (allow non-negativity with q = 1 or not
with q = 2), λ to control sparsity regularization, dmin and dmax to control size of support
regions. Data below “Results” are the number of outer iterations for global optimization
until convergence, computation time in minutes, and reconstruction error ERMS using the
measure from [KSO10].
just one suitable method to tackle this problem. There are other algorithms for optimization involving
the ℓ1 /ℓ2 term, including the popular FISTA (Fast Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm).
Using FISTA for computing SPLOCS leads to diﬀerent runtime and convergence characteristics
that are worth further investigation. Per iteration, both FISTA and ADMM solve the proximal
mapping of the ℓ1 /ℓ2 norm, Eq. (4.19); FISTA additionally computes the gradient at each iteration
(a simple matrix multiplication in our case) while ADMM inverts a linear system, Eq. (4.18). As
preprocessing step, FISTA requires estimating the Lipschitz constant of the gradient of the data term
and ADMM needs a pre-factorization of the linear system to be solved at each iteration step using
Cholesky decomposition. For this reason, ADMM iterations are about 33 % slower than one FISTA
iteration step (within the SPLOCS framework). However, the convergence behavior of ADMM is
signiﬁcantly better: Figure 4.1 compares the convergence behavior of FISTA [BT09] and ADMM,
using the same number of 10 interleaved component optimization steps between updating support
maps and weights. The same ﬁgure additionally plots convergence behavior when using the proposed
accelerated (stochastic) weight updates, where only 1% of vertices were randomly chosen at each
iteration step for the weight update in Eq. (4.11). The stochastic weight update strategy only works
well for large meshes, Figure 4.1(b), where the accelerated updates (green line) achieve almost the
same convergence as the full update (blue line).
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(a) Mesh with N = 6 449 vertices, K = 10
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(b) Mesh with N = 23 725 vertices, K = 50

Figure 4.1.: Convergence: value of objective function, Eq. (4.3), vs. iteration steps. Diﬀerent ℓ1 /ℓ2
minimizers (ADMM and FISTA) for optimizing the components are compared. The
minimization of the components is interweaved with the optimization of the weights using
block-coordinate descent every 10 iterations, which results in the step-like convergence
curve - well visible in the zoomed-in insets. The plots also compare with fast weight
update option of the proposed method (which uses only a random selection of 1% of the
vertices for block-coordinate descent). (a) shows the convergence curve for a dataset
with a low number of vertices (from [HSS+09]) and low number of SPLOCS to compute.
Fast weight update can show stochastic behavior in this case, rendering it unsuitable for
this dataset. The graph clearly demonstrates that FISTA converges to the same local
minimum as ADMM, only at a much slower convergence rate. (b) shows the convergence
of SPLOCS on a high-resolution mesh from [ZSCS04]. Using fast weight update provides
a boost in computation speed for such datasets, while the convergence is almost the
same. Notice that the graph shows both the inner iterations of ADMM as well as the
outer iterations, thus the iteration axis reaches beyond the outer iteration values given
in Table 4.1.
Runtime.

Computation times of the algorithm are given in Table 4.1 and were measured on a

desktop machine with Intel i7 CPU running at 3.40GHz and 16GB RAM. Runtime grows with
increasing number of vertices N , number of frames in the sequence F , and number of components K.
Notice that the Python implementation of SPLOCS is neither optimized nor explicitly parallelized.

4.3.2. Quantitative Evaluation
Since sparse localized deformation decomposition can be viewed as an unsupervised dimensionality
reduction technique, it is interesting to assess the generalizability of the extracted dimensions to
unseen data. To this end, an evaluation was performed on a dataset with 111 full-body scans of
people approximately standing in the same pose, obtained from Hasler et al. [HSS+09]. The scans
were randomly split into training (55 scans) and test set (56 scans). Clustered PCA [TDM11], PCA,
and SPLOCS (without and with automatic locality) were used to decompose the training datasets,
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Figure 4.2.: Generalization to unseen data: reconstruction error (y-axis) with respect to the number of components
used (x-axis) for a set of body scans
from [HSS+09] that were not part
of the training data. SPLOCS outperforms other related approaches
in generalizing to unseen data from
small training sets. The error bars
show the maximal/minimal reconstruction error across 3 random
splits of the data set.
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Figure 4.3.: Reconstruction error with respect to
sparse control points: plot of the reconstruction error (y-axis) of diﬀerent approaches when used for regularizing a sparse number of control points (x-axis) for test poses
which are not part of a small training dataset [ZSCS04]. Error bars
show the standard deviation across
50 trials.
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with varying number of components K. To reconstruct the test set Eq. (4.2) is inverted which allows
measuring the diﬀerence in vertex coordinates with the error metric introduced in [KSO10, Section 5].
Figure 4.2 reports the reconstruction error over 3 diﬀerent random splits of the data set. For Clustered
PCA, the number of regions was set to 13, and K was the total number of all components and all
regions, not the number of components per region as in [TDM11]. SPLOCS was also compared to
non-localized classical Sparse PCA in this experiment by performing SPLOCS without the proposed
(k)

locality term (constant λi

= 0.5). The results indicate that the proposed method with localization

generalizes better to new body shapes outside the training set than PCA or even plain Sparse PCA.
In order to assess SPLOCS’ capacity to provide editing beyond limited input data, an experiment
was performed on the facial performance dataset provided by Zhang et al. [ZSCS04]. A ﬁxed number
of K = 50 components was extracted using PCA, Clustered PCA, and SPLOCS. As input training
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data, 19 randomly selected frames from the 365 frame dataset of Zhang et al. [ZSCS04] were used. For
each of the remaining frames, sparse control points were randomly picked on the mesh. Then, weights
W were computed such that the reconstructed vertices best ﬁt only those selected control points.
The resulting complete mesh was compared to the ground truth, again using the error metric from
[KSO10]. The experiment was repeated in 5 trials with a diﬀerent training set. Each trial was further
repeated 10 times using diﬀerent random control points. Figure 4.3 gives the average reconstruction
error in relation to number of control points. Due to the locality of SPLOCS components, the
proposed method requires a certain number of control points until it outperforms PCA. For this
dataset, this happens at around 70 control points. This corresponds approximately to the number of
50 components used here, so each component needs approximately one control point. With increasing
number of control points, the superior accuracy of SPLOCS compared to PCA becomes even more
apparent. SPLOCS also consistently outperforms Clustered PCA.
To understand the reason why SPLOCS generalizes so well to data it was not trained on, consider a
facial geometry sequence in which both eyebrows are always raised together. PCA cannot reproduce
a mesh showing only one raised eyebrow. In contrast, SPLOCS ﬁnds localized components for every
eyebrow separately, and can thus reproduce their motion separately, even though such deformations
were not seen in the training data. In essence, sparse localized deformation components provide a
richer latent deformation space.

4.3.3. Facial performances
The proposed method can be used to learn deformation components of captured facial animations
that mimic the control properties of blendshapes, a widely used representation that animation artists
use to craft facial animations and which are usually created in a tedious manual process. The
automatically detected SPLOCS components are spatially localized and thus limit the inﬂuence of
modiﬁcations to conﬁned regions that correspond to individual, intuitively meaningful eﬀects (e.g.
twitching of an eyebrow or a nostril).
Comparison to Important Related Work.

The above-mentioned spatially conﬁned and intu-

itive edits are hard to perform with components from global decomposition methods such as PCA or
ICA. Figure 4.4 illustrates this fact on facial performance data [ZSCS04]. Even without any facial
prior or user input, sparse localized deformation components are spatially conﬁned to local regions
and already resemble artistically modeled blendshapes for controlling a facial animation [Osi03].
Figure 4.4(c) visualizes the PCA components after Varimax rotation, a technique used by Meyer
and Anderson [MA07] for extraction of key points. Applied to captured data, the components
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(a) Principal Component Analysis (PCA): Top 5
principal components

(c) PCA components rotated using Varimax

(b) Independent
(ICA) [HKO01]

Component

Analysis

(d) Sparse localized deformation components

Figure 4.4.: Comparison of general decomposition methods on the captured face dataset of [ZSCS04].
Color coding shows the magnitude of vertex displacements inside the components, from
grey (zero) to dark blue (maximum). (a)-(b) The deformation components of PCA and
ICA act globally on each vertex in the mesh, prohibiting local modiﬁcation. (c) Varimax
shows certain locality, but this cannot be controlled and shows artifacts for captured
data. (d) Sparse localized components show sparse and local deformations on conﬁned
regions, which is important i.e. for artistic editing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5.: Skinning Decomposition [KSO10] (a) The underlying segmentation. (b) First and second
principal component in one of the regions. (c) Close up views clearly show artifacts
arising when activating a single component. Those artifacts have to be removed with an
explicit blending step that SPLOCS does not require.
show severe artifacts, rendering Varimax unusable for direct editing. Notice that Varimax and PCA
components only diﬀer in a rotation (in RK ), so Varimax performs exactly the same as PCA with
respect to measured reconstruction error and generalization.
Figure 4.5 shows the drawbacks of Clustered PCA, where spectral clustering [TDM11] is used to
provide a region segmentation. PCA components are conﬁned to these ﬁxed regions. Within these
regions, components exhibit the same limitations as PCA components: they fail to produce conﬁned
and independent eﬀects - all PCA components have to be activated to achieve a speciﬁc deformation
eﬀect. Additionally, blending at region boundaries is needed to remove artifacts [TDM11].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6.: Skinning decomposition [KSO10] (a) Vertex inﬂuences (blending weights) (b) Inﬂuence
and motion of 2 bones in isolation (c) Allowing only one bone parameter to be active
(setting all other bone transformations to zero) produces artifacts. (d) Arbitrary translation of one of the bones found on the lips causes artifacts since bones oﬀer too many
degrees of freedom.
SPLOCS was also compared to skinning decomposition methods that learn explicit bone transformations, the method of Kavan et al. [KSO10] being a representative example. Individual bone
transformations can be interpreted as weighted transformation nodes (sometimes called cluster
deformers), and allow modiﬁcation of surface mesh data by translating and rotating a 3D handle.
Two key problems arise which interfere with the target applications that SPLOCS is designed for,
problems which are visualized in Figure 4.6. Firstly, the bone transformations only achieve reasonable
deformation when modifying several bones in concert, preventing bone transformation handles from
providing individual control. For example, eyebrow-wrinkles are produced by setting transformations
of at least 2 speciﬁc bones in a peculiar, hardly intuitive way. Secondly, bone transformations
themselves do not provide intuitive control parameters at all. For example, editing the translation of
a bone quickly results in deformation artifacts when parts of the mesh are “pulled” outside of the
mesh, Figure 4.6(d). Notice that translation and rotation invariance is inherent to the underlying
skinning representation. The supplementary video speciﬁcally and clearly visualizes the deﬁcits of
these related decomposition methods.
Automatic Local Support.

Figure 4.7 shows the beneﬁt of the spatial locality term, Eq. (4.7),

when decomposing the dataset provided by Valgaerts et al. [VWB+12]. This example illustrates
how imposing local support regions helps SPLOCS to separate motion of distant regions which are
co-activated in the original actor’s performance. One could say SPLOCS helps to model regions
inﬂuenced by individual muscle groups separately, such as the left eyebrow motion which is distinct
from the right eyebrow’s motion.
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(a) Sparse components without local support.

(b) Edited Face

(c) Sparse localized deformation components.

(d) Edited Face

Figure 4.7.: Eﬀect of automatic local support demonstrated on a face dataset by Valgaerts et al.
[VWB+12]. Without local support in (a), spatially distant regions are co-activated. In
(c), with local support, left and right side brows and cheek are separated, even though
these separate deformations were never captured in the input. This allows generating
novel facial expressions, for example raising only the right cheek as in (d), whereas
non-local components only allow global edits such as in (b).

Figure 4.8.: The proposed method allows completely new, exaggerated facial expressions far beyond
the input range, here based on the dataset of Beeler et al. [BHB+11]. Control points
used to obtain the edit are shown as small blue dots.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9.: Results of direct manipulation of the underlying basis: (a) rest pose mesh with a given
user constraint (red arrow). (b) Result based on PCA basis, showing unintuitive global
deformation - even though the constraint is on the right side of the mouth, the left side
of the mouth as well as the eyebrows change. (c) result in Varimax basis shows artifacts.
(d) Sparse localized deformation components provide artistically meaningful local edits.
Artistic Control.

Figure 4.8 shows artistic edits using sparse localized components on a face

animation captured by Beeler et al. [BHB+11] (that has been downsampled to 40k vertices). With
the simple, blendshape-like decomposition scheme of sparse localized deformation components, it is
straightforward to apply the direct manipulation method of Lewis and Anjyo [LA10]: positional edits
on mesh vertices act in the linear deformation space of the sparse localized components. Therefore,
edits of control points are conﬁned within a plausible deformation space, whereas bone transformations
would provide unspeciﬁc degrees of freedom as discussed above. Based on the direct manipulation
scheme, captured facial animations can be conveniently edited beyond the captured motion using
only a few input constraints for crisp direct manipulation. Moreover, eﬀects can be reproduced
plausibly even if they are missing from the input data, for example independent articulation of
separate eye-brow movement. This editing paradigm has also been tested on the decomposed dataset
of Zhang et al. [ZSCS04] for comparing to related decomposition approaches. Figure 4.9 shows the
edits based on just a single control point, comparing PCA, Varimax, and SPLOCS components. It
can be seen that the sparse components allow for localized edits constrained in a plausible space of
face motion, a characteristic that artists need [Hav06]. In contrast, in case of PCA, single vertex
edits have unintuitive global eﬀects on the entire face.
User interaction.

The option of user constraints allows for the introduction of semantic information

into the very process of the decomposition. This is provided by a simple interface that allows an
artist to draw a few strokes on the mesh surface, Figure 4.10(a) and Figure 4.10(c). The strokes
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(a) User Scribble 1

(b) Component 1

(c) User Scribble 2

(d) Component 2

Figure 4.10.: Incorporating user constraints: A rough scribble in form of a binary mask shown in (a)
and (c), is turned into a deformation component around the selected region, shown in
(b) and (d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.11.: Sparse localized deformation components automatically extracted from muscle deformation, corresponding to the clavicle and one strand of the deltoid muscle. (a) component
area for the clavicle component, (b) mesh in rest pose and (c) exagerrated eﬀect of
the clavicle deformation component. (d) Component area discovered on the deltoid
muscle, (e) mesh in rest pose and (f) eﬀect when exaggerating the deltoid component,
resulting in noticeable bulges of the muscle strand. Such conﬁned muscle eﬀects do not
actually happen in reality, but are useful for precise editing and may be used for muscle
activation analysis.
deﬁne a binary mask which marks the region of interest for one of the SPLOCS components. Not
all components need to be user-constrained - if only some components have user-supplied scribbles,
the support regions of the remaining components can be inferred automatically using the proposed
optimization approach (while the user-constrained ones stay ﬁxed).

4.3.4. Muscle deformations
To showcase its use in biomechanics, the SPLOCS algorithm was applied to the captured moving arm
geometry from Chapter 3 exhibiting muscle-induced surface deformation. A subset was selected from
the full captured dataset, showing deformation of the arm and shoulder in a curl motion done once
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Figure 4.12.: Automatically found activations of components corresponding to speciﬁc muscles. The
subject ﬂexes the elbow from pose (a) to pose (b). SPLOCS happens to identify
biomechanically meaningful deformation components: (c) Component corresponding to
twitching of the tendon at the elbow joint. (d) Activation graph (weights across the
sequence for the tendon component). (e) Triceps muscle component. (f) Activation
graph: the black vertical lines correspond to pose (a), red vertical lines to (b). The
subject performs one motion cycle without any weight in hand, and then two cycles
holding an external load in the hand. This is clearly reﬂected in the higher activation
of both components.
without a weight and twice with a 14 kg barbell in hand. These meshes have already been temporally
aligned and registered to a simple 3-piece bone skeleton, Chapter 3. Prior to sparse component
extraction, the skeleton was used to subtract the articulated upper- and lower-arm rotation by aligning
all meshes to the template skeleton pose, leaving only the residual muscle deformations. Figure 4.11
visualizes the sparse localized deformation components, extracted without user constraints. The
components visually correspond to local bulges that correspond to actual muscle groups like the
deltoid, biceps, and triceps muscles. Some components show residual skeletal deformations that are
not explained by the simple 3-piece skeleton, e.g. the complex motion of the clavicle underneath the
skin.
Figure 4.12 shows activations of some muscle components extracted from the input sequence.
One component represents the tendon deformation at the elbow joint that is twitching during this
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Figure 4.13.: Left: 3 sparse localized deformation components on a performance capture sequence
showing cloth folds, Right: eﬀect of exaggerating one component.
sequence, Figure 4.12(c). The activation weights W∗,k plotted in Figure 4.12(d) clearly reﬂect elbow
twitches due to change in the pose of the arm. The triceps muscle, Figure 4.12(e), is summoned to
counteract the external force on the hand, which is clearly depicted by the activation graph of the
triceps component in Figure 4.12(f). In other words, SPLOCS is able to provide biomechanically
informative muscle activation graphs without requiring the user to explicitly ﬁt a physiological muscle
template to the data. In the same way, surface noise in the data due to limitations of the acquisition
method can be isolated: systematic noise will be decomposed into separate components. The user
can look through all K components and select the artifact-inducing components for deletion, keeping
a set of CK artifact-free components and corresponding weights W∗,K (where K ⊂ {1, . . . , K} are the

indices of the components not marked for deletion). Projecting the data into the remaining subspace
removes the artifacts (by computing W∗,K CK ). Furthermore, animators can selectively emphasize
the eﬀect of individual muscle groups in an animation by key-framing the weights W or, for example,
by doubling the activation of certain muscle components. In this way, an animator can create a
biologically inaccurate but artistically desirable appearance of an animation which is often needed in
VFX productions, an eﬀect that is demonstrated in the supplementary video.

4.3.5. Cloth deformations
Sparse localized deformation components also enable visualizing cloth deformation patterns in captured
mesh sequences, such as the detailed full-body motion data including cloth wrinkles captured by
Wu et al. [WVL+11] from multiview video. It is possible to derive a set of features that describe
high-frequency detail of ﬁner-scale folds. We just need to separate the lower-frequency motion coming
from the limbs and register all meshes onto a single template pose. The moving cloth folds then appear
as ﬂoating residuals on the template mesh. Sparse decomposition identiﬁes localized fold patterns
on the cloth surface that can be visualized and controlled individually, Figure 4.13. This hints at
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Figure 4.14.: Automatically extracted deformation components on a database of human body scans
from [HSS+09], shown by fully activating a single component. From left to right:
rest shape, belly size, shoulder muscles, waist girth, pose of one arm. Notice how the
activation of a single component can already produce spatially localized and semantically
meaningful eﬀects. SPLOCS even isolates pose variations into separate components.
potential applications of sparse localized deformation components in data-driven cloth simulation
and upsampling.

4.3.6. Statistical shape modeling, processing, and visualisation
In statistical shape processing, researchers often face the problem of aligning large data sets of
shape models or scans that show variants of a class of shapes. These shapes may exhibit certain
local shape variations, but may also diﬀer in proportions or pose. Certain statistical properties or
correlations of the shapes shall be learned, while certain other eﬀects shall be factored out. The
proposed decomposition method can be of great help in such a setting. Let me exemplify this for
the problem of building a static statistical shape model of human shape variations from a large
corpus of laser scans of real human subjects, accomplished with PCA and bilinear models in previous
work [ASK+05; HSS+09]. For instance, Hasler et al. [HSS+09] provide a data set of 111 humans of
diﬀerent shape and gender that were asked to stand in the same pose during a scan. From this set one
may want to capture shape variations and neglect variations due to pose. Hasler and other researchers
resorted to deformation-based scan alignment relative to a template to get dense correspondences
of the surfaces. However, pose variations due to diﬀerent joint angles/hand poses still persist after
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correspondence estimation as people can never stand in exactly the same pose. Applying PCA
to that set thus leads to components which intertwine pose and shape variations, dimensions that
are supposed to be separated. Somewhat surprisingly, SPLOCS is able to automatically separate
eﬀects of pose and shape of speciﬁc body parts, Figure 4.14, because deformation related to pose
and shape variations get grouped into diﬀerent components. The deformation components may be
used to meaningfully pose-normalize all scans by manually removing the pose-speciﬁc deformation
components and projecting the scans into the remaining subspace. Such an operation would be
diﬃcult by any other means. At the same time, the automatically extracted components reveal
intuitive localized dimensions of shape variation, even without the need to pose-normalize the scans
before decomposition. These dimensions correspond to more meaningful deformations than those
found in previous approaches, for instance, waist girth, belly size, or hip size. The dimensions can be
individually explored and changed independently of global body pose. I foresee that this general idea
could be used on scan sets with much stronger pose variation, enabling more robust shape-retrieval
under pose variation and allowing for co-segmentation learning from shape sets.

4.4. Discussion
Sparse Localized Deformation Components present a versatile decomposition method for space-time
mesh sequence data that is applicable to many settings: mesh editing, control, scan alignment,
construction of static and parametric shape models. The major advantage of this approach is that it is
very general yet simple to implement. Quantitative experiments show that SPLOCS provide excellent
generalizability compared to other methods like PCA, Clustered PCA, Varimax, and non-localized
Sparse PCA.
However, deformation components are learned based on the vertex displacements from a rest
shape; for decomposition of articulated motions showing rotations, previous methods might be
preferable[KSO10; ATTS08]. I would like to give an illustrating example of this limitation. Figure 4.15
visualizes the sparse deformation components automatically extracted from a galopping horse sequence
provided by Sumner and Popović [SP04]. It is apparent that even with simple vertex displacement
encoding, the sparse localized deformation decomposition can extract and segment meaningful parts
from this animation corresponding to the limbs of the horse. However, linear combination of these
components is not suited for modeling curvilinear paths of the limbs due to articulated rotation of
joints. Since the arced motion trail of the leg cannot be described by a linear path, a multitude of
components are required to ﬁt it, some of them showing a shrinking eﬀect of the leg.
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Figure 4.15.: Limitations: SPLOCS extracts linear components representing vertex displacements.
This is not suitable for animations involving rotations (left). In this case, the linear
path (red) is extracted for the leg motion instead of the green path. Despite this
limitation, the motion of the teetering head (right) is captured well. The segmentation
into body parts is already very convincing (right), but is expected to further improve
when alternative deformation representations are used.
SPLOCS excels at modeling local high-detail deformations such as muscle bulges, cloth folds
and slight pose changes after a pre-processing step for approximate pose alignment. This requires
pose alignment of the input data. In the future, the pose alignment step may be achieved with an
automatic skeletal decomposition methods such as [KSO10; ATTS08; LD12]. Another possibility is to
investigate rotation-invariant deformation encodings or hierarchical schemes in Eq. (4.3), suggested
already in the publication [NVW+13]. Based on this idea, a ﬁrst step in this direction has indeed
recently been done by Huang et al. [HYZ+14].
Similar to other data-driven deformation methods, SPLOCS can only learn deformation eﬀects
visible in the input animation. The option for user constraints allows for the introduction of semantic
information into the very process of decomposition. In the future, additional priors such as symmetry
or elasticity/material parameters are worth investigating. Right now, SPLOCS automatically extracts
components which are symmetric (e.g. left and right side of the face), but this can only be guaranteed
if such a symmetric behavior is visible in the input data. For example, SPLOCS cannot provide
meaningful deformation components on the right eyebrow if only the left eyebrow moves in the input
data. Asymmetry is a very important property of individual faces, but in the future it would be
interesting to extend the SPLOCS data-term to incorporate user-given knowledge about symmetry.
An important limitation of the current approach is that the locality-inducing support maps are
moving around during optimization. Their behavior is not analytically expressed in the objective
function. This causes problems when monitoring convergence. It would be more elegant to reformulate
the objective function to directly incorporate the support maps as a variable to minimize over. This
approach might introduce discrete variables or high non-linearity. Nevertheless, it can assist in
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selecting even better algorithms for optimizing the components. Such a formulation would also
help in better understanding the theoretical reasons for SPLOCS performs so well at extracting
local and meaningful deformation components. Future work should additionally explore alternative
locality-inducing regularizers, e.g. structured sparsity-inducing norms [MJOB11].
In this chapter, I evaluated ADMM against FISTA for computation of sparse components. It
is worth hypothesizing about the reason why ADMM converges quicker. In contrast to ADMM,
FISTA additionally incorporates the concept of momentum: it keeps a velocity during optimization
to extrapolate on the optimal point of the objective function. After FISTA runs for many iterations,
it has built up lots of momentum information towards the optimal point and consequently is able
to converge very quickly. However, within the SPLOCS framework, there are additional terms
to optimize for (the weights W), and we have to switch between optimizing for components and
optimizing for weights. For this reason, the ℓ1 -based optimizer for the components is not required to
iterate until perfect convergence is attained - here only 10 iterations were used. For only few iteration
steps, FISTA cannot build enough momentum to outperform ADMM. Furthermore, ADMM does an
implicit gradient update in Eq. (4.18), while FISTA performs an explicit gradient step. In general,
implicit updates tend to converge much faster, a fact that is also known from physics simulation
where implicit time-stepping usually requires fewer steps than explicit time-stepping. This partly
explains the improved convergences of ADMM in contrast to FISTA.
Controlling and exploring the latent deformation space, as oﬀered by SPLOCS, has wider implications in the domain of statistical shape processing. Therefore, another promising research direction
is to extend the described theory of sparse deformation components to account for dynamics or
physical material properties which can potentially improve the realism of interactive applications
such as computer games. I hope that my publication of a reference implementation of the SPLOCS
algorithm8 will stimulate further research in all above-mentioned areas.

8

http://github.com/tneumann/splocs
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Nowadays, 3D reconstruction systems produce a vast amount of 3D data, mostly in the form of
triangular mesh surfaces, surfaces that need to be processed for tasks like geometry registration,
dense spatiotemporal tracking, ﬁltering, or segmentation. A suitable representation of such surface
data can greatly help in these tasks. As an analogy, consider how typical signal processing tasks
can be elegantly formulated within a signals’ spectral representation, a data representation obtained
through the Fourier transform. This general idea has been extended to the domain of 3D geometry
processing by Taubin [Tau95] who ﬁrst generalized the classical Fourier basis to 3D meshes using the
eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
The eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of a 3D surface deﬁne a basis, known as the
manifold harmonic basis (MHB). The Laplace-Beltrami operator is known to capture intrinsic properties of the surface’s shape and is invariant under isometric deformation. As such, its eigenfunctions
constitute a compact and elegant basis for spectral shape processing that is independent of the actual
shape representation and parameterization. In fact, the MHB is unique and characteristic of the
geometric and topological properties of the shape. Several successful applications have been proposed
that take advantage of these desirable properties, for spectral geometry ﬁltering, compression, and
surface editing [VL08; BKP+10; LZ10]. The MHB provides an eﬃcient and robust formulation for
estimating shape correspondences, e.g. within the functional maps framework [OBCS+12].
Similar to the Fourier spectrum, the manifold harmonics (MHs) have global spatial support; i.e.
each function acts on all the vertices of the mesh. This means that the functions are not easily
interpretable, they act on all parts of the mesh. For example, we humans understand the shape of
a hand as consisting of the palm and ﬁve ﬁngers, but this arrangement is not directly represented
within the MHB basis (e.g. Figure 5.12 on page 118). The global support of MHs also renders them
very sensitive to topological noise due to holes and occlusions that often appear in scanned meshes.
This reduces the utilizeability of the MHB for practical shape matching problems in the real world
[BRLB14].
These arguments resemble the observations brought forth in Chapter 4 about PCA components:
they have global support, are not easily interpretable, act on every part of the mesh - just like the
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MH basis. In fact, by transferring the general idea from Chapter 4 it is possible to build an intrinsic
basis for a static shape (mesh) that tackles these disadvantages, a basis that inherits the beneﬁcial
property of orthogonality and shape-awareness from the MHB, yet features easily controlled local
support. I coin this basis the compressed manifold basis (CMB) and the individual basis functions
compressed manifold modes (CMM). To this end, I extend the theory of compressed eigenfunctions of
diﬀerential operators that was recently presented in the context of computational physics [OLCO13a]
to the setting of general manifold surfaces in computer graphics. Based on this theory, I provide a
complete mathematical derivation and numerical method for extracting the compressed manifold
basis for an input triangle mesh, given a discretization of the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
It turns out that compressed manifold modes automatically identify key shape features of the
underlying mesh. They automatically group conﬁned local regions like protrusions and ridges into
separate basis functions, Figure 5.1. Due to their unique spatial locality, they are robust to signiﬁcant
geometric and topological noise, typical for partial scans from 3D reconstruction systems such as
those described in Chapter 2. Thus, the CMB can be considered a tool for robust shape analysis
and matching. At the same time, CMB is an orthogonal basis and can reconstruct any function
deﬁned on the shape, up to an arbitrary degree of precision. I evaluate the CMB towards developing
potential applications in shape matching, shape approximation and feature detection. I open-sourced
a reference implementation of the algorithm as well as all scripts to reproduce the results in this
chapter1 .

1

https://github.com/tneumann/cmm
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Figure 5.1.: Comparison of diﬀerent types of eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the
input mesh (leftmost). Top Row: manifold harmonics have global support. Bottom Row:
the proposed compressed manifold modes (CMMs) have local support and are conﬁned
to speciﬁc local features, like protrusions and ridges. Here, 8 of the CMMs are found for
the 8 protrusions at the corners (1 to 8, only 2 shown here), 6 concentrate at each of
the dents (2 shown here), and 12 CMMs automatically form at the valleys between the
protrusions.
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5.1. Related Work
Before introducing the new compressed manifold basis (CMB), let me ﬁrst give some background on
the manifold harmonic basis (MHB) and on its applications in various areas in computer graphics. I
will also review recent results on obtaining compactly supported eigenfunctions.
Manifold Harmonic Basis.

The Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ on a 2D manifold surface embedded

in 3D space induces a set of eigenfunctions φk which satisfy the classical equations
− ∆φk = λk φk ,

k ∈ N , λk ∈ R ,

(5.1)

where λk are the eigenvalues of the operator. The eigenfunctions form a basis that is called the
manifold harmonic basis (MHB) [VL08]. In most practical applications, only a ﬁnite subset of K
eigenfunctions corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues is required.
Applications.

Due to their compactness, encoding eﬃciency, isometric invariance, and computa-

tional eﬃciency, manifold harmonics can be found in countless applications in geometry processing;
a comprehensive introduction is given in the course notes of Levy and Zhang [LZ10]. Vallet and
Lévy [VL08] present several mesh ﬁltering applications and introduce an algorithm that is able
to compute the MHB on very large meshes. The recently proposed functional map framework
[OBCS+12] uses maps between functions on shapes, for example to transfer segmentations or to
estimate correspondences between deformed shapes. The functional map framework is built upon the
manifold harmonic basis since this basis is invariant to isometric deformations of the shapes. Pokrass
et al. [PBB+12] show how to extend this idea and robustly estimate correspondences between surfaces
by inducing sparsity on the functional map. In contrast, the compressed manifold modes described
here impose sparsity not on the map between two bases, but on the support of the eigenfunctions
themselves.
It is worth mentioning additional applications of the MH basis since the proposed CMM basis is
evaluated for some of these application contexts. Various point signatures based on Laplace-Beltrami
eigenfunctions are successfully used in shape matching [Rus07; SOG09] where points are described
based on the characteristic of heat diﬀusion on the surface around this point. The connection of
the Laplace-Beltrami operator to heat ﬂow equations allows expressing this point description task
with the help of the MHB. Other applications include mesh parameterization [MTAD08], where a
generalized eigendecomposition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator enables a conformal mapping of the
surface to the 2D domain. Goes et al. [GGV08] use the connection between the Laplace-Beltrami
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operator and the heat diﬀusion process for segmenting shapes. The MHs can also help in compressing
meshes [KG00] and are used to constrain deformation energies for accurate facial tracking [BWP13].
Recently, the concept of Laplacian eigenfunctions has been brought to image processing: [EKB14]
explores applications like color conversion. While I will discuss compressed manifold modes on meshes,
the general idea presented here can be easily adapted to images, point clouds, and volume data (like
CT scans).
Sparsity-inducing norms in graphics.

The main mathematical tool used in this chapter is

sparsity-inducing regularization. Section 4.1 (paragraph "Sparse Decompositions") covers the most
important related work in this domain. One paper deserves to be mentioned here in addition:
Rustamov [Rus11] proposes a multiresolution kernel that is centered locally around a speciﬁc point
on the mesh, using also the sparsity-inducing ℓ1 norm. Due to a similar sparsity-inducing objective,
these multi resolution kernels look similar to some of the ﬁrst compressed modes presented here.
However, they look very diﬀerent for higher K of compressed basis functions. Another important
diﬀerence is that the multi-resolution kernels of [Rus11] are deﬁned with respect to some given central
point, which requires additional user input that is not necessary for the CMB; furthermore, these
kernels do not form a basis, whereas the CMB are explicitly constructed that way.
Compressed Modes.

Ozoliņš et al. [OLCO13a] propose to ﬁnd compressed eigenfunctions of a

general diﬀerential operator. To this end, they add a sparsity-inducing ℓ1 -norm into a variational
formulation of a problem of type Eq. (5.1). Given a parameter µ ∈ R+ that controls the sparsity,
they arrive at

minimize
φk

K
X
k=1

hφk , ∆φk i + µ |φk |1 ,

s.t. hφk , φj i = δkj ,

(5.2)

where δkj is the Kronecker delta, used here to enforce orthogonality of the eigenfunctions; h·, ·i denotes

the inner product between functions in a Hilbert space. Interestingly, those compressed eigenfunctions

were proven to have compact support [BCO14]: They are non-zero only in a conﬁned region of the
domain. The size of the compact support can be controlled by µ: a large value for µ will result in
smaller support regions. Until now, compressed eigenfunctions have been predominantly employed
on 1D and 2D domains for applications in physics and partial diﬀerential equations [OLCO13a].
My approach extends this work and provides compressed Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunctions on threedimensional mesh surfaces and for 3D shape processing.
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(a) Input

(b) Unweighted

Figure 5.2.: The method correctly handles the
area-weighted Laplacian for computing compressed eigenfunctions.
(a) This is shown for a lowresolution (top row, 512 triangles)
and a high-resolution (bottom row,
32000 triangles) mesh. (b) Without area-weighted Laplacian, eigenfunctions are resolution-dependent.
(c) Correct weighting results in
(c) Weighted
resolution-independent eigenfunctions.

5.2. Method
As a preliminary, it is ﬁrst necessary to discretize both the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ and the
eigenvalue equation Eq. (5.1) as well as the minimization problem Eq. (5.2). With those building
blocks in place, I will then derive an algorithm that is able to compute compressed manifold modes
by solving Eq. (5.2).

5.2.1. Discretization
This work concentrates on triangle meshes. A popular discretization of the Laplacian ∆ for a
triangle mesh with N vertices may be realized as a sparse matrix L ∈ RN ×N with the cotangent

weights [MDSB02]. Along with these weights, which only respect angles between edges, proper
resolution independence can be achieved with the lumped mass matrix D such that Di,i contains the
surface area around vertex i. This discretization corresponds to the ﬁnite-element formulation of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator as detailed in [LZ10], which leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem as
explained in the following.

With the Laplace-Beltrami operator deﬁned, the eigenfunctions can now be discretized to eigenvectors. Given a mesh with N vertices, the ﬁrst K eigenvectors are assembled into a matrix Φ ∈ RN ×K ,

where each column Φ∗,k is one eigenvector. The eigenvectors of the manifold harmonic basis (MHB)
are governed by [VL08]
− LΦ∗,k = λk DΦ∗,k ,

k ∈ 1, . . . , K

,

(5.3)

where λk are the eigenvalues. To solve for the eigenvectors in Φ, one can use an oﬀ-the-shelf sparse
iterative eigensolver or the eﬃcient band-by-band computation method presented by Vallet and Lévy
[VL08].
For computing the proposed compressed manifold basis, the variational formulation Eq. (5.2)
is extended from [OLCO13a], in order to make it applicable to triangle meshes. In particular,
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the area-matrix D must be respected. Without D, the eigenbasis is not independent of the mesh
resolution, as demonstrated in Figure 5.2. A proper discretization of Eq. (5.2) thus takes the form
minimize Tr(Φ⊤ L Φ) + µ kΦk1 ,
Φ

subject to Φ⊤ D Φ = I

.

(5.4)

The next section explains an eﬃcient algorithm that solves this minimization problem.

5.2.2. Reformulation using ADMM
The optimization problem Eq. (5.4) can be reformulated in such a way that it can be solved
eﬃciently using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). ADMM was already used
in Section 4.2.3 to optimize for the sparse localized components. Again, I will provide the necessary
details how the general ADMM framework can be applied to the problem at hand. I refer interested
readers to the comprehensive introduction to ADMM by Boyd et al. [BPC+11]. In its most general
form, ADMM can solve (convex) problems that involve two functions and constraints,
minimize f (x) + g(z) ,
x,z

s.t. Ax + Bz = c

,

(5.5)

where in this general formulation the objective terms consist two functions f : RM → R, g : RP → R,
with x ∈ RM , z ∈ RP , c ∈ RC , and relation matrices A ∈ RC×M , B ∈ RC×P . The optimization

problem Eq. (5.4) can be reformulated in the above form of Eq. (5.5). To this end, the orthogonality
constraint is replaced with an indicator function

ι(Φ) =


0

if Φ⊤ D Φ = I

(5.6)

.

∞ otherwise

This lets us transform the optimization objective Eq. (5.4) into a sum of three functions:
minimize Tr(Φ⊤ L Φ) + µ kΦk1 + ι(Φ)
Φ

.

(5.7)

ADMM can be extended for optimizing functions containing three blocks, but these extensions cannot
be guaranteed to converge in each case [CHYY16]. However, general three-block ADMM is actually
not necessary in our case2 , we just need an appropriate splitting strategy. Such a strategy was
recently introduced by [WHML13] and can be adapted to the optimization problem at hand. The
2

The generalization of ADMM would also introduce a third relation matrix along A and B into Eq. (5.4). But the
relation matrices are not a necessity for modeling the CMM objective Eq. (5.4). They will just be exploited for
splitting the energy function, allowing easier solution of the splitted sub-problems. Thus, a third relation matrix
is not needed, we just need a clever way to split the sum of three functions in Eq. (5.7).
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idea is to use one of the three functions as the “main function” f in Eq. (5.5) and group the remaining
functions into g. For computing CMMs, experiments conﬁrmed that choosing ι as the main function
works best. Applying this splitting strategy allows the following reformulation of Eq. (5.4):
minimize ι(Φ) + Tr(E⊤ L E) + µ kSk1 ,
Φ,S,E

subject to Φ − S = 0 , Φ − E = 0

(5.8)

.

Notice how the two separate coupling constraints force the variable Φ to be equal to S and E. If
those constraints are fulﬁlled exactly, Eq. (5.4) is recovered. Ultimately, all three parameters Φ, S,
and E correspond to the same values (the compressed manifold modes) at the optimal solution, but
the three variables can and will be allowed to be diﬀerent during optimization.
The equivalence to the standard formulation of ADMM from Eq. (5.5) can be seen by ﬁrst
substituting x = Φ and f = ι. Variable z = E⊤ , S⊤



g

" #!
E
S



⊤

and function g are then block-separable with



⊤
 Tr(E L E) 

=

(5.9)

 .

µ kSk1

Finally, the relation matrices from Eq. (5.5) may be written as





 I 

A=

I

 ,



 −I

B=

0



0 

−I

c=0.

 ,

(5.10)

5.2.3. Numerical Algorithm
Rephrasing the original minimization problem Eq. (5.4) in the form of Eq. (5.8) makes it possible
to apply the ADMM method [BPC+11, Section 3.1.1] to optimize for the CMB. To this end, the
Lagrange multiplier U ∈ R2N ×K is introduced, consisting of two blocks U = U(E) ; U(S) that





correspond to the two auxiliary variables E and S. Given an initial value for Φ, those variables are

initialized to E ← Φ, S ← Φ, and U ← 0 at the start of optimization. The algorithm then comes
down to iterating between the following steps

ρ
Φ ← arg min ι(Φ) +
2
Φ

" #
Φ
Φ

E ← arg min Tr(E⊤ L E) +
E

S ← arg min µ kSk1 +
S

−

" #
E
S

+

"

U(E)
U(S)

#

ρ
Φ − E + U(E)
2

ρ
Φ − S + U(S)
2

2
F

2
F

,

2

,

(5.11)

F

,

(5.12)
(5.13)
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U← U+

" #
Φ

−

Φ

" #
E

(5.14)

.

S

Notice that the original ADMM formulation [BPC+11, Section 3.1.1] updates Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.13)
in a single step, involving g(z) in Eq. (5.5), whereas here they can be separated into independent
blocks in Eq. (5.9).
The individual update steps are small optimization problems on their own, but they can be
performed eﬃciently. The objective of the minimization Eq. (5.11) can be transformed into
ι(Φ) +
where Y =

1
2


ρ
2 kΦ − Yk2F − kYk2F + E − U(E)
2




2

+ S − U(S)
F

2
F



(5.15)

,

S − U(S) + E − U(E) . To see this, note that the underlined term in Eq. (5.15)

expands to 2 kΦk2F − 2 Tr(Φ⊤ (E − U(E) )) − 2 Tr(Φ⊤ (S − U(S) )). We can recombine this with the
other terms in Eq. (5.15) to arrive at ι(Φ) +

ρ
2



Φ − E + U(E)

2

+ Φ − S + U(S)
F

2

F



which is

equal to the objective in Eq. (5.11). Ignoring terms in Eq. (5.15) that don’t change the minimum
allows reducing Eq. (5.11) to
Φ ← arg min kΦ − Yk2F

subject to Φ⊤ D Φ = I

.

(5.16)

Φ

Since D contains the vertex area weights, it is a positive diagonal matrix and trivial to invert.
1

Substituting Φ = D− 2 Ψ yields
1

Φ ← D− 2



1

arg min D− 2 Ψ − Y
Ψ⊤ Ψ=I

2
F



.

(5.17)

By SVD factorization we obtain the orthogonal matrix V ∈ RK×K and the diagonal matrix of singular
1

1

values W ∈ RK×K such that (D 2 Y)⊤ (D 2 Y) = VWV⊤ . This leads to the closed-form solution of
Eq. (5.17):

1

Φ ← D− 2



1

YVW− 2 V⊤



(5.18)

.

A proof of the last step appears in various sources, e.g. in [LO14, Theorem 1]. Thus, step Eq. (5.11)
requires an SVD of a K × K matrix - the number of vertices N is irrelevant. Luckily, we almost
always have K ≪ N .

To solve the minimization problem Eq. (5.12), we set its derivative to zero. The solution is then
E ← ρ ρI − L − L⊤
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Φ + U(E)



,

(5.19)
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so this update step solves K very sparse linear systems in each iteration step. By prefactorizing
(ρI − L − L⊤ ), e.g. using Cholesky factorization, this step can be signiﬁcantly accelerated. Updating
the factorization is only necessary when ρ changes.

Finally, the third step of updating S in Eq. (5.13) is separable for each entry Si,k . It has a simple
closed-form solution that may be expressed concisely using the proximal operator of the ℓ1 norm
[BJMO11],
Sij ← Prox µ k·k1 (Vi,k ) = sgn(Vi,k ) max
ρ





µ
|Vi,k | − , 0
ρ

,

(5.20)

where Vi,k = Φi,k + (U(S) )i,k is introduced for brevity. With these building blocks at hand, the
steps in Eqns. (5.11)–(5.14) can be implemented. However, we still need to clarify how to monitor
convergence of the algorithm and how to set the penalty parameter ρ.

5.2.4. Convergence
ADMM is guaranteed to converge only for closed, convex (but not necessarily smooth) f and g.
However, the minimization task in Eq. (5.4) contains the non-convex constraint of orthogonality
of the eigenvectors, so convergence to a global minimum cannot be guaranteed. Nevertheless, the
proposed method ﬁnds local minima which are suitable for practical applications.
The convergence can be monitored with the help of the dual and primal residual. The dual residual
rdual = ρ S − S(old) + E − E(old)

F

is deﬁned as the diﬀerence of the optimization variables before

(superscript "old") and after the corresponding updates of Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.13). The primal
residual for the optimization problem at hand is rpri = k2Φ − E − SkF . When both rpri and rdual

fall below some numerical threshold, the optimization stops. It is beneﬁcial to set the parameter
ρ automatically for faster convergence (in contrast to Chapter 4, where this improvement was not
observed). The automatic selection of ρ is implemented by adopting the adjustment strategy discussed
in [BPC+11, Section 3.4.1].3 This means that the only parameters that the user has to specify for
computing the CMB are µ, which sets the sparsity and controls the locality, and K, which is the
number of CMMs to compute.

5.3. Results
The compressed manifold modes feature some intriguing properties: they are geometry-aware,
have local support and form an orthonormal basis. Those properties will be explored in this
3

This automatic selection of ρ is based on the balance between the primal residual rpri versus the dual residual
rdual , ρ is increased when the primal residual is significantly bigger than the dual residual and vice versa. For the
threshold parameters in the ρ adjustment formula [BPC+11, Eq. 3.13], the values recommended in [BPC+11] are
used.
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Figure 5.3.: Comparison of convergence of the proposed numerical algorithm (green) vs the direct extension of [OLCO13a] to 3D meshes (red). (a) The objective function value
across iterations seems to indicate better convergence of the algorithm by Ozoliņš et al.
[OLCO13a], but (b) plotting the primal residual demonstrates that the solutions produced
by [OLCO13a] can be infeasible (with respect to the coupling constraints in Eq. (5.8))
because it is stuck at high primal residual. In contrast, the proposed optimization scheme
converges. (c) Some of the eigenfunctions computed by [OLCO13a] show oscillations,
which do not appear with the new method (compare with the result in Figure 5.1).
section, alongside potential applications in shape matching, segmentation, and localized editing. The
proposed optimization has also been evaluated thoroughly. Notice that all the results given here
are completely reproducible, especially the tables and ﬁgures, using the source code available from
https://github.com/tneumann/cmm.

5.3.1. Evaluation of the Optimization Algorithm
Comparison to [OLCO13a].

The convergence of the optimization algorithm, Section 5.2.3, was

compared to a reimplementation of the algorithm given in [OLCO13a]. Since [OLCO13a] cannot
handle arbitrary D, the mass matrix had to be set to D = I for this comparison. While this does not
compare directly to the proposed algorithm (that may include D 6= I), it nevertheless compares to

the splitting and penalty adjustment strategy employed here. The mesh from Figure 5.1 was used for
comparison. In this example, only the proposed algorithm is able to ﬁnd a feasible solution, as can
be seen in Figure 5.3. I believe that this behavior is caused mainly by the splitting strategy that
groups the two convex functions together and selects the non-convex ι as “main function” f .
Initialization.

The method can be initialized with some random Φ. Typically, the algorithm

converges to the same set of basis functions, although the ordering is sometimes diﬀerent. For example,
the proposed method always ﬁnds the same K = 6 CMMs on the hand mesh for the ﬁve ﬁngers and
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(a) initialization

(b) iteration 2

(c) iteration 10

(d) iteration 50 (e) iteration 200 (f) iteration 1000

Figure 5.4.: Sensitivity to initialization. Here, a single CMM (K = 1) was computed for diﬀerent
initializations. Each row shows this single CMM for diﬀerent iteration steps of the
optimization algorithm. (a) shows the initialization; the ﬁrst three rows are random, the
last two rows depict user-drawn scribbles (b) - (f) show the manifold harmonic after a
diﬀerent number of iteration steps. Notice that for diﬀerent initializations, the method
may converge to diﬀerent local minima.
the palm, Figure 5.12(b). Similarly, the set of eigenfunctions of the mesh shown in Figure 5.1 are
always the same, but their ordering can be diﬀerent because some CMMs have eigenvalues that are
close to each other. Figure 5.4 shows the CMB basis for diﬀerent initializations when computing
only one mode, K = 1. It can be observed that diﬀerent initializations lead to diﬀerent local minima.
Instead of starting from some random initialization, the user can give a rough scribble as initialization,
a feature visualized in the last two rows in Figure 5.4. The ability to incorporate user input might
prove useful for certain applications. With suitable user-given initializations, the method converges
quicker; for example, the compressed mode on the ear of the bunny is found quickly when the user
gives a segmentation of the ear as initialization (already at around 10-50 iterations in the fourth
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Varimax

(a) K = 26

CMB

Vaximax

(b) K = 26

(c) K = 4

CMB

(d) K = 4

Figure 5.5.: (a) Varimax manifold harmonics show residual oscillations on the whole shape, as
indicated by the black isolines. (b) In contrast, the proposed CMMs are truly sparse
and zero almost on the whole shape. This eﬀect is ampliﬁed when only K = 4 instead
of K = 26 basis functions are computed: in this case, (c) the Varimax harmonics show
global support while in (d) the proposed CMMs are still sparse.

(a) µ = 0

(b) µ =

1
100

·N

(c) µ =

1
10

·N

(d) µ = 1 · N

(e) µ = 10 · N

Figure 5.6.: The parameter µ controls the locality of the CMMs. A large µ will give small local
support. N is the number of vertices in the mesh.
row of Figure 5.4). In contrast, random initializations require more iterations (at least 200 for the
bunny mesh, ﬁrst to third row in Figure 5.4). It is possible to initialize CMMs from the MHB rotated
by Varimax [Har76, Chapter 13], as it was done in Figure 5.8. Since the Varimax initialization is
consistent and not random, this strategy usually yields reproducible results - even when K is quite
low. This hints at the importance of a proper, localized initialization, but further investigation is
needed.

5.3.2. Properties of Compressed Manifold Modes
Comparison to Varimax.

Varimax ﬁnds a unitary transformation of the eigenspace that aims to

localize the basis by maximizing the second-order moments [Har76, Chapter 13]. Example applications
in computer graphics can be found in [SBCBG11; MA07]. Applying the Varimax method on the
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Figure 5.7.: Reconstruction of vertex positions from a small number
of K = 6 (b) manifold harmonics and (c) compressed
manifold modes. While the
MHB basis better retains
the original shape, the CMB
reconstruction is abstract
since every mode only aﬀects
a limited number of vertices.

(a) Input Mesh

(b) MH reconstr.

(c) CMM reconstr.

MHB indeed localizes the functions, but global oscillations remain on the mesh: The eigenfunctions
are often not exactly zero and are thus not sparse (compare Figure 5.5(a) to Figure 5.5(b)). Also, for
small K the locality of Varimax diminishes completely, Figure 5.5(c), while the CMMs are always
local, Figure 5.5(d).
Influence of Varying Sparsity.

The locality of the CMMs can be controlled by varying the

parameter µ, which is not possible with Varimax. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.6: large µ results
in smaller local support. To additionally make the parameter µ invariant to the number of vertices
N , one can multiply it by N .
Shape Approximation.

Since both MHs and CMMs form a basis, it is possible to use them for

encoding actual mesh coordinates. This process was described for MHs by Vallet and Lévy [VL08].
Speciﬁcally, we have the transformation to "frequency space" given by x̂ = DΦ⊤ x, and its inverse
transformation by x = Φx̂. Here, x are the x, y and z coordinates of the vertices. For K ≪ N ,

applying the transform followed by its inverse gives an approximation of the mesh. Comparing those

approximations can help gaining a better understanding of the properties of CMB compared to
MHB. MHs show better compression guarantees and retain the approximate shape of the whole mesh,
Figure 5.7(b). When K is increased, the MH approximation will move all the vertices towards the
input mesh. In contrast, the CMM approximation is more abstract and almost looks like a skeleton of
the mesh, Figure 5.7(c). When we look at reconstructions with increasing K, each additional CMM
will introduce a localized change to the approximated shape.
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(a) K = 3, µ = 20N

(b) K = 7, µ = 20N

(c) K = 3, µ = 20N

(d) K = 7, µ = 20N

Figure 5.8.: Soft segmentation using CMMs for two meshes and a diﬀerent number of modes K.
Protrusions and geodesic extremities are segmented by the ﬁrst CMMs and colorized here
with a unique color for each CMM. Grey areas are not covered by any of the ﬁrst CMMs.
mesh

basis

hand

MHB
CMB
MHB
CMB
fertility MHB
(4 994) CMB
MHB
CMB
bunny MHB
(34 834) CMB
MHB
CMB
(868)

Segmentation.

K

µ

error

10
5
9.34
10
14.39
30
5
4.00
30
3.97
10
5
45.02
10
17.54
40
5
7.92
40
6.93
10 1.25 36.89
10
121.28
40 1.25 20.49
40
20.68

size

time

68 KB
0.03 s
43 KB
3s
203 KB 0.08 s
156 KB
29 s
390 KB 0.18 s
216 KB
44 s
1.5 MB 0.39 s
933 KB
560 s
2.7 MB
1.4 s
1.7 MB
419 s
10.6 MB
3.5 s
8.2 MB 1357 s

Table 5.1.: Quantitative comparison of
the proposed compressed
manifold basis (CMB) to
the manifold harmonic basis (MHB). The number of
vertices N is given in brackets below the mesh name.
See text for further details.

Figure 5.8 oﬀers another insight into the behavior of CMMs; here, each CMM was

given a unique color, and the mesh was colored according to where the CMMs are non-zero. This
shows how the CMM approximation covers the shape by adding important features to the mesh one
by one as K grows larger. The CMMs automatically form at high-curvature regions and topological
protrusions of the mesh. To comply with sparsity regularization, the ﬁrst K CMMs ignore ﬂat regions
or regions connecting geodesic extremities. Thus, CMMs can be understood to perform an importance
ranking, and areas of lesser information density may be covered by no single CMM (grey areas in
Figure 5.8). Figure 5.9 further demonstrates this in the context of mesh decimation. While I do
not claim that CMMs outperform state-of-the-art mesh simpliﬁcation or segmentation algorithms,
I argue that these visualizations hint at the intriguing properties of compressed modes. Potential
applications in mesh decimation and segmentation are worth exploring in the future.
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(a) MHB

(b) CMB

Figure 5.9.: Compressed Manifold Modes cluster at regions with locally high Gaussian curvature.
The maxima within these regions turn out to be important shape-aware points (black
points). To demonstrate this, these maxima were extracted across all manifold harmonic
functions for the manifold harmonic basis in (a) and the compressed manifold basis in (b).
These are then used as control points for mesh decimation, here with K = 200 points.
The extrema points of the compressed manifold harmonics (b) work much better as local
shape-adaptive detectors, which is also reﬂected in the recovered abstracted mesh.
Time and Space Complexity for Reconstruction.

Table 5.1 lists results of a quantitative

evaluation of the CMB in comparison to the MHB for diﬀerent number of components K and for
diﬀerent meshes. The reconstruction error of the vertex coordinates (ℓ2 norm of the diﬀerence between
reconstruction and ground truth) approaches that of the MHB when the number of basis functions K
goes up. It is also interesting to compare the required memory size for the MHB, stored as a dense
array (64bit double), to the CMB stored as a sparse matrix in CSR format. The storage cost of
CMB is smaller since the matrix of basis functions Φ contains many zeros. The runtimes in Table 5.1
were measured on a Linux system with Intel i7 3.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM. Notice that this
comparison is between the unoptimized Python/NumPy implementation for computing the CMB
and the highly optimized ARPACK eigensolver to compute the MHB.
Insensitivity to noise.

Since the MH basis is based on the intrinsic Laplace operator it is robust

to various kinds of noise. It can be empirically shown that the CMM basis functions share this
property with the MH basis. In Figure 5.10, Gaussian noise was added to the vertex positions of the
meshes (with σ = 50% of the average edge length of the mesh). The CMMs of the noisy meshes are
usually the same, but the ordering or the sign of the CMMs may ﬂip. In order to observe how the
CMB reacts to topological noise, small holes were cut in some example meshes. In Figure 5.11 one
can see that, up to ordering and sign ﬂip, the CMMs align well even in this case. In both experiments,
it was observed that the ordering aligns much more robustly when a good initialization is used.
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(a) no noise

(b) 50% gaussian noise on vertex positions

(c) no noise

(d) 50% gaussian noise on vertex positions

Figure 5.10.: Insensitivity to noise. (a) and (c) show the K = 5 CMMs on two diﬀerent meshes
without noise. (b) and (d) show CMMs after adding Gaussian noise to the vertex
positions of the mesh. The CMM basis functions align well between the original and
the noisy mesh, but the ordering and the sign of the CMMs may ﬂip. Note that on the
second mesh, one basis function is located on the backside of the mesh and thus is not
visible (3rd column in (c) and 5th column in (d)).
Therefore, Varimax was used for initialization. In the following section, I discuss insensitivity to
larger holes and to isometric deformations.

5.3.3. Applications in Shape Matching
Typically, shape matching involves ﬁrst robust feature detection and matching, and then geometryaware regularization that extends this correspondence to the entire shape. For practical shape
correspondence, both these steps have to be robust to geometric and topological surface noise that
inevitably occurs in real world scanning systems. Occlusions and partial scans make this problem
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(a) original mesh with K = 5 CMMs

(b) K = 5 CMMs computed after adding 200 small holes

(c) original mesh with K = 5 CMMs

(d) K = 5 CMMs computed after adding 500 small holes

Figure 5.11.: Up to ordering and sign ﬂip, the CMMs align even after adding topological noise in
form of small holes.
even more challenging. As an example, the shape descriptor presented in Section 2.3.4 gave us
robust feature matches, and the as-rigid-as-possible template registration procedure presented in
Section 3.2.2 gave us a full correspondence ﬁeld even in case of occlusion.
Ovsjanikov et al. [OBCS+12] use the manifold harmonic basis to propose the elegant framework of
functional maps, a framework that can solve this registration problem very eﬀectively. Often, the
manifold harmonic bases between two shapes do not exactly correspond to each other. The functional
map provides full correspondence of the two shapes even in this case, but only if the sparse input
correspondences (point or region features) that are required to construct the map are correct. On
the other hand, if the shapes are related by an isometry, the manifold harmonics align well. Then,
the functional map yields a diagonal correspondence matrix. Pokrass et al. [PBB+12] use this idea
for regularizing the functional map to be sparse and close to a diagonal. However, this is limited to
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(a) 5 MH’s computed separately on the hand (left) and the partial hand (right)
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(b) 5 of the proposed CMMs computed separately on the hand (left) and the partial hand (right)

Figure 5.12.: Basis functions of a hand mesh (left side) and a partial shape of the hand emulating
typical scanning artifacts (right side). (a) The MHB basis functions do not correspond
well between partial meshes. (b) For every CMM on the full hand, left, we can ﬁnd a
CMM on the partial hand, right. One exception is the ring ﬁnger which is completely
missing on the right side. Thus, up to sign ﬂip and ordering, the CMMs align very well.
situations where the manifold harmonics can be aligned between the shapes. One important case
where this assumption fails is if the mesh has large holes or features severe topological noise due
to partial scans. Figure 5.12 shows an example where the mesh of a hand is badly corrupted by
manually simulated holes. “Dense” harmonics of the MHB are severely corrupted by these holes and
no longer align with the original mesh. However, up to a sign ﬂip and ordering, CMMs still align
robustly with those of the original mesh. At the same time, the CMMs align very well in the case of
purely isometric deformations, as demonstrated in Figure 5.13. Notice that in both examples the
same set of CMMs is recovered, even though completely diﬀerent random initializations were used for
the diﬀerent meshes.
Because of their spatial locality and robustness, compressed manifold modes can be used as shape
features in the ﬁrst stage of shape matching. But since the CMB provides an orthogonal basis
that is invariant to isometric deformations, they can simultaneously be used in the second stage of
shape-aware regularization. This second aspect was tested by using the CMB to replace the MHB
in the functional map framework as follows. In the discrete setting, the functional correspondence
between two shapes, S1 , resp. S2 , can be given as a simple K × K matrix C. Both shapes are

equipped a K-dimensional basis, discretized in the basis matrices Φ(S1 ) and Φ(S2 ) , respectively. The
rows in Φ(S1 ) and Φ(S2 ) can be seen as K-dimensional point clouds (in eigenspace), and the matrix C
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Figure 5.13.: Compressed manifold modes are insensitive to isometric deformations, up to ordering
and sign ﬂip. Each row shows K = 10 CMMs on a diﬀerent mesh from the SCAPE
database [ASK+05].
aligns those point clouds by Φ(S2 ) = Φ(S1 ) C⊤ .4 Thus, Φ(S1 ) C⊤ is a rotated basis such that the basis
vectors (columns) overlap with those in Φ(S2 ) . A necessary condition for C to be an area-preserving
vertex-to-vertex map is that it must be orthogonal [OBCS+12, Theorem 5.1].
To illustrate CMMs in a shape matching scenario, let us take two shapes with ground-truth
correspondence diﬀering by isometric deformations. Those given correspondences are then used to
ﬁnd the optimal orthogonal C for diﬀerent numbers of basis functions K. One can then measure how
much error (in geodesic distance) the resulting map between the basis functions introduces, depending
on the number of eigenfunctions K. This is exactly the same experiment as performed in [OBCS+12,
p. 3], but here applied using the new CMB. As in [OBCS+12], the unweighted Laplacian is used
for these experiments. Despite the CMB not being as information-dense as the MHB, it achieves
similar geodesic error with a fairly low number of basis functions K. It can be observed that around
35 compressed modes are good enough to meet the accuracy of dense harmonics, Figure 5.14. Even
more interesting is the phenomenon that the correspondence matrix C is much sparser for the CMB
when compared to the MHB (Figure 5.14(b) versus Figure 5.14(c)). Note that sparsity of C was
never enforced, at no point during the estimation of C. A direct implication of this is that the matrix
C is closer to a permutation when computed based on the CMB. For matching partial shapes, this
eﬀect is even more apparent, as seen in the middle and bottom row in Figure 5.14. The respective
correspondence matrix C with CMB is again much closer to a permutation matrix, whereas that of
the MHB shows more oﬀ-diagonal entries and is much denser. I argue that this is a strong indicator
4

This is the usual basis transformation. It may also be written as

Φ(S2 )

⊤

= C Φ(S1 )

notation as Pokrass et al. [PBB+12] since it involves less confusing brackets.

⊤

but we take the same
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(a) Input Shapes

(b) C from MHB

(c) C from CMB

(d) Functional Map Error

Figure 5.14.: Visualizing the functional map correspondence in three diﬀerent scenarios. (a) Two
meshes are given with known ground-truth vertex-to-vertex correspondence. (b) shows
the functional representation of the correspondence between the MHB of both shapes
(for K = 35). (c) The functional map between the CMB clearly shows much higher
sparsity (for K = 35). Notice how the eﬀect of sparsity in the correspondence matrix is
retained even in cases of partial correspondences between meshes with huge holes (middle
and bottom row). (d) visualizes the mapping error of the maps between MHB and
CMB. With increasing number of basis functions K, the error of the CMB approaches
that of the MHB. Error bars show the standard deviation of the geodesic error across 5
diﬀerent random initializations of the CMB.
that CMMs can be extremely useful for shape matching or even partial shape matching that is robust
against large holes.

5.3.4. Localized Editing
The local nature of CMMs can be used for mesh manipulation by local edits that preserve ﬁne surface
detail and overall rigidity of the shape. Successful mesh editing paradigms such as the classical
Laplacian surface editing framework [SCOL+04] or extensions using non-linear deformation energies
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(a) Original Mesh

(b) Edited using the CMM

Figure 5.15.: The automatically found CMMs can be used as skinning weights that automatically
concentrate on important parts of the mesh, for example on the trunk of the elephant.
CMM skinning weights can be used as a 3D modeling tool to produce local edits. (a)
The original elephant, where the insets show the manipulator attached to a CMM found
automatically on the trunk. The second inset visualizes the CMM. (b) This handle can
be used to move and rotate the trunk, achieving a local and smooth edit.
[TSSH13; JBK+12] usually requires the user to supply handles and constraints on the surface. For
example, to move the arm of a virtual human character, a handle is placed at the hand; then,
other parts of the body need to be explicitly “pinned” such that they don’t move. Essentially, this
circumscribes a soft deformation region. Compressed manifold modes can help to automatically ﬁnd
such local regions. The ﬁrst few CMMs happen to latch onto protrusions such as legs and arms of
a character, or the nose and the chin of a face. At the same time, due to ℓ1 -induced sparsity, they
are completely zero for the rest of the mesh. In other words, CMMs output automatically-detected
shape-aware regions for editing the mesh.
Figure 5.15 demonstrates that CMMs can be used in the context of linear blend skinning. In this
case, the individual basis functions Φ∗,k must be scaled so that their values are between 0 and 1
after optimization, so they can be provided as per-vertex skinning weights. A transformation handle
may then be placed automatically at the center of the support area where the CMM is non-zero. A
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smooth and local surface deformation can be achieved by translating and rotating the handle. The
automatically generated handles are very similar to cumbersome rig handles that an animator might
set by hand.

5.4. Discussion
Section 5.3.4 demonstrated the possibility to use CMMs as skinning weights for mesh editing
applications. The compressed modes can act as meaningful weights for such editing, but the CMMs
lie in the range [−1, 1], hence can be negative. It would be desirable to produce skinning weights
that are positive everywhere and that sum up to one for all the vertices of the shape, similar to the
bounded biharmonic weights of Jacobson et al. [JBK+12]. CMMs cannot meet these requirements
and do not fulﬁl exact interpolation constraints. Adding these kinds of constraints, e.g. constraining
the weights to be between 0 and 1 and to sum up to one, unfortunately renders the ℓ1 regularization
term useless: when we force

PK

k=1

!

Φi,k = 1 , ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N this would mean that kΦk1 = N for any

Φ fulﬁlling these constraints, making optimization with this ℓ1 norm meaningless. But while bounded

biharmonic weights also achieve some level of sparsity, they require the user to provide a set of
point constraints or a skeleton rig. This is not needed for CMMs. The CMB automatically provides
meaningful “areas” that can be used to restrain certain edits. Future research in this direction should
focus on how to combine such constraints elegantly with a sparsity-inducing norm, for example using
the non-convex ℓp -norm with 0 < p < 1, or with the help of norms that induce structured sparsity.
CMMs may also regularize sparse input positional constraints for applications such as posing a shape,
key-framing an animation, or tracking a deformable object in videos - applications that are yet to be
explored. Additionally, the CMB can be used for projecting certain deformation energies, thereby
reducing their dimensionality and thus computationally simplifying and regularizing the deformation
process.

Figure 5.16.: Some of the K = 300 higher CMMs computed on the hand mesh show higher frequencies
and small vibrations in a speciﬁc area in the mesh, similar to wavelets. However,
computing that many modes with the proposed algorithm takes computation time on
the order of minutes.
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The Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunctions are related to the heat kernel operator for heat diﬀusion on
the mesh surface. This heat kernel has several applications, particularly in shape matching [SOG09].
Investigating the eﬀect of sparsity and ℓ1 -minimization in the heat diﬀusion framework was partly
done by Rustamov [Rus11], but only in the context of a single-point heat kernel. CMMs can help in
further investigations. Local support was proven for compressed modes in the two-dimensional plane
[BCO14]; I showed empirically that this also seems to be the case on manifolds. Proving theoretically
that the obtained functions are connected on the manifold is a related question open for future
research.
Because of their spatial locality, higher-order compressed modes disintegrate into tiny vibrations
on local surface patches, Figure 5.16. If we can extend the CMB in a multi-resolution framework
such that it yields a compact basis, it will have many applications akin to the wavelet basis. With
similar inspiration, Ozoliņš et al. [OLCO13b] recently introduced compressed plane waves which are
shift-invariant basis functions of the Laplace operator and resemble wavelets of increasing frequency.
But this work requires the shift operator to be well-deﬁned, which is possible for regular domains, e.g.
on the 2D plane, where a natural grid structure can be superimposed on the domain. Building a
shift-invariant multi-resolution basis for general manifolds is an open and challenging problem, with
implications in many ﬁelds.
One important point I would like to discuss is the non-convexity of the objective function in
Eq. (5.2) which leads to a certain dependence on the initialization, a dependence that was rigorously
evaluated in this chapter. As mentioned, initializing compressed modes with Varimax can yield a
deterministic result in some cases, but that doesn’t solve the underlying problem. Lai et al. [LLO14]
recently proposed a convex relaxation of Eq. (5.2). However, their approach involves optimizing over
an N × N matrix, which means that it is infeasible for meshes with a large number of vertices N . In
my opinion, this is still an avenue for future work.

Apart from the dependence on initialization, the current optimization algorithm is comparatively
slow in converging to a precise solution, especially for computing a large number K of compressed
modes. This is a common problem with ADMM: While the algorithm is known for its quick
convergence to approximate solutions, it usually takes a lot of iterations to converge to a precise
solution. While I observed more robust convergence compared to [OLCO13a], Figure 5.3, the proposed
method seems to run into numerical problems for very large K (depending on the size of the mesh at
around K > 100) and very irregularly tessellated meshes, producing a few compressed modes with
artifacts. In the future, diﬀerent acceleration and supervision strategies may help to ameliorate these
issues. Similarly, novel optimization methods might improve upon the numerical problems: The
constraint set Φ⊤ DΦ = I enforced in Eq. (5.4) has a manifold structure called the Stiefel manifold
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[AMS08, Chapter 3]. Optimization algorithms exist that can optimize directly on this manifold
[BMAS14]. It is not easy to directly apply such methods since they usually expect a smooth and
convex objective function, while the ℓ1 -norm is only convex but not smooth. Future work should
thus concentrate on combining proximal methods and non-linear optimization on manifolds.
The general framework of obtaining localized functions of a diﬀerential operator on mesh manifolds
may be extended in other important ways. For example, computing the CMM basis on the sphere
would lead to compressed spherical harmonics and certainly would lead to interesting applications
in rendering. Discretizing the Laplacian for color images instead of meshes and then computing
the compressed eigenfunctions may lead to new applications in image processing. Similarly, it
would be interesting to see how the compressed basis functions of other operators or generators
deﬁned on the mesh look like: The proposed approach is not restricted only to the Laplace-Beltrami
operator. Diﬀerent discretizations of the Laplace-Beltrami operator are mentioned by Wardetzky
et al. [WMKG07]. Other schemes like the Killing vector ﬁeld [BCBSG10] also come to mind. Using
the concept on elastic surface energies [TSSH13] may provide localized and sparse vibration modes.
All these options are worth exploring in the future.
Finally, I would like to mention that speciﬁc applications in geometry processing need to use the
CMB in a judicial way that makes sense to the application in question. In this chapter, I have
shown implications of the CMB to various applications such as shape matching, shape approximation
and shape editing. However, I have not developed complete applications that compete with the
state-of-the-art algorithms speciﬁcally designed for these scenarios. For example, it would certainly
be interesting to see whether the CMB approach can help obtaining even better registration results
in the reconstruction framework described in Chapter 2. I will leave this to future work and hope
that the public release of the source-code5 will help in this investigation.

5

https://github.com/tneumann/cmm
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In this work I have presented novel approaches all along the 3D geometry processing pipeline, ranging
from surface acquisition and registration to data-driven modeling and editing. Chapter 2 introduces
two new methods to reconstruct dense and spatiotemporally consistent geometry of deforming 3D
surfaces. These approaches rely on patterns applied onto the surface, allowing for robust acquisition
of moving and deforming surfaces, with examples of garments, walking shoes, and bulging human
muscles. The captured 3D surface data lends itself to full-ﬁeld strain analysis, which opens up
new application areas in textile engineering or material sciences. Most importantly, the acquisition
methods measure the surfaces’ true tangential deformation with high accuracy. Thus, they are able to
capture important eﬀects such as the sliding and shifting of the skin on top of soft tissue and muscle.
In Chapter 3, I exploit these new acquisition capabilities to build the ﬁrst comprehensive datadriven model for muscle deformation of the shoulder-arm region, spanning the parameter spaces
of body pose, body shape and external forces. To this end, the acquisition pipeline is extended by
a scalable registration method that jointly aligns thousands of dynamic 3D reconstructions from
multiple people. I also contribute a novel shape parameterization and an eﬀective semi-parametric
non-linear learning approach. This combination provides the main ingredients for an expressive
data-driven model, a model that can be evaluated in real-time and has low memory requirements.
The result is a trained model that reproduces ﬁne-scale, anatomically realistic muscle deformations
at high quality not attained by previous data-driven methods. Such a model oﬀers realistic character
animation capabilities and can provide a basis for detailed biomechanical analysis of human muscles.
Chapter 4 widens the scope of data-driven modeling to the unsupervised setting and introduces
sparse localized deformation components (SPLOCS). By embracing the concepts of sparsity and
locality, SPLOCS decompose captured surface mesh data into components that are spatially localized
and identify local features of shape deformation. Unlike previous data-driven approaches, it allows
controlling the dimensions of the underlying space of deformations. This provides a powerful tool for
artistic editing, data exploration, and statistical shape processing. I demonstrate novel capabilities for
intuitive and localized artistic editing for a wide variety of datasets, ranging from facial performance
captures and full-body motion to muscle and cloth deformations. Experiments showed that SPLOCS
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achieve improved generalizability compared to the state-of-the-art, which means that the method can
better predict data that it was not trained on.
In Chapter 5, I transfer the concepts of sparsity and locality from decomposition of 3D deformation
to the analysis of 3D shapes. I propose a novel intrinsic basis for 3D surfaces, a basis consisting of
compressed manifold modes (CMM). CMMs have local support around key shape features that are
automatically detected. I present a new numerical algorithm that extracts such a local shape basis
for a given 3D mesh. My experiments reveal the unique capabilities and properties of CMMs, such as
invariance to noise and to partial scans. I show potential applications in shape matching, suggesting
a huge potential for future application for 3D reconstruction and registration systems, such as the
ones presented in Chapters 2 to 3 of this thesis.
The 3D reconstruction methods that I proposed in this thesis provide a solid foundation for future
improvements and extensions. The quad pattern-based reconstruction method from Section 2.2 is
designed for parallelized GPU implementation, and the current implementation is close to achieving
real time capture performance. So we should concentrate on optimizing the algorithm implementation
for current GPU architectures. At the time of writing this thesis, the quad pattern method has
already been extensively used by adidas AG. Their captured sequences provide a huge and very
diverse benchmark dataset that can help to further increase the practicality and robustness of the
system.
The multiview conﬂicts proposed in Section 2.3 may help in the general (markerless) 3D reconstruction settings. Jensen et al. [JDV+14] suggest that matching ambiguity in areas of missing
or repeatable texture is the major reason for holes in multiview-stereo reconstructions. I believe
that the proposed multiview conﬂicts tackle precisely this problem, so if we incorporate this idea
into a state-of-the-art multiview-stereo method like [GS15] we could further the state-of-the-art
of multiview-stereo estimation. The proposed global graph matching framework further oﬀers opportunities to incorporate additional structure constraints or priors, depending on the application
in question. One important example is loop-consistency [SRM12] which can be incorporated in
the graph matching framework to improve optical ﬂow estimation required in free-viewpoint video
applications, especially in cases of unstructured and uncalibrated multiview data [LKM14]. Apart
from transferring these ideas to the mentioned domains of multiview-stereo estimation, optical ﬂow,
and free-viewpoint video, further development of the random-dot based 3D reconstruction method
should concentrate on improving runtime and scalability of the approach. This would facilitate even
denser reconstructions from even higher-resolution cameras, in a shorter amount of time. To achieve
this goal, I suggest exploring novel ways to adapt the elegant framework of sparsity-inducing norms
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and the convex optimization method of ADMM employed in Chapters 4 to 5 to the multiview graph
matching scenario.
The data-based animation method presented in Chapter 3 was evaluated on the shoulder-arm
region, but it can work as a framework for modeling arbitrary body parts and should easily scale
to even larger datasets or the full-body. However, the deformations that the approach can model
are limited to the animation rig provided. For example, the simple animation rig used in this work
cannot explain motion of the scapula and clavicle bones. Consequently, clavicle bone deformations
are averaged between subjects and cannot be controlled by the artist. An obvious way to tackle this
limitation is to embed physiologically correct skeleton rigs into the capture data. A less obvious, but
all the more appealing idea is to use SPLOCS to discover the additional articulated complexity that
the low-ﬁdelity skeleton cannot explain. However, for such an approach to succeed we must combine
unsupervised learning methods like SPLOCS with the supervised learning methods from Chapter 3.
This is a promising approach that should be explored in future research.
I already discussed limitations of SPLOCS and oﬀer diverse ideas how to ﬁx them in Section 4.4.
But there is one limitation that I am not happy with in particular, and so I would like to repeat
the following request to future researchers: The locality-inducing support maps are not analytically
expressed in the objective function of SPLOCS. Apart from not being mathematically elegant, this
results in problems with monitoring convergence and requires a very speciﬁc, greedy initialization
method. Future research should formulate the geodesic distance regularization term (that is currently
simulated with the support maps) in a mathematically precise way. This may lead to discrete variables
or strong non-convexity, maybe it even recovers exactly the proposed optimization framework. But
it would certainly help in better understanding the theoretical underpinnings of sparse localized
components, would ﬁx the convergence problem, and it would probably convince even more researchers
to use SPLOCS in novel application use cases.
The framework of compressed manifold modes is a very interesting one to explore in the future.
While I present a sparse localized basis for 3D geometry based on the Laplace-Beltrami operator, the
framework may be able to construct sparse and localized bases for other operators and generators
as well, e.g. on arbitrary manifolds such as spheres (compressed spherical harmonics), images, or on
elastic deformation energies of physically simulated surfaces. These options are worth exploring in
future work.
All projects presented in this thesis also bear potential for future research in various areas outside
computer graphics and computer vision. For example, machine learning relies heavily on decomposition
and dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA, autoencoders, multidimensional scaling, and
linear discriminant analysis - to name just a few. These techniques allow for eﬃcient data analysis as
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well as feature selection and feature extraction. In the future, the locality-preserving techniques for
data decomposition and basis construction proposed in Chapter 4 and 5 shall help to improve such
machine learning tasks for datasets that exhibit a geodesic distance metric - e.g. image sequences or
network datasets.
In a similar way, the dynamic 3D reconstruction techniques proposed in this thesis can be helpful
in a number of application scenarios. For example, they provide textile engineers with precise
deformation measurements that in turn assist in virtual prototyping and design processes. In fact,
Colaianni et al. [CSS+16] just recently used the system presented in Section 2.2 for evaluating a new
method that constructs patterns for made-to-scan compression garments. In the future, researchers
in orthopaedics and biomechanics shall use the proposed 3D reconstruction systems to gain insights
into the temporal and spatial strategies of human muscle control. A ﬁrst step in this direction was
recently accomplished in our own group [PGF+16]: for the ﬁrst time, we simultaneously recorded
surface deformations and Electromyography (EMG) data of muscles in the lower body along with
foot pressure distribution during balance tasks. Surface deformation measurements promise precise
insights into the temporal and spatial strategies for muscle control during balance tests and may lead
to improved assessment and therapy planning. However, they require precise biomechanical modeling
of the underlying process. This may be achieved through a combination of data-driven methods from
this thesis and biomechanical simulation models like OpenSIM [DAA+07]. Biomedical applications
also require new anatomically plausible decomposition techniques that subtract the motion of the
limbs (the kinematics) from the bulging of the muscles, so that muscle bulging can be precisely
quantiﬁed. The SPLOCS technique provided ﬁrst results in this direction (Figure 4.12), but more
research is needed to connect sparse decomposition techniques with anatomically realistic priors.
By the time this thesis is written, further research inspired by the presented approaches has been
published. With a similar goal as this work, Bogo et al. [BRLB14] set out to capture detailed
tangential surface deformations for later use in data-driven modeling. They stamp patterns onto the
skin to help in parameterization registration. Bogo et al. use 22 structured-light scanning units to
acquire very ﬁne geometry whose parameterization can be corrected by estimating the tangential
shift of the stamp pattern. They provide stunning resolution and high detail of dynamic body shape
variation, albeit at much higher hardware cost compared to the systems presented in this thesis. Data
captured with this system is used by Pons-Moll et al. [PMRMB15] to extend data-based human body
modeling by learning time-dependent soft-tissue deformations like wobbling of body masses. Tsoli et al.
[TMB14] provide a non-linear data-driven model for breathing motion. Inspired by SPLOCS, Yang
et al. [YYZ+14] learn a semantic full-body model that explicitly models variations in pre-segmented
body parts separately. These methods provide another layer towards the realism of data-driven
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animation since they capture additional phenomena of the dynamic behavior of human body shapes
in motion. However, such methods require very costly capture setups. In contrast, I helped in
building a system that extends an existing data-based model to new subjects by capturing them
with a Kinect sensor [RNVT13]. Independently of my work on shape parameterization for muscle
modeling in Section 3.2.3, Freifeld and Black [FB12] developed a very similar shape parameterization
that also reduces triangle deformations to the minimal 6 degrees of freedom per triangle. They
theoretically analyze this parameterization and ﬁnd that this parameterization induces a manifold
structure; ﬁttingly, Freifeld and Black name this parameterization Lie Bodies. However, they apply
their parameterization only to linear modeling from static laser scan data. Data-based modeling as
explored in Chapter 3 maps parameters like external force to a predicted 3D surface deformation.
The inverse problem amounts to predicting external force from 3D surface deformations, a process
that is studied by Sagawa et al. [SYA+15]. They show promising ﬁrst results and also compare with
EMG measurements, thus providing a ﬁrst proof-of-concept that muscular eﬀort may be predictable
from 3D surface measurements. This is a very interesting direction that begs for further investigation.
My publication of sparse localized deformation components in [NVW+13] directly inﬂuenced
publications in computer vision and computer graphics, presumably thanks to the reference implementation I open-sourced. Huang et al. [HYZ+14] ﬁnd sparse localized deformation components
within a deformation gradient encoding, similar to the one proposed in Section 3.2.3. This allows
modeling curvilinear paths and thus directly tackles the limitation shown in Figure 4.15. However,
the hierarchical nature of articulated deformations cannot be correctly modeled with deformation
gradients: the component on the upper leg will still keep the lower leg straight because deformation
gradients do not respect the inherent kinematic chain of articulated motion sequences. Therefore, it is
still an avenue for future work to automatically discover the kinematic chain of a mesh sequence using
sparse localized components. My algorithms have also been used for image classiﬁcation in computer
vision by Lee and Chellappa [LC14], who adopt SPLOCS to the setting of facial expression recognition
from video data. This shows the wide applicability of the SPLOCS algorithm. Independently,
Brunton et al. [BBW14] have developed a multilinear wavelet basis that is also localized, but that
locality is ﬁxed to the mesh topology and not adapted like in the SPLOCS algorithm. Bernard et al.
[BGH+15] provide a new local deformation model that is similar to SPLOCS. It also models sparse
components but enforces smoothness of the components instead of explicitly dictating locality of
the deformation components using geodesic support maps (like in SPLOCS). This ﬁxes limitations
regarding convergence monitoring. The approach also allows for deformation components of diﬀering
size and does not require localized initialization. If smoothness is enforced on the deformation
components as in [BGH+15], this can be useful for modeling human body or brain shapes. However,
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I argue that this does not apply for modeling complex wrinkles since such wrinkle deformations
are not smooth by nature. But the correct modeling of such wrinkles is crucial for high-resolution
facial animations. Also, the smooth components proposed by Bernard et al. are not necessarily local,
necessitating a post-processing splitting step [BGH+15]. In their paper, Bernard et al. [BGH+15]
also provide further evaluation of SPLOCS on diﬀerent datasets.
One of the main limitations of compressed manifold modes (Chapter 5) is the relatively high
computation time compared to the classical manifold harmonic basis. This has been tackled in followup publications. Kovnatsky et al. [KGB15] combine non-linear smooth optimization on manifolds
with ADMM, which provides a new framework for quicker solution of the CMM optimization problem.
Houston [Hou15] shows that momentum ADMM [GOSB14] can be adopted for quicker computation
of CMMs. Additionally, Houston introduces compressed eigenvalues that induce an ordering on
the compressed modes. Recent shape correspondence estimation techniques combine the concept of
locality with the power of trainable convolutional neural networks. The framework of Boscaini et al.
[BMM+15] allows incorporating any shape basis, including the compressed manifold modes - an idea
that needs to be explored in future work.
I hope that my contributions to the domain of reconstruction, analysis, and editing of dynamically
deforming 3D surfaces spawn future research in the domain of computer graphics and computer vision.
I am curious to see my methods being adopted and extended in exciting new application areas.
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A. Motion Protocol for Capturing Arm Muscle
Deformations
370 motions were recorded at 30 Hz from 10 diﬀerent subjects, each having a length of around 100
frames. After taking out 7 motions for cross validation experiments, approximately 32 000 meshes
were left for training. A strict recording protocol of motion was maintained for capturing the dataset.
The 10 subjects had to perform the same predeﬁned arm articulations, ﬁrst without external load,
then with external load. Finally, some free motions diﬀering between subjects are recorded.

Articulations with external load
The subjects were asked to repeat the following motions, ﬁrst without weight, then with a barbell in
hand. The barbell weight was raised in the following way: 0.5 kg, 1.0 kg, 2.0 kg, 4.0 kg, 7.5 kg, 10.0 kg,
14.0 kg, 17.75 kg. Recording stopped when subjects could not lift the weight anymore. I now give a
speciﬁc description of the motions.
Arm Flexion in Supination.

This is the classical biceps curl move, the palm of the hand facing

upwards. Practices mainly biceps brachii. Figure A.1(a).
Arm Flexion in Pronation.

The same biceps curl, but with the palm of the hand facing towards

the ground. Mainly practices biceps brachii and brachialis muscle. Figure A.1(b).
Arm Extension.

This motion is targeted at the triceps muscle and starts with the upper body

position horizontal to the ground. For this, a bench was put inside the capture volume so that
subjects could rest with the left arm on the bench while recording the right arm. The arm is then
moved from a ﬂexed position and extended upwards. Figure A.1(c).
Shoulder Abduction and Adduction.

The extended arm is lifted up within the coronal plane.

Practices mainly deltoid and supraspinatus muscle. Figure A.1(d).
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Shoulder Upward Rotation.

While shoulder abduction up to 90◦ is performed by rotation in

the glenohumeral joint, further rotation upwards is performed by a rotation of the scapula and even
the spine. This motion was captured separately with the elbow ﬂexed upwards. The exercise used to
capture this is called the military press in body building. It exercises deltoid, trapezius, pectoralis
major and serratus anterior muscles around the shoulder and in the back. The triceps also requires
activation to extend the arm. Figure A.1(e).

Articulations without external load
The following movements were recorded just once without any external load.
Shoulder Flex.

The shoulder is lifted upwards within the sagittal plane. Figure A.1(f).

Shoulder Spin 1.

Rotation of the shoulder is performed while the elbow is ﬂexed. Figure A.1(g).

Shoulder Spin 2.

Rotation of the shoulder is performed while the elbow is extended. We

speciﬁcally ask the subjects to exercise the full rotational motion. This is an interesting motion
since the observed deformations are hard to generate with classical skinning methods from computer
graphics. Figure A.1(h).
Transverse Extension of the Shoulder.

The shoulder is rotated in the transverse plane while

the elbow is ﬂexed. This exposes the scapula and (depending on the body shape) other parts of the
glenohumeral joint at the extreme angles. Figure A.1(i).
Lifting 1 and 2.

This motion performs ﬂexing of the elbow joint and abduction of the shoulder

joint at the same time. A similar motion is repeated after rotation of the shoulder, Figure A.1(j) and
Figure A.1(k).

Additional movements
Each subject was asked to perform some free articulated movements. These exercises show extensive
ﬂexing of the shoulder, dancing, freestyle articulations of the arm, boxing, and drinking. Usually,
these captured sequences are a bit longer (sometimes up to 500 frames). Some of the additional
sequences were left out of training and were used for cross validation. Four of the movements are
shown in Figure A.2.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(i)

(f)

(h)

(j)

(k)

Figure A.1.: Motions recorded in the arm-muscle deformation dataset. This only shows the set of
basic motions recorded every subject, additional articulated motions were recording for
each subject, some of them shown in Figure A.2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.2.: Subset of additionally recorded motions, diﬀerent for each subject. (a) Dance motion,
part of training set; (b) Freestyle motion, not part of training set, used for cross validation;
(c) Boxing, not part of training set, used for cross validation; (d) shoulder spin, not part
of training, used for cross validation
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